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AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF MICRO AND SMAll SCALE'
SHOE MAKING UNITS IN,LAHORE'

Dr. Qais A~lam 1a'nd Uzair Ahson2.. ..'

ABSTRACT 1 ~,.

Sm.all business firms are important. and integral part of ,any economy. They
generate employment and income when they do.business.and tend to expand.
Most of the micro and small scale shoe manufactures in this study. are still in 1

51

stage or easily 2nd. stage of their growth, as they should be: .'that'.s what small
scale is all about. But a thing to ponder upon is that about 40% of them are 11 to
41 years old. It means that.'there is something lacking in the dyn.amics of small
scale either at personal and enterprise levels or external Le, institutional level:-
The institut'ional settings in which these micro and smallehterprises operate
need to be managed in such a manner that they should 110t'be neglected
relatively .. Enough resources and planning should also be diverted towards the
development of this sector. ., .

1. INTRODUCTION
Business enterprises are distinct economic entities, which by expanding

their own business opportunities, employ other factors of production, beca-useof
which, other related business such as suppliers of factors, raw materials and
sub-contractors have opportunities to expand their own business, employment
opportunitie:.. and incomes. By producing goods and" services, . business
enterprises also increase the spectrum of consumer choices in the market. All
this circular flow at the macro level-enhances economic growth and GOP levels
in the country and the world at large under free trade, other things remaining the
same. The basic motive or objective for a business enterprise or a firm 'is to earn
and maximize profits. In order to earn _profits, the firm organizes the factors of
production to produce goods and services that will meet the demand of
consumers and/or other firms in that country or in the international market.
Theoretically speaking, equilibrium or profitmaximisin~rTevel of output would be'
the point where marginal costs (MC) of the firm would be equal to the marginal
revenue (MR) of the firm. If the average costs (AC) of the' firm at that level of
output are lower than their Average Revenue (AR) then the firm would earn
super normal profits, and if the average costs (AC) are equal to their Average
Revenue (AR) at that level of output then the firm would be earning normal profits
andcoverin\:j its costs. If the average costs (AC) qf ~he firm are above Average
Revenue at that level of output then the ~irm would incur losses and can only
sustain these losses for a short time and that also till such time that its variable
costs (VC) i.e. the costs of labour and raw material etc. are being met through
the revenue of its products. In the-long run, theinefj'icient finn would not exist.
So, one important dimension of .efficiency is firm's ability to manage its costs.
Petersen and Lewis state, "In a market characterized by many firms competing

I Dr. Qais Aslam is Chairman, Department of Economics, G.c. University La]10rc.
2 Uzair Ahson is Lecturer, Department ofEco~omics, d.C-University Lahore.
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against one another,\j3bpv,e,norrT,lal pr9"f:itsprovide important signals but are not
likely to be maintained over long periods of time, That is, firms already in the
market respond.to.,higl).e.~,pr9fits'~y',i~cfe'a~,ing <;:ll,ltp'ut,and new firms will have an
incentive to enter the market as well. The result w'ill be an increase in supply of
products, prices, and ultimately, lower profits",1 '

','j Ti~qthy s. ,'H'att~n (1991f'suggesfs four stages of development of a
sma'lifirm; although ndt all'small businesses are of the same size at start up, nor
do they all'setto achieve the sam~ .level' of growth in mat'urity, In the first 'or solo
stage. theovV'ne'r :runs the business' himself. A business enters the second stage
of g'r.QI,yth\yhe'n other 'peopl'e a,re hired, 'Now 'the entrepreneur is no longer just
r.espOflsible for his own efforts: Management begins because the entrepreneur
musf n.9.~ get work done through other people 'rather than trying to accomplish
ev~ryt~if")g that ne~<;lsto be done alone, Stage, three occurs when he adds a level
of s,upervision i.e,. the manager can't supervise each activity and adds some
supervisor' to take note of departmental structure, In the fourth' organization
stage, the business has grown to include multiple departments managed by
many supervisors, That is rather than focusing on daily operations - making and
selling the product or service - he will more exclusively focus on managing the
bigger picture--through long range planning and overseeing supervisors,

~ /, ~,ri ' ; ~, ' .' , " '.

" ,j Most of the ,micro and small' scale shoe manufacturers are still in 1sl
stage or easily 2n~.stage of their growth, a~ they should be: that's' what small
scale iS,al1about. But a thing to ponder LJponis that about 40% of them are 11 to
41 years.dd, It means that there is something lacking in the dynamics of small
scqle either at personal i.e. enterprises or eternal i.e. institutional level.

'I~ a .market eco''n,?my, the organization and intera'c1ibn of producers and
consumers' is accomplished through ttie price system, which guides the
decentralized interaction among cOnsumers and firms for efficient allocation of
resources in a society. Theprice system is the interplay and interaction of forces'

, of demand and supply in the market and helps reallocate resources from where
their market demand is lesser towards where their market demand is higher. The
higher demand for goodsh~lpsto inc;;reasethe prices and leads to an increase in
the' revenues of those 'firms' the demand for whose products has increased
(depending upon its elasticity), but it als'o' helps increase the employment of
resources or factors that produce those goods and services. In other words, this
would at the same time increase the price of these inputs as their derived
demand increases and subsequently increase the cost of production of the firms,
thus reducing the profits of the firms an~ forcing the enterprise to innovate, bring
new technologies and techniques of' produ'ction in order to keep costs of
production as low as possible. Hence'. the price system works through its
interplay of demand and supply, in the presence of overall institutional structure,
to allocate resources among alternative uses: The small and micro enterprises'
work in the same circumstan'ces. .

The small and micro level business enterprises are not just a group of
individuals or group of people who put their own (and other people's) financial
resources at risk for earning incomes and profits. As the drivers of free enterprise
system, small business generates a great deal of energy, innovation, and profit
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for millions of individuals in the world. Small business includes a wide spectrum
of activities. It includes the stay-at"home workers who with the help of their own
family members produce and sell their output~to the, factory owners who usually,'
subcontract all, or a part of their output; to these 'small and micro manufacturers,
It also takes in its fold those businesses.,that produce,thefinalproduct for sale in
the market thems~lves,instead of selling.lhe.product under some other brand
name, Some of these small and micro level, businesses sell their products intheir
own shops. For example, this research shows that selling their own products in
their own shops is a common practice in the small-scale shoe making enterprises
of Lahore, although a small 'number of enterprises do p'roduceJar other brands Or
relatively large-scale enterprises as well. ' -

•.. I' J.

, Small business firms are important and an)ntegral part of any economy.
Through various business 3ctivities, they tend to generate and expand. income
and employment. Research studies suggest that large,business firms need small
business entities. On the one h~nd, large companies subcontract a major part of
their input manufacturing to small and medium maf}ufacturers;on the other hand,
they also produce machines, tools and raw materials for small ,business ,houses. '
In the earlier stages of development of nations, as the network of comm'unication
and transportations readily doesn't exist, so the" small 'firms emerge as a
response to smaller de'mands. But as the econom'y grows' ana" infrastructural
development takes place, along side p'cipulation growth; the'room for large' scale
enterprises does emerge. Either the former smaller units expand their~"plant sizes
or new firms come' into play depends' upon' a series of economiC and cultural
reasons, Some countries have consciously tried to establish the small'bnits as a
strategy. India, probably the post independence leader in planning' forlarge-scale
industrialization, also pursued small industry development with-vigour, a legacy
. of Ghandi's famous advocacy of small 'units, using traditional techn"olbgies.
China's use of small-scale rural industry in support of local self-reliance is equally
well known. E.F. Schumacher author of "Small is Beautifuf' founded a movement
of small industry enthusiasts. .

Adv6cates of small-industry promotion proniisea wide rang~o~ ben~fits
including accelerated employment creation," income generation 'for' the poor,
dispersal of economic activity to small towns and run':!I areas andm'bbilizcition of
latest entrepreneurial talent. 3 " "

At 'the end of se~enties, it becarri~ 'clear tha,t small enierpris~',studies
could gain. in .depth when they would concentrpte,on any one su~-sector, or
activity, A number of researchers subsequently focused ona limited !"1umberof
activities, or only one sub-sector, instead of trying to generalize about small
enterprises. Studies on specific aCtivities or sub-sectors were published in due
course, for example, the study on the Construction SectOr in Indonesia, on the
Shoe Sector in India and on Tile Production in Indonesia. Tne Gammon element
of these studies was usually' the hostile' policy 'environment forttiese activities.
Government policies were usually geared towards se'rving the modern industrial
sector only. Most sub-sector studies of small enterprises concerned leather or
textile -related activities or the construction sectbr.4 Khalid Nadvi after discussing
in detail the dynamics of Surgical Instrument Manufacturing Unifs in Sialkot
concludes that 'It appears that small producers to develop into competitive
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forces, links with large firms, ties with external agents and the presence of local
,::;upport institutions have been of great significance". In contrast, the experience
,of-intervention by the state is rather mixed: although, the existence of a number

of physical and infrastructure constraints suggest that the state's role as a
facilitator and an enabler for small producers cannot be under-estimated.5 For a

i. detailed discussion on socio~cultural determinates of informal sector see 'Socio-
cultural Factors for Promoting the Informal Sector" by Dr. Klaus Klennert in The
Informal Sector in 'Pakistan edited by D. Shah Khan.

With fast growing globalisation trends, new opportunities and threats for
small business are opening. Small entrepreneurs can use trade liberalization to
find niches in global' markets in order to expand their business, explore new
m<;lrkets for selling their products abroad, buy cheaper and better quality raw
materials, machines, technology and know-how from international markets and

, take advantage of the local factor endowment more cost-effectively. But there are
some perceived and actual threats fOr survival of micro and small firms. These
include cutthroat competition, aggressive marketing, reach to" credit and global

. linkages with foreign firms.

Theoretically speaking, small business enterprises form the basis of a
perfectly competitive market because there are many firms in the market trying to
sell homogeneous prodL!cts or close substitutes. They are usually single
proprietors or small family business concerns, producing homogeneous products
or close substitute~ for a limited market, employing a few workers and machines
as fixed capital with limited financial resources, and hardly any back up facilities.
Some advant9ges of a small-scale manufacturing venture are that it can directly
supervise the producticm process; take personal initiatives and provide
incentives. It ha!? personal .relationship with its labour and even with its
customers, and can cater for the, individual needs.

Economic reasoning suggests that as technical knowledge and facilities
become common property, small-scale manufacturing firm can also benefit from
the external economies that large-scale firms enjoy. But such situation can only
prevail in an environment where small, medium and large scale producers have
strong linkages. A very interesting view about cluster dynamics and knowledge
spillovers is attributed to Marshall-Arrow-Romer externality. It suggests that an
increased concentration of a particular industry within a specific geographic
region facilitates knowledge spilloyers across firms. This model formalizes the
insight that the concentration ot. an industry within a city promotes knowledge
spillovers between firms and therefore facilitates innovation activity.6

On the other hand,' the small-scale manufacturing firms have to face
some disadvantages as well. One is that, the total output being small; the
overhead or fixed costs per unit of output could be high. Similarly, the small-scale
firms buy raw materials and labour etc. in comparatively small quantities; so they
cannot enjoy the economies of scale enjoyed by large-scale producers. Also

.while selling its products, the small-scale units find marketing costs per unit
f,' relatively higher that is why most of the small firms don't advertise. Furthermore,

in the era of trade liberalization the domestic markets are opened to foreign
investment and business (large and small) that corne with higher innovative



techniques, cheaper and better quality products. Hence, they pose many
challenges and tough competition to small business, in the case of the less
developed countries, Pakistan being the one in the category usually cannot
respond or adapt to fast changing market conditions. Therefore, small business
often fears that the process of globalisation and trade liberalisation will adversely
affect them. The idea of Schumpeter (1949) and D.C. McClelland (1961) are
useful in the analysis of Small Scale entrepreneurs. Schumpeter has stressed
the role of innovative entrepreneurs in economic. development, while McClelland
analysed the entrepreneurship and argued that this characteristic can be
developed in a systematic way. Their ideas combined in a third world context, led
to an interesting entrepreneurship development. Theories concerning the role of
small enterprises can be distinguished into theories focusing on the constraints of
small enterprises in development process 3bout entrepreneurship development.?
So, if some intentional effort is made through skill building and productivity
enhancement, it is possible that some local firms may develop their linkages with
global firms.

The definition of small-scale business depends '.upon the criteria for
determining what is 'small' and what quantifies as 'businesses'. Small-Scale
enterprise in this research is a firm that employs 2-9 labourers each and exists as
an entity manufacturing shoes, marketing its products through its own outlets or
work for other shoe sellers, or they work and sub~contract 'for a larger scale
producers of shoes.8 Several criteria (employment; investment and turn over)
have been suggested as defining characteristics of small enterprises and to draw
the line between small and medium size enterprises. Empl9yment is the most
widely used and very practical and comparable criterion.9 Usually these small-
scale enterprises are in informal sector, whichis.unorganised. Although some of
these may pe. registered with the tax authoritles---hence tending to fall in the
cat~gory of formal enterprises. Dr. Shahid Amjad Chaudhry in his .paper
"Significance of the Small.and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) Sector in Pakistan
. and Assessment of its Employment Potential" defines the small-scale firm as
having 2-9 employers. He uses the reason that the national pension (regulated'
through the Employees Old Age Benefit Institution Legislation) and health
insurance (The Provincial Social Security Institutions Legislation) is applicable to
institution with 10 or more employees and provides' a natural cut off point
between small scale, medium and large scale sectors.10

In Pakistan where approximately 40 per cent of the people Iive'in poverty
with income below US$ 1 a day and approximately another 40 per cent live
below US$ 2 a day, efforts are required to encourage, people to become, self-
employed and do business for income generation. This would not only generate
household incomes but also contribute to enhance economic growth of the
country and goa long way to reduce poverty levels. Although the process is not
guaranteed to be a success in itself to reduce poverty but it can be a very
important base for skill and productivity development; which in turn will lead to
capacity building and higher standards of living.

The Department of Economics; Government College University, Lahore
conducted a survey of 88 small enterprises in the shoemaking industry of Lahore,

Dr. Qais Aslam and Uzair Ahson 5-
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producin,gall'shoes; chiidrenshoes, ladies shoes, men's"shoes and traditional
'"shoes in order to empirically study and analyse the state, problems, demands

and conditions of small-scale shoe manufacturers.
The following were the objectives of the research (survey):

1. To study the profile of the small-scale shoe units.
2:--Tb.:developan .wnderstanding about the education, training, and skil,L

'-,,' level$ of employers and employees. ,'. "
---- .3.' TQ gather information about 'ownership types of business and thei'f.

ecor)orilic consequences.
4~~.To analyse the input ahd output conditions.
5. To assess thehech'nical, and financial support to the industry.
6. To analyse the monthly sales and employment. .
7. To recommend measures for improving their operational,omarketing

and finarlcial efficiency.

2. NOTES ON METHODOLOGY "

.,~

Iii:

[Ii

i
f
I
1,1
I,,,

2.1 Sampling Design Related Considerations

A predi;>minant part of' ecoJ;1omic activity in sm.al!-sGale shoemaking
industry inLahoreJakes place in.unreported and informal, sector. It was therefore
practically difficult for the r~s~archers .to estimate the size of target pppulation
first and then decide aboufthe sample size. . '

On the basis of hypothesized variation In sales and related indi'cators, a
sample of 88 micro and. small shoemaking units (firms) in Lahore'Was taken.oNo
formal list of Small-scale enterprise in' the shoemaking'industry was available at
the Lahore Chamber'of Commerce and Industry. Pakistan Industrial Finance
Corporation" and lahore' Organization of Shoe manufacturers. Recognising' the
above said constraints a multitude' of snowball sainpli'ngdesigns were ado'pted:

;. '. •• , j . . • ", ' •

Threeenumer~tors (students of M.Sc Economics' Part 'II at
G.C.University Lahore) conducted interviews and the survey of the market with a
questionnaire. Personal interview technique was adopted for survey research to
acquire and extract inforl1)ation. T?king adv~{ltage of personal interviews.
structured. semi-structured, unstructured and deep probing methods were used.

, ~ •• • < i .,

Counter Biasing statements were added at a few stages to enhance the
response rate and ensure active participation to avoid extremity bias. Sensitive

, information was extracted. using split ballot technique.

, 2.2 Questionnaire Coding and Editing

As personal interview technique of survey research was used to obtain
responses so the researchers faced lack of response at a very few stages. And
then. because of high inconsistencies and probable wrong estimates,' five,
questionnaires were discarded.

Hence. the actual study comprises of 83 enterprises. Taking advantage
,of split ballot technique of asking questions. in totality less than 10 percent of the

° 'case responses were edited.
;-, 'j~

I
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Computer assisted coding procedure using statistical package Minitab V-
13 was adopted. Special care was taken to safeguard the analysis requirement
(descriptive statistics, hypothesis testing, co-variance analysis and regression
analysis).

2.3 Describing the Feel of the Data

In order to examine and explain the dynamics of data, some descriptive
statistical tools were also used.

Choice of suitable measures of central tendency was made from among
arithmetic means, median, mode and geometric mean.

To explain extent of variability, different statistics like minimum,
maximum, range, first quartile, third quartile, percentile, standard deviation,
coefficient of variation, were used. .

Different statistical software namely Minitab Version! 13, StatGraphics
Version 3, and SPSS V.1 0 are used for this part of analysis.

3. PROFILE OF MICRO AND SMALL SCALE SHOE MAKING UNITS IN
LAHORE

, . The structure of the small-scale shoe making enterprises can best be
assessed and analysed with the help of a prClfile of the industry. The profile
would inClude the relevant factors like the number of units, nature of their

. productivity, age of enterprises, education and skills of entrepreneurs, access to
credit facilities and structure of product line etc.

3.1 Structure of Industry

Most of the activities of micro and small-scale shoe mariufacturing sub-
seCtor were in the non-formal (unreported) sector. The sh6~s manufactured by
aiffererit firms differ in brand names, and beCause the firms have very little
control over price, therefore this industry seems to be working under 'near'
perfect competitive conditions. The micro and small-scale shoe making u[1its can
be treated as price takers. They cannot influence their prices as much as some
exogenous supply or demand shock. They compete among themselves as well
a's with large size enterprises to remain in the market. . "

,The shoe making industry is divided into three broad categories;

(a) Large Scale,

(b) Medium Scale, and

(c) .Micro and Small Scale.

. The product produced by the micro and small-scale units is. nearly
'hom'ogeneous and has very close substitutes; com'prising of men's, ladies,
children's, and traditional shoes like Khussas and Chappals. Each category of
units caters for each specific kind of demand in the market: Some of the micro
and small-scale producers produce all kinds of shoes and therefore cater for all
kinds of demand in the shoe market.
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Micro and small-scale manufacturers of shoes also compete for a share
of the' domestic demand of shoes and the survey revealed a perfect competitive
market,11 where market price (and therefore the revenue of each firm) is
determined by the forces of market demand and market supply. It was also noted
that there was no bar on entry or exit in the industry. Anyone with financial
resources could buy one or two machines (which were relatively cheaper),
employ a couple of workers and start production of one or another kind of shoes.
There was sufficient information of the market available about prices of the raw
materials, quality of the raw materials, types of machines; skills of labour etc.

Largely the medium, small and micro-scale units are concentrated in
Anarkali Bazar, Shahalam Market, Landa Bazar and Paani Wala Talaab (near
Old City of Lahore). The units located in these places compete for the share of
the local market for different types of shoes. Hence, there is a sort of cluster in
this geographical area which is important for employment generation as well.

As micro and small-scale shoe industry is competing within the domestic
market, it continues to follow an inward' looking shoe manufacturing and
marketing strategy. Export marketing is ~ompletely absent in this sub sector.
Furthermore, these small-scale manufacturers find it difficult to compete with
cheaper and better quality products from abroad, which are flooding the domestic
market due to trade ~Iiberalizatibn. Moreover, a lot of better quality shoes,
including joggers and leather sole shoes, are being smuggled into the country
from China and other countries; which further, undermine the profit capabilities of
the small producers.

Micro and small.scale producers of shoes also have to compete with the
large scale producers like Bata and Servis Shoes, not only for a share of the
domestic d!=lmandfor shoes, but also for the b.etter quality raw materials and
skilled. workers, who are employed at higher wages and 'bonded' contracts by
them. The large-scale, prod.ucers enjoy dis(inct advantage over them because of
economies of scale, although they have to pay variety of taxes on their products.

3.2 ClusterDynamic$

. .The word cluster means a concentration of traders in a market place or
of small-scale producers in an area, often producing and selling the same or
similar things. The market.exchange here is a simple exchange between the
produce and the consumer, and the advantage to the traders and producers in
the cluster is that by concentrating' their efforts they' attract more customers.
Market information in such markets and clusters is larger because prices and
qualities of goods can be compared.

One of the benefits in cluster to small-scale producers is that they may
borrow or rent specialized machine from others, or they may share large orders
with others if they themselves don't have sufficient capacity to satisfy the order.
However, more intense form of collaboration, specialization, and technological
development are rare. '

•
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To expand and stahilize their' market beyond that which is offered by the
cluster, some enterprises try to sell outside the cluster to the formal retail sector
that often requ(res a higher quality, whichrriay be difficult to achieve. '

" ....~", r't ~ "-'" "'" +.,--: .. ~ '

3.3 Education, Training, and Skills of Employer,s <.," .' .

Most of the firms in the sector under' study were owner' operated who
themselves also happened to be the managers as well..,lt means that the owner
himself made most important decisions about the 'sale andipurchaseo{ inputs or
outputs, employment, choice of technique etc. and .most 'of the time he himself
was around to supervise his workers as well. Table 1 shows the years of
education of the small-scale shoe manufacturers. '

Table 1
Years of Education of Employers (In Percentage)

(Total Number of Units = 83)

Years of Education of Employers Percentage
No Schoolinq , 43.37%
Middle 21.69%
Matriculation 14.46%
Intermediate 9.64%
Graduation & above 10.84%

Table 1 shows that 43.37 percent of the manufacturers had no schooling
at all"', while 21.69 per cent had studied till 8th class; 14.46 per cent were
matriculation, 9.64 per cent were Intermediate and 10.84 per cent were graduate
or above. In other words, only 20.48 per cent had college level education, while
36.15 per cent had some sort of schooling. Such low level of formal education of
those managing these units would indicate that it would be quite difficult for them
to go along with the rapidly changing market trends and produCtion techniques
etc.

Beside credit availability avery important variable of entrepreneurial skill
is not very much present in the shoe manufactures. The low level of skills is a
trap in which these small enterprises are stuck and are unable to find a way out.
The lack of entrepreneurial ability has hindered the development of small
enterprises in a variety of ways. One, very important in these is inability to
develOP links with medium scale manufacturers. The study by Khalid Aftab and
Eric Rahim (1989), which sought the difficulties of small units in tube well
industry, also emphasizes the point. They observed, "Between 1960 and ,1974, in
the Punjab, Pakistan, many artisan units entered the production bfsmall capacity
tube wells. However, having reached a certain stage, even the largest and the
most enterprising of,these firms were unable to expand any further ... the" main
source of this weakness lies in the fact that many of the skills associated with the

'" The phenomenon of no schooling does not necessarily mean no education at all,
because education (literacy) can be acquired from informal means as well.
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us.e of these techniques are necessarily acquired through form.al educational and
training channels. The inability to expand beyond a certain stage is, therefore,
identified with the inability to cross, over into the modern sector. The 'barrier' lies
in the social and economic background of the informal firms owner-manager
which limits his capacity t6 absorb and attract through the market skills and

.resources needed. to adopt the necessary technical and managerial
improvements.12 Hence this endogenous condition of firm's development Le.
personal initiative and dynamism of manager and its interaction with exogenous.
conditions determines the fate of any organization big or small: shoe making
industry being no exception.

Figure 1
Level of Education of Employers (LEE)
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Figure 1 shows that of the
small-scale entrepreneurs

a) 10.84% were graduates
and above,

b) 9.64% were intermediate.

c) 14.46% were metric,

d) 21.69% were middle, &

43.37% had no schooling at
aiL

. Out of all producers surveyed in Lahore, only one manufacturer had
s()me sort of man.agement training. All others had not received any management
training to improve their managerial abilities.

Table 2 shows both the level of technical education and management
traini~g received by the small-scale producers. .

I Table 2
Technical Skill and Training of Employers (In Percentage)

(Total Number of Employers = 83)

Catego
Unskilled
Skilled

Percent
98.80%
1.20%

Management Trainin
Never
Once or More

Percent
98.80%
1.20%

The data in Table 2 shows that only 1.2 per cent of the employers had
some sort of skill / technical training, while the rest 98.8 per cent were technically
Ljnskilled. Let us clarify t~e table 2 above. When we are talking about formal
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technical education it includes some diploma or short courses from any
governmental or other institutes about designing or other skills etc. The data
suggest that 98.80 per cent of the employers had not obtained any formal skills
from a school or an institution, but it does not mean that they did not have any
skill altogether. Instead they had obtained traditional skills of shoemaking through
on the job training from a master-apprentice (Ustad-Shagird) system that is a
major source of learning for many workers and employers alike. But the level of
skill was very low and outdated, that was evident from the machines which they
were using to produce shoes. On account of the low level of skills and lack of
information about modern techniques these units suffer from a low level skill trap,
which these employers usually do not recognise. Such low-level skill trap results
in lower productivity and inefficient use of resources. Also, the lack of
management ability and training often acts as a barrier to take initiatives for
expansion of their businesses arid modernization of technology. They also lack
the capability or capacity to handle their book - keeping 'accounts of sales, or'
record of inventory etc. in a modern mann'er.' . , '.

Figure 2
level of Skills of Entrepreneurs (lSE)
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CIl 80
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IV•.. 60c:
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l!l UN SKILLED

Figure 2 shows that

a) 1.2 % have some sort of
technical skills.

b) 98.8 % of the small-scale
entrepreneurs in the shoe
manufacturing industry are
unskilled.

. 3.4 Education, Training and Skills of the labour

Data shows that the labourers employed by small-scale enterprises in
the shoe making industry are mostly skilled. This data should not mislead us
because such level of skill of labour is traditional and not modern skills. The
labour is largely uneducated, and is usually employed for making hand made and -
traditional shoes. A major share of the labour force employed in this sector is
usually en'tangled by loans, more often given by their own employers. the
common reason given by employers is that the loans Help the workers to remain
regular and efficient. Small-scale manufacturers therefore usually hire unskilled,
labour and train them through experience. .,.-

".
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Table 3 shows the level of skill of the labour employed by the small-scale
shoe manufacturers in Lahore.

Table 3
Share'of Skilled and Unskilled Employees (In Percentage)

(Total Number of Units= 83)

Category Percent

Skilled 86.75%
Unskilled 13.25%

Table 3 shows that 86.75 percent of the labour force employed in the
shoe manufacturing industry is skilled, while only 13.25 per centis unskilled. No
substantial' increase in reward for labour was reported or observed by the
surveyors during that period. Labour unrest and workers absenteeism were also
not found in the industry.

Figure 3
Skill Levels of Employees (SLE)
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Figure 3 shows that

a) 87.75 % of the labour
force is skilled.

b) 13.25 % is unskilled.

Informal apprenticeship training is still the most common way of
achieving skills. Apprenticeship training is good and, for the society, a cheap way
of learhing the ways of the trade, but if it stands on its own it cannot bring the
apprentice to a higher level of I training than the master and therefore
apprenticeship training should.be combined with vocational schooling (Sverisson
1997).13 However until recently most vocational schools tended to cater for t~e
formal sector and were not so' much related with traditional main enterprises. .'

3.5 Nature of Ownership

Most of the small-scale shoe manufacturers (62.87%) were sole
proprietors of their own business, followed by family ventures (20.48%) and
partnerships (16.87%).

Table 4 shows the types of business by ownership in small-scale shoe
manufacturing business of Lahore. .
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Table 4
Business by Ownership (In Percentage)

(Total Number of Units:: 83)

13

Percent
62.65%
20.48%
16.87%

The common views that most of the firms in the 'small-scale shoe
industry are family ventures, has turned out to be wrong. It might be possible that
small-scale units of shoes might have been a family business previously, but
currently the major part of this sub sector comprises of sole proprietors, followed
by the family ventures and partnerships. Sole proprietorship can also be ,termed
as self.:etnployment, but not exactly. Because a sole proprietor has a greater
chances to be the sole worker but he may have some labour under him, whereas
the self-employed is the person employing only himself, if we want to be exact.

Figure 4
Type of Ownership (TO)
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o FAMILY I Figure 4 shows that
VENTURE

a) '20.48% of the
f!i PARTNERSHIP business in small scale

shoemaking, industry is
family business

b) 16,87% are
partne'rships; and

c), 62,65% are s0:Je '
proprietorship

Promotion of self-employment is a major concern for most ,developing
countries. This is mainly for the reason that it eases the governments of these
countries from their social obligations of employment creation to a great extent.
In this effort, technical training has been perceived as a short cut, which enables
one to get self-employed. John Griesson, based on his substantial field research
in developing countries, concludes that such governmental support is-by no
means, meaningful. To be meaningful, it is necessary to have a well-integrated
scheme of enterprise promotion .14 . _'

3.6 Kinds of Shoes Manufactured
, ' -

Nearly one-third. of the small-scale shoe manufacturers (31.33%) were
producing all kinds of Shoes, followed by ladies shoes (25.3%), traditional shoes
(18.07%), men's shoes (15.66%), and children shoes.(9.64%).



Figure 5 shows that

a) 31.33% produce all ki[1ds of
shoes,

b) 9.64% of the total' produce
children shoes,

c) 25.3% produce ladies shoes,

d) 15.66% produce me~'s shoes and

e) 18.07% proQuce'tl-<":idi,tional,shoes

,

IIICHILDERN '
SHOES

o LADIES SHOE~

OMENS SHOES

• TRADITIONAL
SHOES

D'ALL SHOES '

~

'".Table 6
Descriptive Statistics: Monthly Sales

TSM
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Shoe T-'voebv Category Percent
-

All shoes'
' . 31.33%

,

Children shoes 9.64%
Ladies shoes 25.30%
Men's shoes

, 15.66%
Traditional shoes '18.07%

. Table 5
Shoe Type by Category (In Percentage)

Figure 5'
Types of Shoes Manufactures (TSM)

~.~ Monthly Sales and Sales Trend

It is quite clear that the common practice among the micro .,and small,
scale production units is to produce all kinds of shoes, that is to produce men's
shoes, ladies' shoes, children's shoes and traditional shoes. This practic;e is
believed to follow to avoid the risk' of business to run in losses as it happened in
the case of most of the enterprises specialising in the traditional shoes .. The
ladies shoes are most of the time fancy and less durable than men shoes and
have to be replaced earlier due to continuous use, that is why the producers who
produce merely the ladies shoes feel to be satisfied by producing it and form the
second largest category of the market segmentation by shoe type or the largest
one by itself.

Table 5 shows the types of shoes produced by'the small-scale shoe
manufacturers of Lahore.

14 ' An Economic Analysis of Micro'and Sn:lall Scale Shoe Making Units in Lahore

,l • Table 6 shows the datE! of monthly sales "'in the surveyed small
_shoemakin,g units in Lahore. , \



These numbers are impartant to. understand the manthly sales af the
enterprises. Monthly sales have been calculated as pair af shoes. Itis interesting
to. nate that average (arithmetic mean) af"monthlisales is 910 pairs i.e. an
average a micra ar small-scale shae m~nufacturing-enterprise praduces 910
pairs af shaes but' 50 percent af the praducers ,have.a sale,less than or equal to.
375 in a manth, as indicated by the value of 'median. Hence, arithmetic mean is
upward biased significantly. Similarly, substantialintra~industryheterogeneity is
present because the lawest 25 percent afthe,fir~s"have, sales' af 65 or fewer
pairs manthly, whereas the highest 25 percent hav'ejsales' of, 1750,ar,more pairs
per manth. Such intra-industry heterageneity show~,thaJ fram;the saleS and
productian paint af view nat anly all the enterprises~are_aperating:at margin,. butit
is possible that same of the firms have, a_wide margin ,of ir'nptavement in
techniques., ~
3.8 Sales 'Trend " '" 'L,' , "', '

~ .'An idea abaut the manthly sales .trend can.b"e 'had trom the statistics
given in th'e fallawing table. ::" ...iF .,1, \' '
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Table 7' "
Sales Trend

Sales Trel1d Percent
No.Change in Sales 28.05%
Sales Go. Up 9.7%,
Sales Go. Dawn 62.2%

The table indicates that a large numoer af campanies, i.e. about 6'2.2 ~
percent have reparted a decline in their sales. This cauld be'a wrorig'ly reparted"
answer as expected from such small scale operatars due to, their fear, of:taxes
and other levies but we can safely suggest that diJe to campetitian b6thfrom .'
lacaland fareign campanies these small firms'are facing a decline in ,their share
af the market. Similarly, abaut 28 percent ofthe'firms have reported no. change in
sales"SO we can canclude with reasanable accuracy that"generally'the small.
scale industry is facing prablems af either declining ar.'stagnant sales, althaugh
there are about 10 percent firms which have reported an increase in their sales
during the survey.

3.9 Access to. Finance and Credit

Financial resaurces and credit facilities help the business enterprises in
their existence, survival and expansion. Credit an easy terms and canditions':Le.
saft laan,is cansidered to. be an impartaht taal far bailing aut the firms from r

canditians af losses, especially to. meet the non-seasonal decline in demand or'
same sart af supply shacks that make the vulnerable enterprises gO out, of',~"
business ar c1asure.

Micra and small-scale enterprises need maderate levels ,of capitalta
initiate their business ventures. Far secand-generatian entrepreneurs whO inherit
their family business, few investments are needed since fixed and warkin'g capital
can be taken aver withaut significant caSh outlays. Hawever, these investments
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are~'iikely~"to'~belhigher iNheh: 'the"enterprisesare 'either established'by the
entr-epreneurs'themselves 'O"Fboughf There are various reasons given by small
entrepre6eurslfbr 'being"fully 'deperide'nton'their' ow'n'orfamily's'financial

, resbu.rces':wheii; ~nefseCup"new,:b'Jsinesses, Firstly,banks c~)Ver operational
costS,rvia1:int,eresf revampsano' try to avoid ,this 'through costly, 'extraction- oP"
inforhiation,~The'gevamps -of smalHoahsare often riot suffiCient "to cover these
costs,' :'As a-1,res~lt! formal""commerCial:'institutions' are unlikely to offer' loans < to •
micro:: and' small scale entrepreheu(1especially to starters who -have "not yet '
proiien"' thaf;'tfiey-7cancnJhf'their3:smati businesses profitablyi.'; Secondly; the

. entrepreneu'rs(tllems'elves1"maY':"ot 'De" interested to apply -for far-mal finanCial
assi's:tance{ tliaf' aoesnT have''the'flexibilitywith' respect to repayment that. is' so
important for emerging small'businesses': Thus; it may be expected that finahcing
the start up small business takes place through informal financial arrangements
which includes funds from relatives, friends, and business partners, such.as~
,suPP,!1~L~,;.~ngftrad~r~, La,n99.YVI)}yn~s.Jylan'y ,~ntrepreneurs m,ay.find person~i'lor
.family" savings adequate ,to launch' a micro enterprise., Profits from" this
undertaking may be sufficient to provide day-to-day working capital and to cover

, the needs of producer and his familY. BVt expansion may require access to more
'than'onesource of external financEOJorr;nal and informal. Business expansion
may also encompass process and product innovations that require purchase of
new capital equipments;:which,cannot be financed by personal funds, h. . ,"

• ."J r";',---' ,>.;,1 •• ~'.. ,
,.--;.....- ~ ~'7....,..,.'.... ~ :-'_ ,',...~;.'" -' , :'

', •. _ fjence,.it is r<;ltional,:to .conc.lud~ that m,icro and small"scaleenterprises .
are _!Do~tly, self"finan~ed,': Tne. prqbabilitYQf ..failure for small, ventures Jis:,

, cO[1,~Ld_l?re<ito._bE:!high .t~~t~ilJ.duc.::e9lack, of interest of both, formal 'and in,formalc-:
su~p}i~r~.,Q~fu~9~' ,,~~).~r[~~.8frr!i~ro,{f~? small-scale ,enJrep~en,eurs ha~~, grown
ab9ut~~~ far\,~~~Y.P\l1'l~y uSing th-..e,lr.,ov.:n,r;esQurce,s. , ,",: . , ' ,.", _.:.~r. 'J,\l \: \~.h•...; ,.l,; QJ ..•J: ~t~J!\-. I C.l ,~ .•..tl.. . " "'~', '.~' !.

G ,:,;.:;:!Government itselLhas"acknowledged this thing as I'the growth of small"
scale;:industry' is' mainly'hampered: bylthe non-availability of credit,facility in; the'
past:'~~~;,Recently"KhushalhBank"has"'started its operation, to. providetcredith'
facilities-for. small and. micro' enterprise's but there are some' notional :or actual',.,
hindran.ces..that have~stoppedthe:institutional'support,to'be' fruitful" Atthe\timeof" ,
the.l[survey;, the Khushali Bank\was~not in operation but the SmaIl1'Busiriess.;c'
Finance 'Corporation and other' institutions like Small and Medium .Enterprises ;:
Development Authority (SMEDA) were working for small-scale enterprises.fTablelL'
8 given below shows that about 94% of the sample ~nder study,lJad n.eyer: _
availed any credit from banking sources. Whereas"som~ "of th'e' respondents -,t.
expressed: their .apprehension"that they had taken loan from lbanks or co-
operatives,>government might have charged taxes, as they :become'a,:part of ,,',
official'record.' The, point to be made here, is, that micro and small-scale' firm5~',
shoWld!be,differentiated;from medjum scal.e enterprises that have relatively; more:'
institwtionalfaciUtie~; .., ' ' '" . ';:

Table 8
('t Icr,'Jr:~;, i,'" ;', ':" .' \. Realised Acce, ss to Credit

,7""" • • ,,-' ," •••• ~ ~_". ,J" ;,

.> ",k' , :J .•~." ," ',.

'i.'!':.1 '

,-
L

. .. . .. . . ..
Optahied'Crecrlt

' ,', Percent _,.' __. .• -,~.:.:. . .Never. ',' ,; ".,.

93,.98 %...•... - .. , ... ..
On-ce or more. . , -

6.02%

"\



S,.Akbar Zaidi in his ..book "lssuesJn, Pakistan Economy" (1999) states
that the single most important constrainLfaced .~by'Jhe small~scale sector has
been the availability of credit. All surveys consistently/come up with this finding.
Khalid Nadvi, in his survey"of 328smaJl:scale egterprises Jound, that only two of
them had been able to obtain credit from;theJormaLbarikirig;sector~~; This finding
is in line with our survey findings. But another important variableJor the existence
and survival of the firm is manageri_alj a1?ilitY,',~hich'is discussed In this paper
elsewhere. ." .,' :0":' '•.V;tiJ;:;i'!:~a 5v,tqhod~,H.J

The institutional settings in which these micro and 'small enterprises .
operate needs to be managed in such' amanrier"thaf;they ::Should'not be
neglected relatively: Enough resourcest!arid,~planning:should:5Is():;be' diverted
towards the deyelopment of this sector;.Many~ofJher~conomic"poii'cies"followed--
by national governments usually justified by professionals; unrelated to SMEs,
h~ve, significant impacts on the ,development of SMEs;dhe .effects are ~often
negative and. may .offset and outweigh-the--positiveeffects-of officii::il'....SME
promotional programs.17 .

3.10;Productionand£mployment C()nditions"cl~-~ " .• t:lb l~',~. - .,-

i:.' "r'~M.'. 'ost' ofthe'smal.l-sca.le' ente1r.'RriSes 'a'r.{...'fi~~r;'Cialiy PO()'rYa<nd therefoffi'-
• _ ',' , . . !:T'" -" ., ~ ',""-", r,.~ " •..<'."'r."-y ...., ..-.'.,,,..-..,...

th~y-'dp" not have .m.u,chsavlng~ in ~rd.e~_~Q''Ce,ipv!3s,t.a.,~ \7~Pr~,D,g'ml~!~~b~~In~~~;_::

~r~Ud~~~~r~t~t,~~~~:~~~~~h~~~:~tae;~e~rsd aft~ird~Ire:e~~T~; lfraifttit~r~~k~~~~\':
on"lihelr mnited frnancialresources, "-'1"'(0 :;1".:1;',,:;,: •• 'lOJ D""CO" ~., .",~"-'r '" Q.•••1Ti

.", ..t~..tt:G.:.t
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The major production inputs are labour, capital (financial and physical),.
arfd::lmahagerifll'abilities, 'Raw materiali'.'lTsed'by in-fein's "shoes "~n(f"tr:aditional
sHoe's 'is Somewhat. expensive than:thi3F u.sed."for:Ch'ijdfen-r;;>anH"iadiesoshoes~'\
Therefore: the price per 'unit in chfidren'''st1oes0-'ancf'fadle's shoes "is "Iess'erh!
comparatively. 'Leather raw material is're'porte'd to ~bevbfies~er -'qualitY, b~caus"e:1
good .quality leather is exported out of the country at much higher prices.

L' r -"'~"~.}.'\l'~

Table 9(a),shQws the summary statistics of:number Of{tnClchines with -the
small-scale shoemaking enterprises at the initial time, at the start of their
business, and Table 9(b) shows the ,number .of machines.-working, in these ..
busin~~.~es at present., t_: ': ~:~':..~, '.-.:,,,,~~:.; .; lQol-' or, t,;,,;,.V :

Table ~9(al'''''~ '.' _,' ....'11
Descriptive Statistics: No. of Machines Initial'

,
Mean .

Variable,
No. of Machines Median St.Dev. Min Max 01.
Firms Per Firm

83 3.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

03'+ ..•,
~ rt.f.t:

'I ••,no'::
r3.OOc,

. AlthoLighin a more macre)' perspeCtive, but th'e"artiCle by''rariq~Hakim 18

suggests.that the Pakistan footwear industry is' lati'our irite'nsive\ and'~needs
mUch'le'S5 capital investmenfas co'mparedwith'othei"heavyindusthes. The
present practice 'being: followed by the shoenianufaCturersis' tnat1theTemploy

" ;..... '...."'001 t.:,;'n.r ~;.it..
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little labour and capital and' start production: Although labour is cheap and
available~ but:it can't be employed additionally due to sales constraint which
occurs due 'to many market and1non-market 'reasons. So,' the employment
generation mayn'ot be, as . big~ a reward but self-empl0yment and sole
proprietorship still'happens to'bea'major'contri~ution.

Table 9(b)
Descriptive Statistics: No. of Machines Present

I:

!

;.)1 ' ~.

.
~;" Mean " \.~ .

Variable' No. of Machines i Median St. Dev. Min Max Q1 Q3 .
Firms

, " Per Firm'
No. of - . ,
Machin~s . 83. , 3.00 3.00 0.00 3,00 . 3.00 3.00 3.00
(present).

Tables 9(a) and 9(b) show that, when we. see the relationship between
number of machines at initial, stage and. at present, the number of machines
re'mains"~nch,al)ged;./j~n implic;~Hoh :9raw'n from these figures is that'this sub-
s~qtor, a,~~ugg~s,te"d by.rn~nyt" re~.e9rchers on micro enterprises .• is operatil)g
without t(3chnological improvements. ThiS' sector has reached a state where new
machi'nescan 'be added to the' units, provided finances and expertise are made
available.

. ~.,.' I. •• ' 'I .~ ".," • .

Table .10 below shows the summary statistics of number of workers
emplRxed: by '.the'lfsm,~II~~cale,J~9.e::[!1':l.n.ufacturing firms at the start of Jhe
busil)e?s vis-~,-vis p~es~rltly ,empk)ying. ,ThiS table, when combined wit,h the
tables 9(a) and9(b) can provide important results that are discussed below.

";-' . i -, '. - " 'J

"

~

Table 10
Descriptive Statistics: No. of Workers Initial and Present

of- '", _"'"& ">.\'

,- - ,.-. ~ .. - - . .
... , .

Mean MedianNo. of
.. St.Variable Workers Workers Min Max Q1 03~irms Per Firm Per Firm' Dev.

~_: r'
No, of
Workers 83- . 2:964 2.00 1.984 2,00 7,00 2.00 2,00
(Initial) ;

,r, _~'-' r~_ I. ••

No, of ,. ," ,
Workers. 83. 2.904 ' . . 2,00 _ '., 2.458 2.00 15.00 2.00 2.00 I.

"(Piesent) '.~ . '.' :. . ..•.".lA.....' - ~
-- - -.

- ._.~.. -, .

_ ."'-.,'':.:=':' ~_~:-.:~-- ..~ '':''._. .' ~~ •..._iL".~ ~,

...., ).Jable,10;\$t},9~sJhat the 'initial and present number of w'&rkers is. not,
sigQifican!ly different, w~ich .means that on average firms employ two labourers.
In.t!?restingly,.!he ,~taQdar.d,. deviation, that shows the ~verage _dispersion of
observations from mean, has increased as compared to that of initial workers. It,l' ,1IOtl- _h._ • -- ••••• --' ._. " ••

suggests that there has emerged greater variation in the number of labourers

,

I i
I

,"
! I

!II
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. across firms. Similarly, the range statistic' i.e. the 'difference" between the'
maximum and the minimum value has increased. Rangestatistic was'5'workers
for vvorkers initially employed, but it had ,increased to 13 at present. We cannot I'

generalise this figure to say that the employment generation in small-scale shoe
manufacturing has, improved over the years, because'the mean number of I '
workers per enterprise has not increased. This may be possible due to lesser
access to finance and credit, lower I~vel of entrepreneurial skills' with' the ',result
that these units have failed to develop into medium or large-scale firms.

3.11 Age of Firms "

, Table 11 shows in percentage the number of years of the small-scale
shoe-manufacturing units in operation.

Table 11
No. of Years in Operation of Firms

Number of Years in Operation Share in Percentage
1 21.69%
2 8.2\.3% .
3 2.41%
4 "

6.02% .
0 6.02% .~•.i .
6 3.61%' ,. ~. r ~

7 2.41% .' ,
8 3.610/6
9 , 1.20%
, 10 - 3.61%.
11 6.02%
12 1.20%
13 1.20%
14 4.82% "
15 .t.20%-- . - , ... _...-
16 . , '2.41%- .-
19 I -'1.20%.
~O .- '2.41%
21 -8.43%
23 ..'.- .,< 1.20%--
26 2.41% ',"

27 1.20%
39 2.41%
40 1.20%
41 2.41% r

53 1.20%

, " i'"

.,

'. ..~. ,::
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. ,",,' .-Table J2.below shows the. age of the 'shoe-manufacturing firms' during
, the past 53,years in,decades. : :>" .

',.

,"" ',. 7"Table12:
,',. ,,_ ,",' ,~,Age,ofSmall-Scale Units (By Decades)

, , ....
Age of Firmsin,Number of Nears .' ," Percent Share
1-10 •.,' i .> ._~: .1 ~~.

..... . ... 59.00 % ' ','

11-20 20.50 %
21-27 13.25 %

~39-41 '. , 6.00 %., ,

42-53 1.25 %. '." " '.
.

t~f

_:~

Table 12 shows the decacj.El wise age distribution of small-scale
manufacturers. It suggEt~t.slth,~t.~~ll?~[cent of .the ,-firms are 1 to 10 years old;
while 20.5 percent of the firms are 11 to 20 years old; 13.25 percent of the firms
are 21 to 27. years ,old,~6 percent are 39 to 41 years old', and orJly 1:25 per cent
are 53 ye~irsol(F In' other.wqrds, ap'proximately' 60' per cent cit' Uls firms are
relatively new firms in the'm'arKet, while the survival rate of the firm~diminishes,
as they become old firms. Hence, 20 percent of the firms had an age of more
than 20 years. The rest of the ,units were established during the last twenty years.
Does .itmean-tha~-thereis eno'ugh' profit margin in this sector that is"attracting
firms ito shoe -making. indy~.try? The- researchers believe that'due to overall
reduction in economic growt~;rateand non-availability of jobs both in:the private

• I ~••.(

and public sectors, people ha.ve:tendedto starttheir own business.
_ _. _ "" :;_.:J:L•.. .

,,- I' . , •
,.. ~.' • ~ ':""': ._F.tgure 6 .
Decade Wise Age of Small-scale Units in Operation (DWASUO)

"\(: r:,

C'
;.

Figure 6 shows that': •

a) Approximately 60,% of the firms
are 1-10 years old, ;,., .

b) 20,5%are'11-20 ~7ars old,

e) 13.25% are 21-27 y~ars old,

d) 6,0% are 39-41' years old; and e)
only 1.25% are 53 years old, .

'.;~ ".
.• " f
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3.~2.~enerarCoinments~:> - ;.'~

,i-Te~hlloiogi~~ldu~lism is causing varying patterns of grcf~th, market
power of business, unit profitability, and changing capital to labour ratio in favour

. ;,of capital, so the. emp!oyment genera\ion prospects seem to be lesser than
.expected. Increased competition frpm new local and foreign firms and changing

" • customer loyalties have beer restricting the expansion of existing I old firms.
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,Because of increased competition, use of old technology,' 'declining!customer
loyalties al')d insignificant exp~nditure on items of non-price competition and lack
of occupational mobility, there has been a significal')l reduction in profitability of
old units." , , ' ,"

.There is a situation of growth recession in the small-scale shoe iridustry
working in Lahore. 62 percent unit:;; reported that sales have gone dow~ in last
five years. '28 percent repOrted that it remained the same as last year while only
10 percent of manufacturers reported increase in sales. Due to increased
competition, there is a significant decline in market sh<;lreand market power of
the individual firms in last five to seven years. Only those manufacturers have
survived well who have adopted better technology' and. are moving towards

-automation and using relatively cheaper raw materia!.. Most of the units are either '
, ~children, or ladies shoe manufacturers. Although rest of the producers' are faCing
, . a decl.ine)n ,~usiness still theydonot feel"com.fortableto change theirpccupation.
, ',' Conseq~erit~ythere. ~as been a sig~ific~nrr~9~ctior~nhormaJ ..profits or in plain

- words they are surviVing at the subSistence level. .' , •
.• ~ .,j . ,f ;;... ..".. ..1. '. ~ • • . • ,:.j. II; i~""'.' J~i;':"

Features of product quality and'. quality"parameters are' not properly
C9ml)1,unicate<:lto customers by the salf3?r:n~n,L)elJ)pl()y~~s'f'h~nce the positive
theoretical 'link between the skill of labourer and sales canri'6t be 'empirically
rationalized preCisely. " ,. i';,~ c,,' .

V > ~~, .. ,\' ".J',~' .u, ,;".~.:: I" . ..:.. .~~ C::, .._.! "~ .,.n..~'"~~' . '.
- Because of aggregation problem, caused, by. substantial c products

differentiation 1 lack of standardization and produCtliri~ diveh~ifiEati6n, the effect
of change in prices of shoes on the monthly sales of shoes cannot:be estimated

",,' properly. The downward slide of prices :both because:'of"an !iricrease in "supply
over demand makes it difficult for small-scale firms to meeUhEiir'production'costs
from the revenue received after sales, resulting in losses or survival on

, ••. • ~.~ t. :'. ~ ' '; ~ I \

subsiste?~.~,level. .' ,": .. ,', ,,;,)"'r~'.:)~c'-.:Ir ",

The federal government has exempted the shoe "industry from payment
of duties and taxes on import of soles .and heals Jor use.in export fo'otwear. The

~'exem'ption 'has been "allowed through ..'aCeM:ttaT ~Bo.;rd~'b(CRgV:enue (CBR)
• F"' "'.. • '.' i." ".t'~ .'.: ";; '.' ." .. ' I~;, ',' ,. ,:,' . jlUI •..• '.'. ,"'1

notificatiori No.1 SRO 79(1) 12001, dated 'Feb: 6;'2001. It would be available' for
the footwear manufacturing on the condition 'that ,the' imported ,items are're-
exported.19As we know that almost. all. the manufacturers are concentrating'on
local markeL and don't have export concerns,' so' they'canriot,"avaikthis
institutional facility. They can only be benefited if they findlinkage,withr.thefirms
having export concerns. .,. .. '.~~-~r-.,' _J~. ~'~'~'!"j:..•..,l~_ ~.~ . ~ (:--~

;", Interestingly, the small-scale industry isworkingfor,self-erTiployment;and
the like .issues but the large shoe making .firms have 'good~business. and

'
make ..

profit. In 2000-01 Bata Pakistan earnedHsJ23.7i1i1illiompre~taxprofiUorlthe first'
six months of the year ended June 30,2001, on net sales,of Rs. 875.2 million.20

These intra-industry differences speak fc>rthe'mselves',ba~hough srriiil is claimed
lobe beautifulbut large' is'efficient ,and,?r?fi,ta.~!~:(S~9~oihies,of .~c~\e~:~',.~;':~:~....

'~ \ . ~~.::-,:?10~>~:

" -"'V>.;. 10'
'" ',nue
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4. CONCLUSIONS
,'" . In the survey of Small-scale shoe 'manufacturers in Lahore, 88, shoe

, manufaCtu're'rs 'were' interviewed through personally administered' questionnaire
technique, and ~he following results were reached: '

1.' Mosl' oUhe activities o(small-scale shoe manufacturing indu~try were in
the' non-formal (unreported)'sector: The products of this sector are not perfectly

, homogeneous'and c<?J11prise'of men shoes, ladies shoes, children shOes, and
'traditional shoes. Some of the small-scale producers produce all kinds of shoes
":',andthereforecater for all types' Of shoes. .' .

-,.. ~.C" -.\~:;.: ..:' . •

'. 2. .; Beca,use small~scale shoe industry is competing in the, domestic market,
.theref9re these small-scale manufacturers find it difficult to compete with cheaper

,."'andl;>etter quality products from.abroad as well as from large-scale formal'sector.
.,.,.......~-'.... ",!: '. ' ~ - Ii ~

3. \Ir was noted that ~~e.education level of employers was very ,low. ,10.84
percent of the small-seale entrepreneurs .were graduates and above,9.64
percent intermediate, 14.46 percent metric, 21.69 percent middle, and -the rest

'.43.~7 percent had no schooling at all.

4.' Almost all entrepreneu'rs had not received any management training to
improve the operation of their units.

5. Labour employed by small-scale entrepreneurs in, the shoe making
industry is traditionally skill~d ..

6. Most of the small-scale shoe manufacturers (62.87%) were 'sole
, proprietors .of their business; followed by family ventures (20.48%); and
partnerships (16.87%).

-- 1.
7. Nearly one third of the small-scale shoe manufacturers (31.33%) were
producing all kinds of shoes followed by ladies shoes (25.3%), traditional shoes
(18.07%), men's shoes (15.66%); and children shoes (9.64%). . .

8. Most of. the sm~ll-scale entrepreneurs are financially poor anq therefore
they ddnothave much savings in order to reinvest or expand their business.

", . , -, .
. ";0. r ,. •

9. ~These units do not have enough resources to meet financial crisis.
Small-scale shoe manufacturers did not receive any help from the government as
such, because no ,such formal system exits, and also did not go for any kind of
ISO certification. " '.

10. Credit availability has a negative impact on employment generation on
account of change ,in" choice, of. techniques in favour of labour displacing

, technology. Automation and mechanization of small-scale units, have. however
~trengthened their possibilities of survival. ,.,' 'I , ,.

o :- .J,' .~_,..... I ,- , - , -,'J I ,; '.

11.' As far as the age "'of. small scale units is concerned, 59percent oHhe
'"''sm~Il.'pr~~'ucer's firms are ,.1'to: 1b'years old, while 20.5 pergent of the firms'flre
11 to 20 years old, 13.25 percent are 21 to 27 years old, 6 percent are 39 to 41
years Old, and only 1,25 percent are 53 years old. In other words, about three out
of every five of the firms are relatively new entrants in the market, while the
survival rate of the firm cjecreases, as they become old ..~..' .
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12. Due to new entrants in the market, market share (monthly sales) of the
old entrepreneurs in the market goes down. Hence, the market share (monthly
sales) is depicted by two trends: initially it increases as the age of unit increases,
but then it declines after some time. "It can be attributed to two reasons. Firstly,
the old producers have not updated their technology and have contended with
limited sales. Secondly, the new entrants are 'capturing the market by adopting
new technologies'and posing more competition.." .,;;""

13. ' . Employment generation prospects in'relation to level. of skills in labour
were correlated positively and therefore implied that'skilled labour manage to get

"jobs ..
~ II,
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ABSTRACT,. " ' "~.1'.. ". ,', ,~

The theme of this article is to establish the natti're"aiid:importance'of HRM and'
how it emerged, to provide some evidence ofi~S,:yQ.n_t~xt;,tq~.9is~l!~s,it~pot~ntial
and future development. This paper is n()tint~n_d_~d,tq,~ecsole,IY~,a.qout J

human resource management but includes compa~i~on,aM ,anaIY,~isa.boutits".
discipline as well. It also examines some of.' the alleged, differences and,
similarities between both subjects and terms, ," ,' .•

, ".'j-

1. INTRODUCTION

, .Human resource requires more attention~land'~cafeful "man'agement .
than any other resource of the organizations. Inthe~1980s'ima rearly 1990s the
term'HRM (Human Resource Management) ;camEHnto'(acaaemic' hofi?Ons'
and was increasingly used by the practitioners"and,'researchers'\v6rldwide'. V'
TheJast tW9d,ecades have seen a marked cha.ng~\~ H~.Mpar:ticularlyjn,those
activities,•..,.,hichinvolve acquiring, developing,. motiv?lting,and; utilizing ~ul!)C3n.
resoprces,actively in the business. The major,p~rpose.o!H~~.l~ !q\~c!~~,se,an~,'
improve the productive contribution of personnel tothEhorganization ,in more.
ethical, social, and administratively responsib'le way. This p'urpose emerged
from,c~m~only called industrial relations,personQ.el:~dm,i.nis~ratiqt},,in,du~trial'
psychology,<;Ind personal management. HRM is not just~9t~ehpeT~9_nne!r
managementfad. ResearChshows that its aim is to create a whole organizational
culture that binds workers to the company's, objectives, with full professional
commitment; integration and quality work. ' '

2. HRM TRENDS ANO DEVELOPMENT

-The 21st century will bring with it enormous opportunities but also enormous ,
pressure, if the companies will not improve the productiVity of the people and
treat them 'human being' which are the vital objects of t;l1I)heeconomicadivities
leading towards industrial development. Now it is worldwide consenSus that
human resource is one' of the major means of increasing efficiency, productivity
and prosperity of the firm.

ThELpresent scenario of. HRM did not suddenly appear.' A review, of this
evOlution shows how the effort of early pioneer led ,today's more sophi~ticated
and more proactive method of utilization 6Ms Le.,lman, money",material,
machine, method and market. Indeed,' the hum~nresource planni'ng has
been a function of management' sincethe'origin o(modern organization. In
.1890, Alferd Marshal observed ,that the head of the business must assure
hitDseff::thathis managers. clerks and,foremen are the'~ight men for their work
an<;l are doing their work extremely well. Human resource planning is not a'.
recent notion but it goes back rightfrom the very beginning of the sOcial and

I Dr. Mushtaq Sajid is Director, SZABIST Islamabad.
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Industrial management. DivIsion of labor, organization of management at vanous
levels, work simplification,' applic;;ation .of stcmdard for selecting employees,.. '1"'-: "I .•••• ,

arrangemer:lt.of.short,term.and long.term.training'programs and.,measur.ing the ..
performance were all principles applied early in industrial management. In world
wars and the post war era the human resource planning and management>.~
focu.s~s.i.ntensifiecj,Qn'~f!1P\oYl?es;.pro.duc~ivityand effici~ncy "0:-

'Gwith~some difference of opinion, management scientists 'have riow' :reached'/
the'conse,ilsus thatHRM'had'itS' origin overwhelmingly in 'USA 'exp'eriecnce'along' .
with'rich literature and -stro'ng"es'f'enipirical foundatiori, It is argued.tnafthe HRM
originatedin'USA'in th"e'early 1980s.... ,,'., :. ' "

. 't \ •• ,

However, the term HRM challenged and frequently replaced the previous
popular term discipline personnel management and industrial;reiatiO;;')(iRs)'.
M9reov.e[; stydents,irl't\-lni':',erSities"a.PP,earEld to rE?spondmore posi'iv~ly .fof the
eI'lJ.QJlIleE1!"of [tDE2+rD~~:;;'{cou,rsejl:!F3.M" whereas" the cour~,es, ,c,~nc~~ned,!
peJ.~9flnel,m.ancm~Il1,5lfltlindustri91 .rela.tions also exist in, aca.dernicisrT:l,'c,ircles,
with:.,cornP9,ra.tivEllyI~s~:popularity.", ,.... .',

u:Tne":major Americ~n' and',British' Business schools introduced' HRM'
courses~ intO/their 'core l'curriculum,'lt seems that HRM' haS 'become' a"
fashio'nablei''and favoulable"topic'all' over the:worldboth' inma'riagemerit.
theory and'as>applie'd jn'anagement practice> " ~. ('

..J:'..J~ ~ ~ "n!'-l a ... :-. ~)L ~,....'~ ,'r.. • 1 '..••, L"

The overview' ~of Ithe;' modeF :frcjm personnel man'agernen't I to hiJman'
resourceisas:under:"',' , "', ' ,. ~.." ," ,:~,;'

_:~,-,,-~3;r~s:ry-tt);"'.J,'" .:. :'~.' 'I" ~.~ .•• {~-,

t __ ~•..••.
••. ,""1 ''''''', • FROM PERSONAL MANAGEMENT TOHRM .1 oj ~•

i ~ ~I II • ~•. ,

.\ • Development of PM
functions

• Acolyte of
i_Benevolence." ....,.:.- !
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2.1 HoW HRMis Different from Personnel Management? '\' .',' '''fl~.
';'~ .', -/ i::'''''::- ~; ~":~',.•

There is a difference between human resource management and personal
management. It is obvious for the. above terminology the predominant theme that'
is held to differentiate HRM from its predecessor, personnel management, .is rcf"!~
broadening or widening notion. The leading advocates of HRM, who are

\actually behavioural scientists in the USA, see it as an organization-wide"
philQsophy, which .is much broader and more strategic, oriented and fewer
problems ,centered ,than personal administration. Its implications and long run)
goal interpretation place it as something new and different.

George Straus has compared the messages of the original human relations
literature with that of the organization development and change models of the .'
1960's and 1970's. In the shape of the summary,,!I!<? ~oIl9~i~g table-2 set? out
the differences in the textual treatment of human resource management and
organizationarpractice of personnel man,fgerrieiity".... 'l"", ',' r •. .11.'

.-.t;...~ ,\.,". _.~_ 1,.~ ~J •• ",. '. ,~:"".I'.:.J,;

.,', TABLE 2 ',~ -, 'T." : ,,' ;.;

" THE DIFFERENCE OF PERSONAL MANAGEMENT'ANO'HRM ;,' JJ ': :0
''-" .( .. '1jt' - oj ;" ;'J

Comparison
Time and planning
pers~ecti~e I--

i ~t"t

Personal Management' ';

Short term, reactive adhoc
and marginal

'HRM l." .r,' /'

Long run proactive' ••.••..'.••,' 't', OJ ,\1
strategic and integer •

" , .. ..,;I" t

Psychological contract,

Coritrol system

ComplianCe

Extemal control

Commitn1ent" ; r

Self control' " .•.~'•..
., .

~o~ relation perspective

Preferred structured
system

The roles

Pluralist, collective, low
tnust

Bureaucratic Centralized defined
roles

Specialist and professional

Unitarist, high trust . '. ::,'
individual

Organic, developed
f1e~ible roles, . "

• Largelyintegratedinto.lin~',<, ";,
management

ti.."' . ,': 1-

Evaluation Cost- minimize ., Max utilization' ,

. I""; t-~'" ' , . ,,-. _ • ,F"',, ". " ' '." ,- " '.'" ~~'-J , ~~
. The. above table shows a comparison between ,HRM .andpersorinel

managemeiit, Which ,have 'been highlighted,by British writer' and emphasized:here':'
the' faetitiat these specific differences ar'e due to competitive, integrated'ri'a'Wre :
of the product market environment, and high performance of: indlvidiJi3r.;
companies. which accord HRM relatively high:priority;lhirdly~the)decliriing'level'{6f '.
unionization ..of USA and UK, finally, the relatively.limited power and status of
personne'l mana'gement function in individua( 'organizations fhewhfte 'conar
sectpr of employment is increaSing. ,_,..' , " ,., .\ .'",': ,-.;:'.'

;~I .:
, :"~u,f_

~.~".,:.' av:~'.

..
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2.2 The Four Major Stages of Growth and Evolution of the Human
Management (HRM)

i')(, ~t'" .~ ••..

_,The.,..four major stages of growth and evolution of the human
management (HRM) function are as follows

.:; .
TheReacti\le HRM Function
" Here 'the main purpose is seen as maintaining harmony and avoiding

disruption 'through strikes etc and exists generally where organizations are
operating in near monopoly situations with assured growth - the interactions
between. H R and operating managers being assured under normal situations at
this stage of reactiye HRM.

The ~ndep~ndentHRM Functi~n.
This function is recognized as an independent entity. In this, stage, while HR

is survived in setting up indu~trial systems and procedures for operating managers,
but is not fully responsible for monitoring or correcting the problems in the systems -
only being marginally involyed in various processes and other functions,oHesults.
Other functions would mostly seek HR's help in administrative or on-few specific
issues, and lin~managers do not,s!3e HR as a repository of expertise.

The SupportiveHRM Function
This has its own direction with distinct status within the organization and actively

contributes to the efforts of other functions in producing results. Organizations
requiring product or -technology changes rapidly in' a competitive scenario
generally need such HR involvement with high demands for qualified and
competent manpower, often in a high turnover or mobility situation. Emphasis
on people development and motivation generation comes from such HR but
their understanding or involvement in total business perspective remains
limited or inadequate even with higher functional participation.

TheIntegrative HRMFunction
This is the stage when the competitive success of the organization involves HRM

significantly in an integrated' manner a'nd demands such capabilities from the HR
specialists. Their roles shift from a facilitator fora functional peer with competencies
in,other functions and are recognized as an equal partner by the others. The
typical HRM in this case is geared 'to contribute to organizational objectives of
profitability for monitoring employees: satisfaction since it is seen as surrogate't6
customer satisfaction.'C,J : J

3. HRMANDi STRATEGIC MODELS
'." TO'ere ,was evidence from McKinsey's 7'Sframework mod'el:'According
to 'tHis' framework effective organization change is a complex relationship'
between seven S's. HRM is a total matching process between the three hard"
S's (Strategy, Structure, System) and the four Soft S's (Style. Staff; Skills,
Super-ordinate goals). Clearly, all.the S's have to complement each other and
have to be aligned towards a single corporate vision for the organization to
be effective. It has to be realized that most of the S's are determined directly

~. , j
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or indirectly by the way human resources are managed; and therefore, HRM
must be apart 'of the total business strategy. There is also a great deal: of
emphasis about,the need for "Strategic HRM".'The Michigan group;developed
the notion of strategic HRM that entailed the' interconnection of"buSiness
strateg\e~!lorganiza!iqnal stru~tures aridl;~,~M••,wher~..iHRM ~yste,.m~,were
best deSigned to support the Implementation of corporate,strategy. At. the
heart of the Harvard approach HRM 'is~the responsitlilitY~an'(j.capacity. of
manage'rs to make decisions about the relationship ,between:an orgahizat'ion
and its employees such as to maximize the. organization'ar outcomes for
key HRMstakeholders. It focuse's on mariag'er'sJesp'~nsi~nit'y'to'ma.na'ge
four 'key; H~M, policy areas: employee, infl~.ence (parti~ip~tiOh), human
resource flow, the reward systems and work systems. Yet another School of
thought called "open" or ,jcontingent'" 'a'pproa'ch "argues .,that conlpetitive
advanta'ge will accrue to those best 'able to ,"ex'plqit environmental
oppo'rtUnities' and avoid or survive threats and that' the!! strategic
management of human resources will ai:;sist 'organizations i.nthisby
encour~gi.ngand generating the appropriate s~Jrtsof be~aviour~?attitudes ~nd
competencies from employees. Whi,chever, way it may be ~defined,
ultimately a ,,'strategic approach to human' resource management must
culminate in the implementation of policies and practices designed to enable,
~uppor,t~~d, engender beh.aviours consJs~~t,)~it~,or~anization's' strateg'i,c
Intent. ThiS demands achievement oLagood fit between, HR and the
bus'iness'strategy. Once the strategic pl~n'is forrriulated,th'e~fticus has then
to shift to st~ategy implementation - a pr.ocess'of alig~ing' the functions of an
org'anizatiori with the strategy in order to achieve the, bysiness results. Thi,S
valuable academic debate is useful for determining'poifcy and direction and to
decide 'for' ea,9horganization the course best suite9 to m~et their vision and
mission. They have to formulate the above may sound qUite theoretical, but
oneaf the issues that often exists and need to be corrected, is the
identificfation of the stage of HRM'that is, best needed for ~he'res,ults in any
organ'ization, '''and the actual situation thaf exi.st$.lt has been my
experience that ,there are considerable differences in what is,stated or
structured, to what is the actual situation and ,speciaIJycompar~dto what is
best require,d. In 'fact, toa large extent.theseare persqf'lality'drivendepending
on or ,v:arying with perSonal relationships ,and the trust b~tween,.each of
the' top management members' and are. often based on, their individual
compe,te'nciesand limitations and not necessarily as designed or'intended.,

i , ~ .,

.4. HUMAN RESOURCE CHALLENGES

As the time,moves on steadily and relentlessly in th.enew millenniur:n.we
need,to review;the Challenges for the .HRfunction and its responsibilities in
organizations .to cope with the new trends. In the start of the century it is
very convenient 'to know how.far and in what direction we are prbgressing
but also,give the distanc(' to our destination and are often excellent anchOrs
to take time off tore-examine the future course of action fOTthe organization
and,resource management. . " ' .

1
I
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'It can now be said that we .have moved to the era of not just change but
an' accelerated rate of change. As compared to the past, the twenty-first
-century corporations are getting to be globally market driven ones with 'invest
anywhere and share everywhere' concept.

',..Ar~<;'practical" level, w~ must antiCipate and prepare' for the likely HR
ctiallenges in general that exists or may be expected in the coming future -
the' main purpose and, theme' of this article: They are consequent to the
.vastly increa$ed competition for many and' likely in future due to rapid
development of technology (3specially the impact of IT and intemal necessities
and/or resulting from above stated causes, With technology up gradations,
.much greater ,us.e .of iLan9 .. forthcominge~~oinmerce etc. new breed". of
'knowledge workers in 'leah1ing o'rgant~ations:',will make the differentiation.
This intellectual capital Will dem~h(Linucn nurturing from the enterprise in
order Jo 'giv~ back in ,;the"shape dLsuperior results. Considerable work will
be essential in building a positive organizational' climate within whi.ch
'improving performance level is not only appreciated and rewarded but
becqmes a 'way of life. The HR team will be only one'of the important pillars
and'the other functions will certainly and equally' have to do 'a lot of
up'g'rad'ing for improving thE3organizational results. Team work will, therefore
bea key driver in any organization 'that will demand and result in high
performance both at all individual levels and also across functions and
te~ms'- continuously 'and consistently, It. goes without saying that the
effective 'ma'nagE3,merit?f industrial 'relations will continue to demand a very
hjghpriority not just to. ,'do well' but now for the very, survival of bo.th the

r.organizatic?n as well as employeE3 jobs. ~Iatterorganization structures' are
getting to .be the order. of the day instead of latter organizations -
eryJpO~irrrye~t C3~d n:iodern management information systems has m~de
tbeincr'eas,E? i.Q'span'.of con}rol, delivering .and restructuring with optimum
manpower'utilization possible. Managerial productivity has been a neglected
area for' 'mbs~ ~nci' val,ue"adc;Htion from this. area will demand far, greater
atte~tibt:l', Use of. moder'n, HR .techniques and tools will become a .necessity
to ch~nge' from' the managing by instinct syndrome. These will in'clude
sfrat.,?gic~.e~asurem~nt .~yst~ms:,s~precards, surveys etc. as a base ~6
:help' make quality'decisiC!ns. Building of self-driven and committed
employees J with competencies necessary for high level of sustained
performance has always bee.n major challenge to HR and top managers
of any enterprise and this is getting accentuated day by day. Retention
and motivation of key employees, and their backups wilktherefore;be: a
major challenge for which career planning will be important. Creating an
o'pen organization culture with empowered employees, as the foundation
to build such commitment will be another major policy challenge for ttie HR
'people in" particular. No organization can remain an island and therefore
the leadership' will have to play a greater role .in contributing and
anticipating actively in the environmental and society issues yet anotner
important challenge: Similarly, planning to manage any disaster~'- both
internal and external will tax the HR managers who will have a much larger
contributory role in this area in the coming future, along with others. The
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Low Sui Phengs Ben S.Lee, East Meet West: Leadership Development for
Construction Project Management. Journal of Managerial Psychology, Vo12:
6:97, pp 383-400.

performance of HR managers along with their other te~:jm.members will be an
important key and a vital success factor. They will need'far-greater support and
involvement from the top management and other functions towards
maintaining 'and'ensuring the future success 'of the twenty-first' century
organizations. . '. t

In short, the early practices of jobs forecasting .succession planning has
broaden '(nto a'concern with establishing a more explicit "linkage between human
resource planning has' broadened into a concern with" establishing a more
explicit linkage between human resource planning and. the larger, organization
strategy' a~nd' business planning of the organization, Moreover, the'idea of
selection, training, performance appraisal and compensati'on decisions being
heavenly centered on the. role of individual employee with their ...detailed job
description:'has guided that effective team working. and p'articipative'decisions
are playing' (rilportant roles to achieve the effective- performance in business
organization, ,In conclusion, still there is a strong contention and race, of struggle to
take the"lead' in 'the academic and professional field but obviously only time will fill,
which of these!' and other possible rival scenarios offer more 'accurate
description of the reality in future" The new technological change, downsizing,
rightsizing"'ancl" privatizatio" management can' also play role for future
developmen'ts/trends and 'accept the challenges of the future,
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"

SOCIOECONOMIC DETERMINANTS OF _RURAL~~RB.AN
MIGRATION IN PUNJAB ' , '

ABSTRACT

The study begins by analyzing and comparing the incidence and patterns of'j
rural~urban migration in Punjab within the human capital model framework. Two
sets of data on rural-urban migration provided by the Population Census 1998 r
and Labour Force Survey 1996-1997 have been utilized for this purpose.' A' '
migration equation, is specified based on the expected socio..:economic '
determinants of rural-urban migration and data availability. By applying Probit'
model, regression al"lalysis is used to identify and quantify the determinants of
migration ,in Punjab. This study explicitly takes into account two new variables,
(earlier ignored) viz; occupation and employment status affecting migration.
decision.' Our results show that migr~ltion takes place mainly due to non-
economic motives. Similarly, male' migr~ti6n: iS90minated in .tlie rural-urban flow
while the share of female migration is higher than male in the other internal
migration flow (includirig rural-rural, urban-urban and urban-rural). Regression
results indicate that a number of variables like education; age; family type,
technical/vocational training, marital, status,1 :-urbanizationandsex play a
significant role in determining 'rural-urban ,migration. Occupation and employment I

status also appear to be highly significant in our regression analysis; " .'E ••.",. ,r,
,,~(J I \':1 '

1 Dr, Rukhsana Kalim is Associate Professor. The University of Lahore.
2 Samina Tahir~ is a 'student of F'atima Jinnah Women University, Rawalpindi.

1. INTRODUCTION

Migration is recognized as one of the most important areas of contemR~rkry,_,
,resea'rch on population. Among the variety of, economic, ,demograpHic'.~
ramifications of relevance to' policy making, migration is ~themost ' rapid, oft'
demographic responses to socio-economic change. 'Migration takes place when
an individual decides that it is preferable to move rather thanhst'ay and'Where
the difficulties of moving seem to be less than the expected rewards. " .-'

People migrate from rural to urban, as well as from one country to another in ,
search of better economic opportunities. Migration plays a pivotal role in the reo"
allocation of human resources under changing' demand and supply conditions it
is .a \yell-establishe,d fact that productive resources move in those directions
where opportunities are available for their gainful employment (Ali, 1977).- ~

According to the United .Nations (UN) estimates the world's urban population, '.
reacheq 2.3 biliion by 1990, with 61 percent living in m'etropolitan areas of
developing cO\,Jnties. The high rate of growth of urban population maybe' the
result, of an increased rate of natural growth, immigration and, rural-urban
migration. Pakistan's experience of urbanization is not an, exceptional. Its
urbanization pmcess is amongst the highest inAsia(Marwat, 1998).
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, Thecon~eqUEmces of r~'pid:Jrba:hization ar~ multi faceted and require tirTlely
policies/measures by development planners and policy makers to deal with
pressures created on the infrastructure of large urban centers by the influx of
migrants. Without analyzirg the patterns and',deter,mining factors of rural-urban,
migration, such measures cannot be implemented effectively in an econOmy ..

'(/\

Earlier a number of studies on internal migration have been conducted in
Pakistan mainly to analyze and find out the pattern and 'determinants of rural-'
urban migration, For instance, Irfan etal (1983) measured and analyzed. the
internal and international migration flows in detail in Pakistan. They conclude that
internal migration is increasingly becoming a long distance and rural to urban
phenomenon. International migration has induced a measure of internal
migration, with migrants of rural origin returning to urban areas of Pakistan.

, Irfan 1986 based'on the Population Labour Force Migration, S'urvey '(H)79)
maa~' an'effort 'tod.eterniiQ-e the f~Ctors affecting rural-urban rl)igration. He found
a higher propensity to ."mjgrate ~mong females sig'nifying migration for marriage,
and inverted s~aped;age:lll?bility curve for migrants with a peak occurring at the.
15-24 years age group ari'd a .positive relationship between education and,
migration. "', ' ,

Barkely (199~) while determining inter district labour migration in Pakistan
finds a ~ignificantpositive association between district in migration rates and
urbanization, higher, . levels 'of education, developed infrastructure and the
percentage of previous migrants in a district's population during thepe'riod' of
1971-1980.

Par:veen (1993) ,has, inve~~igat~d inter-provinci~1 migration in J;',~~ist~n,for
the time' period 1971-1981 based' on the data from 1972 and 1981 censuses oL
Pakisfa'nVHer findings suggest that inter-provincial migration is age',selective 'a'nd
it mos'ilyoccurs-to areas where the're 'are more job op'por:tunitie's.. , .J ,'" .

('\9"i",- 4~' ~._\ . _, . ': . f\ ' ~..... '" ,~

<,nAhmed,and Sirageldin'(1993) by using population and labo'ur' Force Surv'ey'
(LFS) data estimated I the, migration decision rule by applying themciximum"
likelihood probit technique. Their findings show that variables like" education,
land,'house ~owr)ership 'and the~presEmce of school going children' piay.an
important rol~'~in,determi':lingmigra'tion. , ' , , .'", ;~~, ,

.,' :' ','I' ':," ,- •

-Arif c;lnd Ibrahim. (1998) ~ave studied the trends and patterns of-urbanization'
. in Pakistan. Their .•main, findings> are' that the ,tempo of urbanization 'declined
s~~stantially du.ring: \~~~~~~i1T~~~IY,~due to the deterior~ting. law. a,~9,.qrder
'slt~a.tlon, Iliegallmr~lg~~~lo,Q.;~,~,IO,':",cl?:wnof rural to urban migration",. (.~ [,",'

, 'J Khan and Shahnaz ,(2001) chave studied the determinants of li~ternal '.'
migration in Pakistan by using' data' from the LFS1996-97. They'find',that age:"
and marital status are neg'atively significant while education, technical/vocatiohalr

traini,ng and urbanization are p',?sitively.significant determinants ofrnigration .• ",r J;~

By summarizing, the available literature gives information on determinants
of internal migration in Pakistan by using probit and logit models. No one has.
focused attention on Punjab which constitutes more than half (56.1 %) of the total..
population of Pakistan. Punjab is the' province where migration rate is the high"est
• .....1. • ; L .1 "'", I'. ',~,I.:

I,
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as compared to other provinces -(see for' details', Ahmea'~6~t'Sir~g~i.din~n1993f:
Increasing urban unemployment, overcrowding, criminafactiVTtyl'a'ri'd JpressuH~s'
on.social services are the consequence of heavy influx'of nJral'Urbi,iri'%igration\in
Punjab. \ .\;;~;. ','51)1.; ')/ -.:1 . t. , "- .•.'

The basic objectives of the study are twofold: (1) to analyz~.in 9,epth ,the
pattern of rural-urban migration in Punjab. For this purpose, two sets of data,i.e.,
the Population Census of Punjab (1998) and Labour Force Survey (LFS) (1996-.
97) is compared (2) to identify the main factors that initiate and enhance the ','
process of rural urban migration in Punjab. .r'lf' .,'

A number of variables in the context of literature determining rural-urban
migration have been tested through probit model. Two new variable,s i.e.
occupation and employment status determining rural-urban migration are also
added in the model. '. - .. ;'"~ . )

Although Ahmed and Sirageldin (1993)rhave,'used these variables in the;
migration decision rule in Pakistan yet their analysis,covers the year 1979.

, •.• I. ,.. • ~ .,. '.j... .••• Mj ,~., '.'. ' ¥-' "I r ',,, '". .'. ~ •

• As :iStcustomary, the paper is structured'into five sections. The second -
sectionis.devoted to describe methodology anddatacollectionrA'detailed sketch.
of,the.probit model.and variables used in.the.modelis'made:iri the same section.'
The :third 'section, discusses incidence. and patterns of_'migration ciricPunjab by
comparing ~two sets of data. -The fourth. section.discusses.the1estimated results'
followed by the final fifth section that concludes the major 'findings' of the;study.
Some policy implications are also given in this section;.' .i -' •.•• , •.•f' "

-' <::: .. "','

2. METHODOLOGY, DATA SOURCES AND VARIABLES

For migration, the availability of data: from' "P6pulati'6n 'Cens~s ' i~ 'quite'
limited. Many countries do not collect any data on ,migration ,in their Censuses, i
other have data on place of birth and place of current residence but not on
migration. Pakistan in the latest Population Census.1998 ~as•.colle6ted .:some'
data on migration i.e. place of birth, place of previous residence, duration of
residence, age, educational level and reasons for migration. So, keeping in-view
the objective of the study, data is collected from two sources for satisfactory
infOrmation on rural-urban migration: The 1998 Population'Census arid labour
Force Survey (1996-1997). .

The research is carried out at two levels. First, a detailed statistical analysis
of the distribution of the migrant population is done to get a profile of migrants -
and the pattern of migratory flows between the rural and urban areas of
residence. Then a comparison'is made between'thePopulatiori"Census1(1989)'
and Labour Force Survey (1996-1997) data. Second, the decision to migrate is
modeled in the framework of the human capit91 investment (see Sjaastand1962)
by using the Maximum Likelihood Probit estimation techniqu'e.' '.\.- -,"

2.1 The Analytical Model

The Process of migration can be approached in different, ways, 'such ,as.
through socia-economic characteristics, spatial factors, or through cost-benefit

'. analysis. Following Sjaasted (1962) and Ahmad andSiragel.din.(1993), migration
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;1

!'

in the present study is treated as an investment in human capital. This means
that the potential migrant calculates the stream of benefits that would result .from
mOve,and compares them with the costs of migration.

The move will take place only if

.{Ym.-Yn:)~C
I "I. I

Where

Ymj = Income earned at the destination.

Ynj = Income earned at the place of origin.

Cj :;:;; Cost of moVing.

2.2 Normal PrQbabilityProbit Model

The inadequacy of 'linear probability model suggests that non-linear
speGifi{;ation may be more appropriate. In order to explain the dichotomous
dependent variable,we will use theprobit model that emerges from'the normal
cumulative distribution function;. As compared to linear model the I basic
advantage of probit model is that the probability of occurrence increases with-X.
but never steps'outsidethe 0-1 interval and relationship between X and Y. is non-
linear. So, due to. non-linear relationship between dependent and inde'pendent
variables the Maximum likelihood estimation technique instead of OLS (Ordinary
l,.east Square) is used.

According to migration selec~ion ,criteria

Prob (Migrate) = Prob (I; * >0)
Prop (Stay) = Prob (Ij * :s; 0)

Where

1.*= Unobservable indexI. ..;

1* =X/B +6.t - I

Where "! ',' \.;
'1' ,

j ~I
9.. ','

Xi "":= Personal characteristics of the ith individual and original location<before.
migration. 'r.

I, I

Gj =Random disturbances.

We can drive the probability function as

Pr ob(Ij * =1):;:: Prob{Gj > '- XjB)
",' I

'=I-F{-XjB)

'"; ,/,-

./

,'"

lir'
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Since' the; Probit Model 'assumes Gj;::, N (0, 0-2), 'therefore the';' cumulative

function takes the following form:

;-. \ ,", I

"1i .•.

Where

F (.) isthecumulativedistribution function of & f
<... ,:~ ~ .-: "* I, - '

The Likelihood function in this case will be: . ,

F(-XB)= J-xiOla 1I(2;r) 1
12 exp(-t2 /2)dt 1

- , I '. • • ~ ' , . :"""..

2.3: Operational Model
~~.J~v'f ,...... .., '•. ~ ""i !,.•••:y .~1 '. I .:K ,~I~

The general. model specified above can be ;usedas.a. guiding paradigm. Based,
on the 'theoretical rational, the operational model 'contains variables that are',
. supported by the data. Different socio-economic variables are examined below.
The justification for their inclusion in the migration dedsiohrule and the expeCted
signs, which lhey could carry, are also disCussed. .;

Age, ~. ~j<

One of the' important factors that indu~e any person to migrate is age
indicating the likely number of working years: Young workers have greater
flexibility to move and adjust their earnings .over ~time. It is .therefore,~ expected
that the relationship between age ard migration decision w,ill be negative.

Age Squared
Inorder to test for the non-linearity of the age-migration profile, the squar-e '

of age willbe used. ' . '-, •.
;. ';.

Education ...•. ~;t .'l/"

Education is also an important determinant in enhancing migratiO,n. A ~
positive relationship between education and mYdratioh is expected. oJ' 'I,:

Techhlcal/ Vocationi" Training' ,.~':':IT

This variable also measures cognitive skill and efficiency and it contributes a . ,
lot in the migration decision. The expeCted sign between technical/vocational
training and migration is positive.' ~.;.~. :

Marit~1Status
This variable is classified as married, unmarried and divorced. Married

. women have more probability to migrate. So, both positive and negative signs
are expeCted among marital status and migration.

'...~. ,
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Sex classified as male and female has different impact on migration.
Females have more probability to move rather than males. So, positive sign is
expected between females and migration.

Family Type

Family type in the present model represents another possible source of the
cost of migration. So; nuclear family has a weaker incentive to migrate" while,
extended fami'iy has more incentive to migrate.

(+)

/.

. ~"
HHH

\.~., l.i

URBAN,

(+)

Employment Status

Employment status in the area of origin is crucial for the possibility of
moving. Those who are self-employed, either in agriculture or in business,. are~
less likely to migrate as compared to unemployed or those who work in public
agenCies: We exped a. negative relationship between employment status (self-
employed) and'migration d?Ci~ion. ' . 1

Based, on the description of. variaples the operational model for estimation
can be formulated asunder. The sign '.below each variable reflects the expected
effect of these explanatory variables on the dependent variable.

MIG=f [AGE, AGESQ, EOUC, TEVTRAIN, MARST,

(-/+) ( - )' (+) (+) (-/+)

NUCL, fMSEX, SELFEMP, OCCUP]

(-) .'(~) (-) (+/-)

Where the symbols are defined as below:

MIG =.bich'otomous variable equal to unity for a migrant and zero 'otherwise..

AGE = Age in complete years.

AGESQ = Age squared.
• ':, j - "'''" '''',' i ~~'"-: :

EOUC = Education, ifmeans yea'rsof schooling.
T C, ' - • ',.J ,••. '" r" I' ;.- , ' ~.. '.t. 11' •

TEVTRAIN = Dummy variable equal to unity if completed any technical/vocational tr~ining
and zero otherwise. ' . . .''', " "i'.

MARST,'i '~=:Dummy variable'equal to'unityif'married and zero otherWise.
L ~_ '",J \If ' '::') : ,,'" ",t'h.:' ..l.P. f':, ~.Ie:cIf"' "J

URBAN = Dummy variable equal to unity if currently residing in urban area a~d.~z~ro
otherwise.

HHH = Dummy variable taking a value of unity of head of house hold\ cih"d '~ero
l.~,' ". ,I ,otherwise. "I ,. •• •• ' '.. ,- "

o ••••• 0.... ~ '•• , ••• ,'+ 'l -1. .,.... •. ~.I.' .; I '. ""'! , ;; r •.••.. I - .'.'1'-

NUCL = Dummy variable taking a'value of unity if the migrant belongs to nuclear
family and zero otherwise>,6" I,''', 1',',;' . ,. ,

MSEX

SELFEMP

= Dummy variable equal to unity for a male and zero otherwise.

= Dummy variable eq!1alto unity if migrant is self employed (comprising own
account worker (non-agricultural), own account worker (agricultural) and owner
cultivator and zero otherwise.
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...:L,~~~'
;:: Dum~y variab!e t~king a value 9f. ~r}~Y8,fJt~e migr,~n~.~e!?~g~ ,to one of the
occupational catE;90nes and zero otherwise.

For all the above analysis SPSS (Special Packa.ge fqr. ~.g.cialSciences) is used.
~ l j _: ~G.I .';; _:

3. INCIDENCE AND PATTERNS OF MIGRATION IN PUNJAB .

Acco;di'ng to Population Census, migration r~fe~'~:to. physical movement of
people along_ with their change of residence from .one ,place to another
administrative district. So, migrants are lifetime 'migrants who moved from one
district to another. I - .J', , •.•.\"J( -

The Labour Force Survey (LFS) is an annual sample inquiry of the Federal
Bureau of Statistics. The LFS (1996-97); is based on a sample of 20,198
households'-'~Hdefines"' migrants as those who;' have'; moved": from one
administrative district to another administrative district. Like the Census it
exclud.es: ~~~~population wh.ohas moved w!!~i.l)-i-li3.',d.i~j~ict.The L~S 1996-97
comprlses.all persons above the years of ag!3 while the Census Includes thel
persons below and above ten years. In this 'section," incidence and patterns o'f .
migration in 'Punjab are discussed in detail. ~(,', ~ . .' "

, I 0\ "', .':a..~ ' .~

Table-1;' indicates that among the total population of Pakistan, Purijab'
comprises more than half population (57.3-percent) of Pakistan. And ,from the.,
total population of Punjab 68.7 percent an~'currently rersiding'in' rural are'as while
only3L3 percent are living in cities/towns'.Siridh is the1mosh.Jrbaniied province
where 48.9 percent of the total population"lives in'; cities/town. ~A look at,the"
distribution of Pakistan population reveals .that' from the total'population .of'.
Pakistan only 33 percent are currently residing in urban areas while 67 percent
are Iivingin'rural areas (Table-1).' " . "i.. .".' :, . ' . . - . . . ", .. ~

Table 1
Distribution ofP~kistan Population by Province arid Rurill/Urban. .•..~.~

I ~ .' I "

Urban Rural . ,i/latal. I', '

puniab 31.3% 68.7% .. 1.00

Sindh 48.9% 51..1% ,100

NW.F.P. 16.9% 83.1% 100

Balochistan 23.3% 76.7% - 100 " --.

Total (33%) .(67%) , (.100) . I '
[Population 1 [418,507,081 [847,919,15][ [126;642,6231- ;"

Source: The 1998 Population Census of Punjab
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Table 2
Incidence of Migration in Punjab by Region of Residence

Source: The PopulatiOn Census 1998 of Punjab.

Table 3
Incidence of MigratiQn in Pl;Injab by Region of Residence

So~~ce: Labour Force Su'rvey (1996.97)
." . . •. ' .' 1 ~ II-

Jhe.199'8 Ropulation Census cla~sifies 9.2 percent of the total' population of
Punjab as'migrants. In' urban areas' 15.2 percent are migrants while in the rural
areas 6.4 percentare migrants (Table-2). .

'The 1996.97 LFS provides the rei~vant information for adult population
aged ten years and above. Data on incidence of migration are presented in table-
3, which shows that 17.8 percent of the Punjab adult population is migrant. From
the total population living. in urb?ln ?!rea~ 14 percent ar~ rT)igrants. The
corresponding percentage for rural ~areas is 21.7 percent. The difference in
incidence of migration between the Censl,Js and LFS data sets can largely be
attributed to exclusion of younger'population, less,then ten years old, in the LF$.' 1 '

Distribution of migrant populetion by sex and rural/urban area is sh~v~/n in
table- 4 which reveals thet from to~al migrants the proportion of female migrants
is more (52.8 percent) than male migrants (47.2 percent) primarily due to femal~, '
migration for marriage. In urban: areas, share of male migrants is more (50~9.
percent) than female migrants: (49: 1 percent) probably due to the work
opportunities for male workers in urban areas. . " ','l" •
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. ' Table'4
, Distribution of Migrant Population by' Sex an'&Regionin Plmjab

Urban

Rutal,.' :
,',r

;, ;~ n.

Total J'"

Source: The Population Census 1998 of Punjab. '; ,l~J

Note: Values in brackets are row wise' percentage .. ;::~~J~, ?;..w' ,

Values in parentheses are column wise percentages. ""- ,','

According to Labour Fmce Survey, intable-5 the share of female migrants
in the,.totalmigration is 55.6 percent while male migrants are only 44.4 percent
In urban areas', the proportion offemale migrants is more (54 percent) than male
migrants (45.1 percent), This statement is different ftom the population census
because_Labout Force Survey exCludes children below ten years of age, Both
the sources show that females have more propensities to'hiigrate:- So, sex is the
major:and uriivetsal determinant of migration and there is a positive relati6nship
between! sex (female) and migration,' "':,' - _-

, A look at ttle previnus place of re~ldence of migrants in Punjab reveals that
maJbnty of migrants \45,7 percent) males arid (52.4 percent) fernal,es< have'
moved from the same pfovince, However, a large share of"migr.ants' (28,5
percent) males and (26.4 percent) females have also come ftom:other"countries
mainly India. There are 13.3 percer'lt male migrants and 12,7 percent female
migrants whose places of previous residence ate hOt reported. - .
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Table 5
D,is!ributi9n of.,Migrant Population by Sex and R~gion,inPu.njab

!,

Urban, "

Rural

Total

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97) < '

Note: Values in brack~tsare'~ow wise percentages. ,~,

Values in parentheses are columnwise,percentages .. .,

-/~. " .: Table 6 '
'Distribution of'Total'Migrant's in Punjab by'Place of Previou'S' ReSidence

',',' v" ',-' ,;""'",' . :':andSex"" ' ..;" > 'I~'-J

.~t.,. ',... . , ; .. l" 'J ,"'11", :.

~'< 'j./r. f' ~,-' .. Male' Female Total
r .'N,W:F.P' ..... ' iI' Ef3%' • 3.9%' .' 5.1%' . "

j Puniab'
y' ~ •• ,f4,--, .. - t. "45:7% "" . 52.4% 49.3%- J .,

Sindh 2.5% 2.3% 2.4%'
, i Balochistan ~ ~ j •• oj;. ~. 0.48%-,i 0.42% 0.45%

Islamabad .' 0.21% " 0.22%
..

0.21%
A.J.& Kashmir 2.86% 1.5% .. 2.2% .,'J

Northern Areas 0.08% ' 0.07% '0.08%':: ",,:,1

Other countries 28.5% 26.4% . 27.3% ,\,,,1"

Not reported 13,3% " 12,7% '13%" ~""

Total 100 100 100
(Population) (316,43,11) (353,6945) (670,1'2,56)

"t

c1

\.l

Source: The Population Census 1998 of Punjab.

Since" the year of migration varies for different migrants, the gain from
migration can be assessed by considering the time that has passed since
migration. According to the population census 66.2 percent migrants have moved
ten and above years ago while Labour Force Survey reveals that 72.2 percent
migrants have moved ten and above years ago. It is expected that other things
being equal, these migrants have earned more as compared to those who ,have
migrated less than ten years ago. The figure is higher for Labour Force Survey
because it also takes those who are not lifetime migrants. Years since migration
is also used as anindirect way to calculate age of migrants and in very fine the
earn as-you-go proposition.
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Table 7
Distribution of Migrants by Sex and Direction of Migration (Punjab)

Total

Male

Female
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Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97).

3.1 Pattern of Migration " '. ,.l:., r"~,;;',., I' r
To examine the pattern of migration (or the direction of movement), the

migration flows have been classified into-two broad categories: rural to urban
~. _ ,,: _~ • -L. ".j._~0 •.••. . .

migration and other internal migration,which,includes, rural-rural, urban-rural and
urban-urban migration. Results are 'presented, iiitable~7; and graph-1 which
shows that from male migrants (34.2, percen~)::hav~.~moved, to rural-urban
direction while 65.8 percent have gone,to other internal migration. While from
female migrants 30.5 percent have mo'ved tahir'al-urban ,direction and 69.5
percent moved to other internal migratioii~ The proporfk)'ri of males in the rural-
urban migration flow is higher (34.2 percent) than females '(30.5 percent) due to
the work in urban areas. While share offemales in the other-"internal migration
flow is higher (69.5 percent) than males' (65.8 percent) due to the non-economic
reasons for migration. v •

."\
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3.2 Differentials in Migration Patterns

Age

According to the Population Census, majority of both male and female
migrants belong to the'age groups 15-24 years (15.2 percent) and' 25-34 years
(19 percentfbecause young people have greater flexibility to move. While in
these' two'"' age groups non-migrants are' 19.6 percent' and 13 percent
respectively.' Migration in the age' 35 ana above years started declining 'gradually
because old people' have less incentive to migrate and increases again at the
age ,of retireme't;ll(table~8" graph-2). .', . ,., .,.' "

. ' .
'." According to Labour.Force Survey in table-9 male migrants inJhe age group
.,35:,44 years. are the highest in rural-urban direction due to job opportunities/in
urban area. Among the total male migrants 34.2 percent are migrating from rJ.,Jral
to urban areas and 65.8 percent are moving to other internal migration including:
rural-rural, urban-rural and urban-urban migration.

Table-10 reveals that female migrants in the rural-urban are the highest in
the age group 10-14 years due to movement with parents. And in the age group
75 and above years females also have a more trend of migration because in the
Old age parents move with children. Among total female migrants 30.5 percent
move in the rural-urban direction and 69.5 percent move in the other internal
migration. It is evident from. both the sources that age is C1 prime determinant of
migration and negative relationship'lies between age ;:Hld migration.

Graph 2: Relationship between age and
migration
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Table 8
Distribution of Population by Age Group and Migration Status with Sex

(Punjab)

Miarant NOI'l-miarant. ::.. "
Male Female Both '.

Male " Ferflale :-. -L'.Both
I,

j' ".. .~

Sexes ' '.' ':Sexes
00-04 Years (2,83%) 2.3% 2.5% 15%) 15.8% " 15.4%

05-09 Years (4.8%\ 4.1% 4,5% '16.2% 16.4% 16.3%

10-14 Years (6.0%' 4.7% 5.3% 13.9% 13.7% , .. " 13.8%

15-24 Years (14,8%) 15.6% 15,2% 19:2% .. 20.0% " 19.6%.
25-34 Years 16.4%' 21.4% (19%) 13:2% 12.8% .. 13.0%

35-44 Years 13.3% 16.4% 15,0% 9.0% J 8.5% 8,7%
45-54 Years 13.9% 14.3% 14.1% 6.3% 6.1% 6:2%

55-64 Years 14.6% 11.7% 13.0% 3.8% 3:5% 3.6%
65-74 Years, (8.8% (6.4% (7.5% 2.2% ',2.0% ,. 2.1%

75 and (4.6%) (3.1%) (3.8%) '., . , (1.2%), ' ; (1.2%) (1.2%)
above years

Total . 316,43,11 353,69,45 670,12,56 349,300,56 -319,899;,78 669,200,34
(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100)

Source: The Population Census 1998 of Punjab:
, ~

Note'~Va)ues in parentheses' are column wise' percentages. ,

Table 9 . ~,.' .,
Distribution of Male Migrants by Age Group and Direction of Migration
. (Pu~a~' ~-.. ,

Rural.Urban Other internal mi ration Total
10-14 Years .. _. 60 30.2%1 139: 69.8% 199 f100
15-24 Years 140 33.6% 217, 66.4% 4171100
25-34 Years 148 39.1% 231 60.9% 379 100
35c44 Years 201 41.2% • 287 58:8% " 488 100
45-54 Years 164 32.1% 347 67.9% 511 100
55-64 Years 166 30.9% 371 69.1% "537 100 ,.

65-74 Years 101' 30.9% ' 226 67.7% . 327 100
75 and above 65 [32.3%] 136 [67.7%] ',201 [100]

, years.
Total 1045 34.2% 2014f65.8% 3059T1001

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97)

J
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Table: 10
Distribution of Female Migrants by Age Group and D.irection of Migration

(Punjab)

w.o, '_.<~.'._ Rural-Urban Other internal mi ~ration Total
;Jp;;t4-Yea.rs", 62 [37.8% ' 102 62.2% 164 100
,,15;24. Years" . 163 28.8% 402 71.2% 565 100
.25~34' Years •., ;, .. ' "240 27.8% 622 72.2% 862. 100
35-44'Years~" . 264 33.4% 526 66.6% 790 100
45054 Years", '.' 155 27%]' 419 [731% 574 100
55~64 Years" 161' 31%] 358 [69%] 519 100
65~74 Years' . 76[32.8% 156 67.2% 232 100
75 and above" 49 [37.4%] 82 [62.6%] 131 [100] .

, . years "- ,
Total 1170[30.5'%] 2667 [69.5%] 3837[100]~'.
Source: LabourForce Survey (1996-97)

3.3 Rea~ons f9~.Migration, '.

An interes'ting picture emerges when the distribution of rma1e and female
migrants is analyzed according to ;main reasons for migration. The' reason for
migration and consequently the migrants can. be grouped into two categories
namely: ecoA6mic and nb;'~econbmic migrants in relation to the primary moti've
for migration. If the migrants identified job transfer, finding a job, business or
education as the main reason for migration, then such migration is based on
rea~ons:,.Whic;h c81),::beclassified "<'!seconomic reasons. Migratio[1 fon eC,onomic
motives is viewed as an investment in human capital, which entails both direct
and indirect costs as well as the expectations of increased earnings in the
destination. ,I '4 .; "I, ,.' ' , ,

. Migration 'undertaken for. reasons of health, marriage,accompanying
parents or return ..to the 'origin' can be classified as migration 'for non-economic
reasons' under.the pretext that the decision is not based upon a compariSon of
costs an'd,returns but ori'other criteria which may not be primarily economic'. ~

~ j t ~ +- , . ' I '. 1'-.
:: According to Population Census, as indicated in table-11 and' graph-3;

males', movement is higher due to both job transfer (18.4 percent) and business
(1~,.9 percent). For females migration is higher due to marriage (~1.6per~ent)
and movement with parents (41.2 percent). Male migration due to move with
h~ad is !he highest, though female migration is even higher than male, lJIigration

'. with head. Migration for business and job, transfer is being dominated by males
than females. .' 0' ."
According to Labour Force Survey, as shown in table 12, male migration is also
higher due to finding a job (15.8 percent) and job transfer (13.7 percent) while for
females migration due to marriage is the highest (52.7 percent).
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':'. ,',.. . Table 11
Distribu~iori of Migrants by Sex and Main Reasons,for Migration (Punjab)

"

, , Male Female :1 ~.., Total ~ ..
Study 1,6%) ,53%)"" . ~\ .~,'~1:1% ' '" ..~

Business 16.9% 1.37% ),l, , . Jj 2'~~!r8:7.%
Job transfer 18.4% .72%), ~

...l ':' - f 9.1%
Health 0.09% . (0.05% ,.• f • 1'1 ,',",.,(0.07%)
Marriaqe 1.5%) '. (41.6% '.' ,~ .. , (22.6% ) '

Moved with head (34.4%) 41.2% 38%
Returninq home 1.6%) i 7.9%) 1.2%
Other .. . (25.4% 13.8%) .. ''''. (19.3%)
Total 316,43,11 (100) 353,69,45 (100) 670,12,56 100)

Source: The Population Census .1998 of Punjab.
I •. 1 J ~ • •.

Source: Labour Force Survey. (1996-97)

Graph 3: Migrants by sex and main reasons for migration
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An analysis of the migrant distribution by economic and non-economic
reasons shows in table-13 that majority of the mafes(63.1 percent) and females
(97.4'percent)" have cited'ri6ri~economic reasons as the" main "reason for
migration. It is also clear from graph-4 that migration for economic reasons is
highe~~lJ1png males than; females while migration for non-economic reasons is
higher among females than males. _'" \.::-\..:.:1; . ...~ '.~", ". . .

According to Labour Force Survey in table-14 for non-economic reasons of
migra!ion",i61.3 pe~cent_male migrated while 94.6 percent females cited the non-
economic reason for migration. < Total male and female migration.for economic
reason is 20.2 percen't while for non-economic reason is 79.8 percent.

-, Table 13
Distribulion of Migrants by Sex and Economic and Non-Economic Reasons

. (Pu~a~

Male
Female
;Tota'!

Source:.The Population Census' .1998 of Punjab.
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Table 14
Distribution of Migrants by Sex and Economic &,Non-Economic Reasons

, (Punja,bfi ","~,'"~""l:":';" "";'~;"";:o" .

Male
Female
Total

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97)",' " .r ,f ; I' ," r.',,",. U'

It will be better if we have data on direction of migration' from the pOpufati6~':
census for the analysis of migrant destination. In table-15 and ifraph-5'rural~ur6ari '
flow of migration is dominated by migration with eConomic reason~(43.7 percent)
while the proportion of non-economic reason-in the rural~urbanmigration is (70,8
percent) while the proportion of economic rEiason:i.ii this~I!'igration -flow is ,(56:3,
percent)., '.,' \1 ,.,1',1'"

. - ~.~

'.
Table 15. ..

Distribution of migrants by Economic/Non-Economic Reasons and
" Direction of Migratio'ri (Punj~'b)

Economic
Non-economic

, ,

Graph 5: Reiationship between reason for','
migration and direction 'of migra~ion '
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• Non-economic
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EDUCATION

According.to Population Census, among total male migrants 11.2 percent
are illiterate while female illiterate migrants are 13.4 percent There is a positive
relationship between migration and education. Total male and female migrants
are the: highest with education category under other (50.3 percent) followed by
degree:andabove (20.3 percent) while non-migrants for both sexes are the
highe~t among the people who are illiterate (table-16 and graph-6).

According to Labour Force Survey, an educational profile of the migrants by
the qirection of migration points out that the majority of the female migrants who
moved in theryral-urban direction have completed either 6-10 years ,of schooling
(27.5 perC!3nt)or have not completed any formal education (37.9 percent).

The piCture for female migrants is that the majority of females (63.6 percent)
in the rural-urb9n direction have not completed any formal education. In th'e other
internal migration (inclu-ding: rural~urban, urban-rural and urban-urban migration)
flow, both male and female migrants (52.9 percent) have not completed any
formal education. A look at the analysis of the destination of migrants in table-20
reveals that 31.5 percent males and females without completing any formal
education migrate from rural to urban area. Among the migrants who have
completed 1-5 years of schooling, female migrants are more (33.6 percent) than
males (29.7 percent) in the rural-urban direction. While in the other internal
migration, male migrants are more (70.3 percent) than female migrants (66.4
percent). '-

Graph: 6 Relationship between
educational level and migration
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Table 16
Distribution o{Population (10 years and above) by EdLicatiorfLevel 'a'no Sex

.(Punjab) .

"

'. ' ..
i . Male Female Both Sexes
., Migrant Non • Migrant Non- ..Migrant . Non~ .

. Miarant . Miarant , Miarant

Illiterate 11.2% 88.8% 13.4% .86.6% 12.5% .. 87:5%
.

Informal 7.9% 92.1% 9.2% 90.8% 8.6% 91.4%, ,
literate '.

Below 8.7% 91.3% 12% 88% 9.9% 90.1%
matric' . ... .
Matric 14.7% 85.3% 16.2% 83.8% 15.2% 84.8% .

but
~ , ...:1'. ~J, ,'...~,.

below
, " , .,.... ;

"- ..-".~ . .
degree' ' . to

Degr~e 20.2%" 79.8% 20.3% 79.7% 20.3% . ,79.7% )

and
I " y<", it ,~HiJ2~.. _ .

above
~'~'..:.'" . ?;

Other 71.4%' 28.6% 33.3% 66.7% 50:3%! 49.7%,l
• , • \ ';' .,., ' ;.~ ;.It

Source: Population Census 1998 of Punjab. . ,- .-.A '

~c. '.' ,,' ,'1 J '_

Table 17
Distribution of Male and Female Migrants by Educatior .•all!:evel(Punjab)';,:~

Rural.Urban 'Otl1er'lntimlal Mi'ration
Male Female "Male' . Female' ~, Both -•.." •

:Sexes' :1- •

Nb formal
"'! 2476. • 'r' ..•. t"'"

education 52.9%
1-5 years 181(3.9~/o),.
of
schoolin
6-10 287 233 520 459 471 . 930 (16.0/0)
years of (27.5%) (19.9%) (23.5%) (22.8%) (17.6%)
school in
11-14 229 125 354 400 350 750 (16%)
years of (21.9%) (10.6%) (16%) (19.8%) (13.1%)
schoolin
15 and 89 29 118 210 134 344(16%)
above (8.5%) (2.5%) (5.3%) (10.4%) (13.1%)
years of
schoolin
Total 4681 (100)

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97)
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Table 18
Distribution of Male and Female Migrants by Direction of Migration and

Educational. Level

No formal
educaticm

15 and
above,
years of
schoolin

TotalRural .••.Urban

Male
Female
Both sexes

1-5 years of Male
schooling Feni~le

Both 'sexes
6-10 years ,' •.Male ~
of schooling Female

Both sexes
11-14 years Male
of schooling Female

Both sexes
Male
Female
Both sexes

I

I

I

II:
I'

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97)

Employment, StatU$ '" ", \ .. '

A, look atlthe~nplys,is 9~rT}igrants (age 10 and above years) by employment
status reveals that in the"rural-urban migration, majority of both male and female
migrants" (41.1 percent) 'are regular paid employee. And the people who are paid
non-family apprentice do not move in the rural-urban direction. There, i~ 9,big
share 'of migrants, 33.3 percent in the rural-urban direction who are own ac~ount
work'er (non~agricultural). While in the other internal migration also majority of
both male, and female migrants, 25.8 percent are own account worker (non-
agricultural). Hence, employment status is a prime determinant of migration and
negative relationship lies between migration and employment status' (self-,
employed). ,.

•"t"'f

,"

i i
I

1
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Table 19
'Distribution of Male and Female Migrants by Employment Status and

Direction of Migration

Rural-Urban Other Internal Miaration
Male Female Both -Male, Female Both

Sexes
,",

Sexes
Regular paid , 41.3% 39.6% 41.1% 27.3% 19.2% 25.7%

emplovee
Casual paid 6.5% 5.8% 6.4% 4.7% 3.3%' 4.4%

emoloyee
Paid worker 8.8% 15.1% 9.5% 6.35% 13.7%' 7.84%

Paid non- 0% 0% 0% 0.28% 0% 0.22%

family
apprentice
Employer 1.45% 2.3% 1.5% 2.44% \ .55% 2.06%

Own account 35.7% 12.8% 33.3% 29.4% . 11.8% 25.8%
(

worker (non-
aQri)
Own account 1.85% ~ 0% i

1.7% 17.2 4.38% 14.6%
work (agri)
Owner 0.13% 0% 0.12% 2.8% 0.27% ' 2.3%'

cultivator ,.

Share '~ 0.26% 0% 0.23% 1.04% 0% . 0.83%

~9Pper
!.•.•' ..

Contract .3.9% 24.4% 5.9% 8.1,}'o 46.8%.', 16% Icultivator
Unpaid 0.13% . 0% 0.12% 0.21% 0% 0.2%
familvworker
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

(755) (86) '(841) . " ' (433) (365) (1798)

, Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-87).

I ,
I
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OCCUPATION

A look at the analysis of migrants (age 10 and above) by occupation reveals
that among total male migrants (27.2 percent) belong to elementary occupatiori~,
while majority of female migrants (32.6 percent) are skilled. The skilled female
migra'nts 32.6'percent are more than skilled male migrants (18.2 percent). A look
at the analysis of gender in occupation shows that female professional,
technician, skilled and trade worker ,migrants are more than male migrants
belonging to these occupations. '.'

. Table 20
. ,DistributiCln of Migrant~ by Sex a,nd Occupation

. c

'I,,,.1,

Male. Female B6th Sexes .
Legislators and 12.1% 2.2% 10.4%
manaqers
Professionals 5.6%.' 8.9% 6.2%
Technicians 3.7 . 6.9% 4.3%
Clericals 6.7% .4% 5.6%
Service and 11% 10% 10.8%
sales worker
Skilled 18.2% 32.6% 20.7%
Trades workers 10% 13.7% 10.6%
Operators and 5.4% .4% 4.6%
assemblers .

Elementary 27.2% 24.8% 26.8%
occupations
Total 100 100 100

Source: Labour Force Survey (1996-97)
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Graph 8: Indicating'n'llatio'nship ;..., •. ' -",
between occupation and migrat!on
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The analysis of ,destination of migrants (age 10 and above years) by'
occupation reveals that majority of male 'migrants (50 percent) in the rural-urban
direction are clericals, while the proportion of male migrants in the ,other internal'
migration is also dominated (50 percent) by the occupation under clericals. And ,
majority of female migrants (33.3 percent) in the rural-urban direction are sales
and service workers. The proportion of. female migrants in the other interriall
migration is the highest (95.9 percent) under skilled occupation, Both sexes
migrants in the rural-urban flow a're dominated (49.3 percent) bY'Clerks, while'

, , '. I
both sexes migrants in the other internal migration are the highest (91.6 percent)
under skilled occupation.

4. DETERMINATION OF MIGRATION IN PUNJAB: RESULTS OF'PROBlr
MODEL

In order to further analyze the determinants process, migration is modeled,
as a dichotomous variable representing migranUnon-migrant status in a p'robit
model. The empirical results by applying the maximum likelihood pr'obit technique
are presented in table 21.

The coefficient of AGE variable reflects that 'the probability of migration,
increases with age, The age coefficient is significant at 1% level of significance. It
implies that age is a crucial determinant of migration. ' •

The AGESQ (Age Square) variable is also signifi'c~nt at 5% level., of~
significance with a negative sign. It implies that probability of migration decreases
as one grows older. The age indicating the likely number of working years with a.
positive coefficient and age squared with a negative coefficient and as both the
coefficients are statistically significant, implies that .the propensity to migrate,
decreases with age. These results suggest that the incentive to migrate is higher,
for young people, This result is also supported by Khan and Shahnaz (2001),
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Table 21
Maximum Likelihood Probit Estimates for the Sample of Aged 10 and above

Years with Occupation Categories

Variable Estimated Coefficient t-statistics
Intercept -1.298 -42.797*
AGf: .0214 11.483*
AGESQ -.00010 -4.757*
EDUC .0149 4.732*
TEVTRAIN .1178 3.685*
URBAN .1616 . 11.1647*
SELFEM -.0505 .2.107**
MSEX -.0878 -5.099*
HHH -.166 -6.762*
MARST .123 5.88*
NUCL .0154 .848
SER~ .194 5.022*
OPER" -.4969 . -8.103*
CLE~ .172 2.92* =1TRA" .379 10.913*
EI.F' .195 7.658*
SKIt;; I .0472 ~ 1.766***

'1

I

TEC' =t= -.824 I -10.52

Source: Laqour. Force Survey (1996-97), Federal Bureau of Statistics, Govt. of
Pakistan. . ..

* Significant at oc < 0.01
** .t SignificanFatoc <: 0.05 .

*** Significant at oc < 0.1

Chi-S'quare: . 4956,-(351
, 1 \ I' .•.. .

Sample Size: ,-48207' , '.

The result for the variable of education EDUC indicates a significantly
positive effect, on the probability of migration. It means that holding aU' other
variables constant, -it there is one percent change in the educational level,
niigration will increase by 10 cents per person. Ahmed and Sirageldin (1993),
and Khan C\nd Shahnaz (2001) have also found that the migration decision is
stronglyinfluencedbVed~cation:. .

, t ~\~'}\. _ I • _ j .~I • ,

I Du~my vari~bl~~q~~lk;.l it' migrant i~ Service & Sales worker and zero otherwise.
~D!chotomo'u~: vari'!..b\~~qual'io 1;if migrant is Operator & Assembler and Zero otherwise .
• Dummy variable equal tor if migrant is Clerical and Zero otherwise.
4 Dummy variable equal to 1lifmigrant is Trade worker and zero otherwise.
5 Dichotomous variable equal to .1i if migrant belongs to Elementary Occupation ;and zero otherwise.
6 Dummy variable equal to 1 if migrant is skilled worker and zero otherwise.
7 Dummy variable equal to 1 if migrant is Technician and zero otherwise .

.~
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,The coefficient for the Dummy variable 'TEVTRAIN (technical/vocational

training) is significant at 1% level of significance. It indicates that the probability of
migration increases with the possession of .technical and ,vocational training as
compared' to having no technical/vocat~onal ~~aining., Her)ce" ,education and
technical/vocational training appear the prime determinants of,migration.

, • . _ I - ~ ,...... ,

The coefficient of the region of residence' variable URBAN is, positive and
significant'in.the,probit equation indicating that the probability'of being a migrant
increases if current residence is in urban area as compared to current residence
In rural area. "<:,

.' .Employment status occupies an important'place in the decision 'of mig'ration
representing the cost of migration. The 'coefficient of SELFEMP (self~em'ployed)
is. highly significant with a negative sign. 'It indicates that the probability of
migration, is loWer among the people who operate their own farm, business or
industry 'as compared .to government and private employees' or employers: This
result is consistent with earlier studies such as Ahmed and Sirageld~n(1994)."

The negative coefficient of the MSEX variable 'indicates that the' prObability
of being a male migrant is lower than that of being a female migrant. This result is
supported by Richard (2000) and Irfan (1986).'

. .

. The variable HHH (Head of the Househ'old) indicates that the probability of
migration is lower among the head ofthe households as compared to members
of the f~'mily. .

. T.he marital status variable MARST is positively significant in the probit
equat.ion.lt implies that the probability of migration increases among married as
~nmpared to unmarried. Ttlisresult is supported by earlier studies where female
miqrCltion. is mostly marriage driven. This result is also consistent with Khan and
Shahn4,~ ;~001).' .

In the present model, occupation vanablp. is disaggregated' into seven
categories, which are service and sales workers. operators and assemblers,
clericals, trade workers, elementary occupations. skilled and technicians. The
base category is professiOnal.

The results reveal that the people belonging to operators & ass~mblers and
technicians are .relatively less inclined towards migration as compared to
professional category. While the people belonging to service and sales worker,
clerical, trade worker, elementary occupation <:Indskilled categories are relatively
more inclined towards migration as compared' to those who belong to
profession.al category. This result is different from the earlier study done by
Ahmed and Sirageldin (1993). As his data belong to 1979, the trend of people
m3Y have changed after a lapse of time.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of the present paper was to explore the, determinants of rural-
urban migration in the highest migration rated province, Punjab. in light of the
theory of migration, which considers migration as an investment in human capital. .
The incidence and pattern of migration has been analyzed by utilizing the data

Socio Economic Determinants of Rural-Urban Migration in Punjab 59
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from Population Census 1998 and Labour Force Survey (1996-97) data, the
estimation of the migration decision was carried out by applying the maximum like
likelihood probit estimation technique.

, The statistical analysis from the 1998 Population Census and Labour Force
Survey (1996" 1997) reveals that migrants' population is mostly composed of the
people who undertobk migration decision for non-economic motives (i.e, health,
marriage"and move with head and other). Male migration is dominated in the
rural~urban flow whHe female migration is higher than males in the other internal
migratic:m flow (including rural-rural, urban-urban and urban-rural). Nuclear family
does not significantly influence migration decision.

Education and qment residence in urban area are positively significant in
the probability of migration. The.encouraging finding taking migration as a rational
behaviour is the significantly negative effect of self-employment on>migration;
~espondent's age appears as one of the crucial factors in the migration model. It
is found, thaLyoung people have more tendencies to migrate because of greater
flexibility to move apd adjustment in their earnings over time. People belonging to
elementary occupations, Trade workers and skilled workers are more inclined to
migrate. ';

In the nutshell, the results of the present study indicate that, in general,
migrants in Punjab are selective especially in terms of age, education occupation
and' employment' status. Those who migrate are relatively more educated' &
skilled 'and either belongs to government and private agencies or employers: ,
These findings are co'nsistent with the existing evidence from Pakistan and other
developing countries. "

"The rural-urban migration in Pakistan can yield important policy relevant
insights into the" 'migration process. From a policy perspective, it would be
imprudent to' draw on the generalized finding that higher levels of education
increase migration propensities to argue against increasing access to education,
especially atthe se~o,"ndary level inrural.areas.

Rural~urban migration itself can act to alleviate poverty in the rural se2to~
and policies that are aimed at restricting 'population migration are not in th'e best
interests of the rural poor. " ','

'Policies that are aimed at trY-ingto' incorporate non~migra'nts into circuits that
can provide services' to migrant households, through training in appropriate
services' may be more effective in alleviating rural poverty, as would be
progr~m'mes to support the activities of the returned migrants.

Th.ere-should. be attempts .to promote informal activities in both. the urban
and rur~1 :sectors;' they' are likely to be far more effective for both sectors'
inhabitants than any attempt to restrict'migration or to limit the informal sector.
Thus, policies that are most likely to be effective are those that accept existing
trends rather than those that seek to reverse them. -

Thus: state poli~.ies on"migration if they are to be effective ani! suc~essful,
must be basEidon,a sound understanding of the nature of migration flows, as well
their determinants'andconsequences' .. " '., ,.,

• ~... . t ~ .. !........ ~.),. ,
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NEW'ECONOMICREGULATORY REFORMS IN PAKISTAN-, "
\
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

• 001 , 'fu~' ,;; J~;;T,'(,.",

Regulation function of a sate is a part of aliocation;Junctio,n, Public regulation
refers tathe implementation of rules by an admin-istrativeagency that is backed
by law. The systems of self-regulation in which rules are imposed voluntarily and
backed up by an informal code of practice rathetthan law. The. real object of
regulation ,is to bring efficiency or a prerequisite of efficiency', Efficient regulation
improves economy, consumer needs and -p'r6aucer' rights protection against
exploitation. This is usually achieved ahdl"po's'sible' 'by' 'the interventions of
governments in a country like Pakistan. t), "'~." , ",,', ' , .•

Jill!"' ~". "'l;' 1"0 t.

~ ~~ r ,\ . ~.. "'. ttl." ,;
, Looking the normative side view, why is it that a public sector or government

intervention is required? If one starts with thel'l)remises, g'enerally accepted'in our
society, that (I) the composition of output should be,in'line' with1the'preferences of
individuakonsumers and that (II) there is"-a'"preference.for,decenfralized deCision-!
making;whymay not the entire economy be left'to the private1seCto'i-iOr',' putting
it differently, why is it that in a supp6sedly~private' 'enterprise' eco'nomy;"au

substantial part oHhe economy is subject to some 'form of government direction,1
rather than left to the'''invisible hand" of market forces? In part, the prevalencebf"
government may reflect the presence of political and' social 'ideologie's 'which'
depart from the premises of consumer choice an'dde'c'entralized,deCisioh making.
But this is only minor part of the story. More imp6rtant;'there"is' tne'fact!tnat 'tne
market mechanism alone cannot perform ail economic function~sJ,Public policy is
needed to guide, correct, and supplement it in certain respects. 'Itis'important tb
realize this fact since it implies that the proper site of the public sector is to a'
significant degree a technical rather than an ideological issue.' ,,' .

'In,'the postwar period the regulato';y ~~I~'of govern~~~t has expanded and
has been. a source of concern for those who' see, increased government
irtervention in the economy, Profe~sor Schumpeter's view 'the capitalist system
would 'produce a social order' which would find 'hostile and"would wish to
reguiate'l Regulation exists to protect the pubiic interest against the dysfunCtion
of certairi unregulated market outcomes,e:g. the/Irrationality 'and' selfishness ...•d
free ma'rketcapitalism. In eighties the experiences in'the US and'the'UKhas
been against the re'gulatory role of government on the grounds'that such controls"
constrain'personal freedoms and efficient niarketchoices. ,;,' .

His g'eneral perception that governme~ts all ov~rthe ~orlduntilthe ~id;~-'
1970s' especially in the developing economies, intervened ..in markets on the,;
pretext of market failure arising from externalities and decreasing cost industries
and the equity consideration with a 'Jiew to maximizing., social welfare. In

I Mr, Javed Iqbal, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics & KIDS, University of AJ&K MZD.
, Pakistan, " .
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Pakistan, where private sector has played a dominant role, except probably for
the 1910s 1

, private sector activities, have all along been regulated through various
types ..oLcontrols.and_regulations' and entiy- and exit,prices,credit,foreign
exchange, imports, investment etc, These regulations were imposed with a view
to ensure that private sector allocations are in accordance with the~ national
priorities [see Economic survey of Pakistan (1983"84)]. However, intended
objectives were' rarely':' realized that regulation as a limit and obstacle for
develbpmeot alld 'growth.' . -. "
,l~lf' 1",$.',' "(f.'-~I ~~

. .Regarding ,the-iss.ue,. in this paper, we have made a comprehensive review,
of li.tei~t,yre ':~r9J:on the. basi,S of .literature information; we have. discussed ,the
reg~li'ltqry r<;>'.f?<ofthe,~g9verf}menta.nd highlighted. the importance of regulation
fU':lct!0~\qfg9~ernrT]ent.. By;,prqv.i.c.llng,the sufficient information about regulation
and regulation function of government, we have made a discussion on the
regulation in Pakistan and finally conclusion and poliCy proposals are drawn.

_ l.o .

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
.":;-'i ",'- ..;..zr)r'..... I. ~'t" ,,' '.

:~~,¥ar,k~.t~-j~i~ ~Q~s.,ar~perm.eated by imperfections both. of structure and
operation. ,Commodity and factor markets are poorly organized and the existence
of.;;,di~jqr:te'cL'plice~' ~~ft~n'~.mears ,~that producers and consurMrs-lack the
nE(Jge~~ary..info~mg!io~rJo,act •.in::ai' way conductive to efficient prod!--,ction. and
distribution" Second, well-organized capital markets based on the existence of
spe,daii'sed',finalJciai ,institution's 'pertorming a great va~iety of monetary functions.
(s,~c.Q';as,i~~':.Ch~~ne,l!ng,of pri.y~te~av(ng into loan markets'to provide capital -
fun <;ls),o.tir)a.~,c~,},I).v~strT1en~p,r.ojec.t~),€!re either non.existentor poorly developed -,
in most Third -'world, countries. ,.Inshort, the inefficiency or absence:.of .well
o~ganized: so;n!r~dity)~~tqil~ari'g'(;apj~al markets is said to reduce considerably,
the external interference., The-failure of the 'market' to price factors of production
c9r.rE?c~'y,::is';'f0"'rt.h,~r:~~s.~ym.ed..t()leac.l' to gross disparities between social and
private valuations .. ofalternative, investment projects. In the ',absence of
governmental interference;'" ttle market is said to lead to a misallocation 'of
present and future resources o(atieast to one which may not be in the best long-
ru'n soCial.interest. This market failure argument is perhaps the most often"'quoted
reason'for the expanded role of government in less developed countries:' •. , ;'1

{-~., ''l,..j-~ '\ '.' ~ .•:, :Itn~ v '

,t The regulation role of government has expanded in the postwar, period ,and-
has be'en:asource of concern for those who see increased government-:
int~~.e'dtlo~r~i~~t~~ e~onomy. __According to Schumpeter, the capit'alist IsysteITlO
W~!,M:w.od~se~,so~i~1 ~rd~r which would find hostile and would wish to regulate: ~ .
Regulation exists,to,protect, the public interest against the dysfunction"of certain __
unregulated market ~utcomes'- e.g. the irrationality and selfishness offree:market
capitalism. In eighties the~experiences in the US and UK has been against the
. regLilatory1Jrole'Jof' goverrlmenton . the grounds that such controls consi~ain
personal freedoms1and"efficient market choices. Governments all overtheworid
until mid;1970s; esp'ecialllihlthedeveloping economies, intervened iri\ m'arkets
on, the "pretext;!of:lmarkef-faihire' arising from externalitieS and decreasing 'cost
industries and equity considerations with a view to maximizing social welfare.
GovernrT1~[Vs)J..<~v~)0~g"u~~d..~~_on5?~ic.social, and administrative regulations to
better adjust public and private interests, and the two most common arguments

".1'

J



for the regulatory intervention are market failure and equity considerations. If the
economies of scale exist in an activity, a single firm would be able to meet the
entire demand at the lowest cost but in,'thatcasemonopolistic power of the firm
will have to be restrained through regulation to ensure the potential improvement.
A clear statement'of this viewpoint was"presented'in.at,1965 report of a United
Nation Conference'on planning, which asserted: "It isandntegral task of planning
to achieVe the best possible use of scarceresources;for.'economic developmenL
...The need for using appropriate criteria for selecting projects arouse because of
the failure fonhe' market mechanism to' provide"a proper 'gu,ideline. In less-
developed economies, market prices of such <factors of production ,as labour,
capital' an'd forei,gn exchange deviated substantially'form their'social opportunity
costs arid 'were not, therefore, a correct. measure,of-the relativetscarcity or
aburidance of the factory in question (Unitea Nation'1965,'pflge 12)." " -, '

_ A 1970 publication of United NatiOnS industrial Development.Organization
". ~ "".' ',' '\i... ' " ".' ',"):. t' ~"'~ "".j. - ~ " it I" ,,- ", ~\,:'r '

(UNlpOfpr'ovided the following explicit ,market-failure rationale Jorplanning in
LD,Cs:':Goverri'ment can not and should 'not, take .a',mere'ly:passlve"roiein the,
proce~s.of,ind~'strial expansion. Planning' ha,s b~co~ea~ e~~ent!~IJ:~Fdll!h~~gra!.,~
part of Industnal development programmes for market forces by themselves",.,' , . I"' \t.;', "l! •. tl':~B;~-' ~ ~_.,jt 11n.'ll.S,,J.h.'q

cannot overcome the deep-seated structural ngldltles In the "economies of
l' . . . . ' , ~". t .' •- I'~, ""'!': r" 'f" -'j: '( ~,' . ( 'l' n

developing countries Today the need for some degree of econornic> planning' ,
is ~nive!sally recogniz~d. It is of coursean;iriteg;'~(p:a.rt.qf'th~:'~c~J~orr~l~~~~'yie!,;
Umon "and the other centrally planned. countnes.: ...lndeveloplng. countnes,
. •... ." .' .,' . . 'I~. ," :I'~r'. '1:'1''' ~'. ',i •.• ll ." ,"',"'i~ n.!':'~""', 'i

planning .IS more feaSible and more desirable than .'In developed market
~ . . i:"'" l'" ~,,', :' :3,_ I. I. ..,_,i ""~' fJI .'..'-'.~~; I:' '.f

economies. The greater feasibility is a result of the smaller riumber of variables
that must be taken intoconsiaeration and,thegreatetdesirability stemsfrom'th'e'"

.~. • :J'-",,~ .. - ...•...• , .. ~.. I'~ '-lfl' H~I:-.'.'I:' •.3
fact that the automatic mechanisms for coordination ,of individual actions function'
less satisfactorily in' developing than in 'deve'lopedecon6fnics~ piannirig\in."
developing' countries is' made necessary by ,inter-alia .the .inadequaCies' of ithEH
market as:. a. mechanism to ensure fthat individual decisions ~willl optimize'::
economic' performance in terms of j, society~s' preferences ;i:ind '~!3con6mic'q
goals:. :.The, inadequacy of the market. mechanism I'as 'a means' oUaliocating~l
resources, for industrial development sometimes ,results,from govern'ment policy-u
itself or ,because the theoretical assumptions'-(particularly with respect; torth'eo
mobility ~fthe factors of ..production) do not apply to the 'actuaheconomic f"

situation, Even more importantly, the market mechanism'cannot'properlyallowb
for the external effects of investment (R Helfgothand Schiavo..:.:..:.Campo,'(1998)".O
in production efficiency (Boylaud and, Nicoletti;'.2000r,Beside these;lvarious"o
regulations directly impact the market decisions such, as -pricing,: competition,"
market entry or exit. It is obvious that only if regulations are" effectively)'
implemented policy objectives are realised. However; ,in most' of Jhe: countries'
results of regulation have, been quite disappointing.,. Interestingly Jegulatoryo
fajlures tend to result in even more regulation, and veryl rarely the\ underlyingl
reasons for failure are assessed. Failure may arise due to various. factors ('
[Guasch and Khan, 1999]. Firstly, economic regulation requires information on~
cost'and demand structure of an industry to which the regulations typicallydo:not-:'
have any access, Second, producers find it very difficult to,comply withthefrules"1
which are quite complex and technical. Moreover, the actions to' improve"
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compliance. have 'beehuncoordinated and unsystematic. Third, regulations, are
sometimes used to influence private gain rather than to correct market failure.
The1regulatory.instruments such as quotas; licenses and subsidies have, been
used:'in. Pakistani: and elsewhere to channel significant amount of wealth to
influentialg'roUPsJn the society. It is therefore quite clear that there isa real risk
thaUregulations may,become an obstacle to achieving the very economic and
social well'being for,whicMheyare intended. ,

~r) , 4,., • • ....\ I 1-,- 4", .. . ___' '., _ ,: • _~

' Accordingly, any such regulation that creates unnecessary barriers to trade,
invesiment ar,deconomic effici~mcy or; protects vested interests that seek
pr6te~iion~from competition must be withdrawn. The hidden costs of inefficient
reg'ul'ation is "sohightha't faiiureto reform can place the entire economy to a great'
di~advantage requidi:lg 'protectionis(policies, heavy subsidies and other form~. o(
support. I ,

"':" " ,( , . , " ,.,' " ,

, .,'t,i;b~!,~Ii~if')9, tr~de~"enco!J~agir:'g~onipetition and .reforr:ning, g?vernment
Inst~~utlonsare mut.ually supportive., Stable macroeconomic policy, flexible: labour
m'ar's.ejs,'"~appropriate~ .regulation " of" capital markets and complementary
st~u~~~.~~!'x,~~f~r,ms.),~ovidea, SUPP?rtiy~,envi.ronme~t that faci~itates,adjustments
flq~lflgJr9,1J.l•.•t~,e xegulatQEY.r~for~. [t IS ,quite obvIous that In case of. natural
mRiQ99\2,I,i:~s.i.~j~qtio~ .ofr:n9r;~;:C?ITlP.~ti~i?~by introd~~ti?n of additi~nal fir'TIs into,
market, would be' counter productive. In such activities regulations may be"'Rf. ~*"_ .1. ., ..~ ;:. ,\ L_,' . ,." " (,. , • ., , . "

necessary to curb the mon'opolistic exploitation. However, close regulation of';.1',,' • '1 to. \~ ~f l f ~ '~Ifo Jf"'., • • ".H ' ,;". _ . :_~ ~ ; .

iny••~s,tp:1ent.~99:9~her,de?i.?,i0'1~,})f the ~irms, may leave very little room for.
I~Hf91y!n.9}h,e,!;veJ~' <?f,e,tt;~~!e"nctAs r,as cnghtly b~en ~r~ued by Baumol (~999)'
regulation .may'.be d~trrmental to growth of productivity, unless regulation IS

(1~ f'J' ,'. !C<',.. J....-! ,I ';, I \. '!-' f. ,..... :," . , <.0::, •

efficient; :if "the regulators pursue inconsistent policies the producers would" be
:"r'~~"f'" ': "p,~"IJ'-"" , , ~ , ' ~." }"'. ~ ;-, " " . , . , . 1 .t

unable to rake decision in accordance with the market conditions in tim~. , ,-n, Qi ~~frF!_6"'"1 .~ ~,,)'~-~'- , .... ; . ;-, ~' . ~h

%1'1tWhile~thel~ransparency of regulatory process is essential, it must promote
efficiency: Iflthe regulation is done,fhrough accounting conventions such as cost
pluStformula onthe guaranteed rates-of return there will hardly be any incentiv~s(
fOD,reducing "the,cost;of production. There has been a considerable debate over
the)use oLprices a[1d output as instruments of control. Weitsman (1974)P9intso:
out. that the'preferred policy;instrumentdepends on the relative steepness of the'
marginaL benefit and-cost curves.~\Chen (1990) argues that uncertainty atthe.
decision stage breaks down the equivalence of price and quantity as instruments,
of control.. Eraja and lossa (1998) believe that "breakdown is due to the presence
oUboth, asymmetry ofinformation" and the competitive fringe: without'f;!itherqf
themprice,and,quantity.regulation are equivalent". While it is possible todevisea'
regulatory"mechanisrll such as price cap yielding both hoser prices and stronger.
incentives forl.cost. reduction, 'Fraja and lossa also suggest that by setting .the
ou,tpuUloor, regulators" make sureJhat there are improvements in the efficiency.
leyel~:and;these C!reH:ihared:between the firms and the consumers ratherthanall
of-these accruing itO the, firm only. Stigler (1971) points out that the regulatory-
captu'n:~"would; shape;policy .outcomes depending on how the interest groups' .•
influence:evolv~Qver timE?and the.regulatory institutions are able to ward off.their,.
influence:Hhe,'r~gulatory commission alLover the world go through a life cycle,:
starting'outas~vigorous,:imaginative,and:enthusiastic protagonists of the public

,r'
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interest but over time they gradually become devitalized with limited perspective,
indulge in routine and bureaucratic policies and procedures; and increasingly
become protective of the interests of the companies they are "supposed' to
regulate; The influence of interest groups increases over time" collusions' are
formed and they are quite costly to the society. [see Lierson (1949),- Bernstein
(1955), Huntington (1966), Downs (1967) and Olson (1982)]. Because of the
close relationship with the industry the regulators get information which can 'be
socially useful but the regulators get information which can be sociaily useful' but
the regulators tend to use this information and discretionary powers to get briDes
or future job opportunities in the industry' [Laffont and Tirole (1993)). To the
extent effective regulation improves the prospects for competitive outcomes, it
reduces overall rents that can be appropriated by:a private investor. An analysis
of the regulationof entry in 85 countries shows that heavier regulation of entry is
generally associated with greater corruption and a large unofficial economy but
not with better quality of private or public goods. It is also' found that the countries
with less democratic and more interventionist governments regulate entry more
heavily. This evidence is difficult to reconcile 'With'public interest theories
regulation but supports the public choice approach. emphasizing rent extraction
by those whoco~ld influence. For example, see' Me Chesney (1987) and Shleifer
and Vishny (1993). Obviously if regulations, become inefficient ,they should either
be lifted or reformed so th<lt the intended objectives are realized. The reform
must aim at designing regulatory and other, instruments, such as market
incentives and goal-based approaches that are more flexible, simpler, effective
and lower cost. Since administrative regulations, thr'6'ugh" which governments
collect information and intervene, have Subst~Hitialimpact ,on private sector
performance, reforms must aim at eliminating regulations ,that are no longer
required, streamlining and simplifying those that are needed, and improving the
tr~nsparency of application, Regulatory reform that enhances 'competition and
reduces regulatory costs can boost efficiency, reduce prices, stimulate
innovation, and improve the ability of economies to accommodate to change and
remain competitive in global markets,

3. REGULATORY ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

Within the allocati'/e role, government enacts and enforces laws of contract,
etc, This ensures that market trades and private exchimges 'take place smoothly, '
But government also administers the more general system of law and justice
which regulates individual behaviour. It was seen that government could attempt
to regulate the decision of producers and consumers, thereby reducing monopoly
elements and externalities, e,g. through thE! offl-ce of. Fair, Trading and the
Mo'nopolies Commission and by anti-pollution Legislation. But there are other
'instances 'which it can be thought to be appropriate for government to regulate
behaviour of producers in order to protect cons'umer. The government performing
this task', because for example an individual cgn,sumer, high costs of obtaining
aridinte'rpreting information relating to product safety and design" Thus
government sets up a system of regulation,and'control which will produce,such
information either directly or indirectly, It also due, to the reason that individual
might not be capable of protecting ,himself in the sense that hedoes not have the
resources at his disposal to est~lish~nd to poii'ce minimum standards, Public
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'--,...'

,regulatior:l ref~rs. to the implementation of rules by an administrative agency that
, is back~d upby law ..The system of self-regulation in which rules are imposed
,'VOLLJl1t<:iri1yand b~cked upby,law. The sY$tem of self-regulation in which rules are
. impo~~(t voluntarily and ~ack~d.up by an informal code of practice (e.g. rules of

'1' m~rl}b~rship) rather than. law. Governments have long used economic, social and
administrative regulations to better align public and private interests, and the two
mo.~t common)arguments for the regulatory intervention are market failure and

,equity con~i<J,erations. If the economies of scale exist in ,an activity. a single firm
would be, able to meet the'entire. demand at the lowest cost but in that, case

. monopoli.stic poweri of .the .firm will have to be, restrained through regulation to
ensure ,thepotential improvement,in production efficiencl.Beside these,~various

,regulatiqns directlyeffe,ct the market decision such as pricing. competition .
market en~ryor exit. .

,- ,It is obvious that only if regulations are effectively ilTlplerilented the~hterided
policy :objectives' a~e 'realized. However, in most of the countries' result,s of

'regulationhave;been quite disappointing: Interestingly. regulatory failures tend to
'resul~ in 'even 'moreregulation <;!r1dvery rarely the underlyin~'reasons ,for failure
are; assessed. Failure' may arise due to various factors. Firstly. economic
regulati6'n rsqufrss information on cost and demand structure of ci'n industry to

'which) the"regLilatorstypi-qally do not have any access. Second. producers find it
very difficult to comply with the 'rules which are quite complex and technical.
Moreover, the. aCtions to improve compliance have been uncoordinated' arid
unsystematic. Third, regulations are sometimes used to influence 'private gains
rather than to correct 'market' failu're.,The regulatory'instruments such as'quotas,

':licenses and subsidies have' been used in Pakistan and elsewhere to' channel
significant!amount of wealth to influential groups in the society: .

....It is therefore ~uite Clear that there is a real risk' that regulations may
lbecome an obstacle to.achieving the very economic arid ,social well being for
which .. they' are. intended. Accordingly. any such regulation that 'creates
unneGessary barriers to trade. investment, and economic effi<:iency or protects
vested' interests that seek protection information and the competitive .finger;
without either of them price and' quantity regulation are equivalent., While it 'is
possible to devise a regulatory mechanism such as price cap yielding both lower

'prices and stronger incentives for cost reduction .. Fraja and lossa also suggest
'that by setting the 'output floor', regulators make sure that there are
improvements in the efficiency levels and these are shared between the firms
and the consumers, rather than all of these accruing to the firms only. ,.... I ,"~

.... . , . . , ...•~-..

. , ' Stigler {1971) points out that the regulatory capture would shape 'policy
outcomes depending on how the interest groups' influence evolve over time 'cil1d

, the regulatory institutions are able to ward off their influence. The regulatory
, commissions all over the world go through a life cycle starting QU,t 'as vigorous,
:- imaginative, and enthusiastic protagonists of the public interest,'but over time

,they gradually become devitalized with limited perspective: indulge ihfoutine and
bureaucratic 'policies and procedures, and increasingly become protective of the
interests o(the compa'nies they are supposed to regulate. The influence.sf
interesfgroups'increases over time, collusion are ,formed and they are quite

~ .~~•..•t:"I.!r,:~"'~ ",,,.'''J - ~". )",(, ;:' '-.' ',~f.~~, '
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While the transparency af regulatary pracess is essential, it mustpramate
efficiency. If the regulatianis dane thraugh accauntirig canventions such as cast
plus formula ar the guaranteed rates af return there will hardly' be"any incentives far
reducing'the cast of productian. There has been ~?cansiaerable debate over' the use
af prices'and autput as instruments af contraI.Weitzmant(1974) points'ou(iliat the
preferred palicy instrument depends' an the relativ'e

r
steepness' of the margin'al

benefit and cast curves. Chen (1990) argues"that uncertaintY atthe deCisian'stage
breaks dawn the equivalence of price and quantity asinstruments'af cantro(Fraja
and lass8'(1998) believe that "breakdawn is due tathepr~sent~ af both asym.'}l~
af infarmatian and the campetitive fringe: withaut either af'them price and quantity
regulatian are equivalent": ; ,j: " ,. . ~. ,'.:

•...
Obviausly, if regulatians became inefficient they shauld either be lifted ar

refarmed so. that the intended abjectives are realized.' The refarm, must aim at
designing regulatary and ather instruments~ 's'uch as market incentives ana:goal-
based appraaches that are mare flexible, simpler and effective at lawer cast.

castly far the saciety. [see Liersan (1949), Bernstein (1995), Huntingtan (1966),
Dawns (1967) and Olsan (1982)] .. Because af the clase relatianship with,the
industry the regulatars, get infarmatian which can be sacially useful, but the
regulatars teno to. use this informatian and,discretianary pawers to. get bribes or
.future jab appartunities in the industry [laffant and Triale (1993)).

To. the extent effective regulatian improves the prospects far campetitive
autcames, it reduces avera II rents that can be appropriated by a private investar.
An analysis af the regulatian af entry' in 8S!'COlJhtries shaws that, heavier
reguiatian af entry is generally assaciated with'greater carruptian and a large
unaffici,ill ecanamy but nat with 'better quality of privat~'or public gaads. Itis also.
faund that the cauntries with less demacraticand mare interventianist
gavernments regulate entry mare heavil{Thisevidence'is difficult to. recancile
with public interest theories af regulation' :b'uf'S'llpparts the public chaice
approach, emphasizing rent extractian" by. thase-' who"could _influence. Far
example, see McChesney (1987)' and Shleifer" 'arid Vist1ny (1993) fram
campetitian must be withdrawn. The hidden costs of inefficient reguiatian is so.
'high that failure to. refarm can place the entire' ~~O~On,ytQ'a,g~ea),a!sadvantage
requiring protectianist palicies, heavy subsidies and ather farms'af suppart.

1"- J' }J'-' "!...~.,J: ,,:' ..; -'-"'<j 'i:.. "'tu It',; , a f' "\

,Liberalizingitrade, encau:'aging campetitian;:and.,refarming ;;gavernment
institutians are mutually suppartive, Stable ma~raecanamic;\palicy, _flexible
labaur markets, appropriate regulatian af capital markets and ..' camplementary
'structural refarms pravide a suppartive 'enviranmenp,thal 'facilitates' 'adjustments
flawing fram the regl:llatary refarms, It is.'quite ~bV1ous:;tha((~:c~s~j (){ n~~ur,af .
monapalies ' injectian af mare campetition by intraduction af additional firms into.
market wauld be caunter praductive. "j hi such- activities 'regUlatiahS may be
necessa'ry to. curb. the manapalistic explaitatian,'However, "c1ase reg~latiari'bf
investment and ather 'aecisians af the firrns may leave very little'room for improving
the level af efficiency. As has rightly been' argu'~dby Baumoff (1996') .. Reg'ulci'tiOJi
'may be detrimental to. growth af productivity 'unless re-gulatian is 'effidentif tlie
'regulatarspursue incansistent palicies'the'praducers":would be ,u'nable tel' fake'
decisions 'in 'accardance with the market canditions in time. ' " -" . .,.'

" } j
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Since administrative" regulations, through" which governments' collect
information. 'and -intervene, have' substantial impact on private sector

-performance, reforms must aim- at eliminating regulations that are 'no-longer
required,' streamlining and simplifying those that are needed, and improving. the
transparencyof application. This role reduces the cost and improves efficiency. ,-

4: REGULATION IN PAKISTAN

, Starting with themarket~failure argument. Markets in LDCs are permeated by
'imperfections of structure and operation. Commodity and factor markets are often
badly organizediani:(the ~existerice of "distorted prices" often means that
'producers' '!:md.consu~ers are ~es'ponding to economic, signals and incentives that

.. are',a poor reflection oUhe"real" cost to society of the goods, services, and
resources: It is' therefore 'argued that govemments have an important role t9 play in
'!ntegrati~g 'rj1?rke~s'and' m09~fyil)~ p~ices. Moreover; the "failure" of th~, ma~~et
correctly to prrcefactors of productron IS,further assumed to lend to gross dlsparrtres
~eween\,SOCial 'and_,p.rlv~i~) ~~!uati(;>ns-,of alternative investm~nt ~rojects. -In. the
absence of •governmental. Interference, .therefore, the market IS said.,to lead to a
m'isal'loc~ti6ri of present and future res.ources or, at least, to an allocation .that may

• 'f • ..I' ".~.~. '. -. .' . " f. • i' .

not be in the best long-run social interests. This market-failure argument is_
perhaps,the.most often quoted'reason for the expanded role of government
in underdeveloped countries. ' .

. !"',",-. ..\ .,' ~' ••• ""'" """: ~

- On Jhe assumption, that ma~kets are not always perfect and consumer
~needs t6.'b~ .proi~etedagai;;stmonopolistic exploitation and that goverr'lments
.hav~'p9IltiC:9.1.9.?als:that market lJ1ust serve, .public inter~en~ion has 'remai.ned
the rule In PaKls~an. However" not only the Intended obJE:ctlves of ~eg!J'atlons

-were 'neyer realized; it led ~o delays ,i~ implementation of decisions. Distorted,
prices, \'ack of competition, and poor. government management of businesses
have'hinCle'red econornic developmemt, and have introduced inefficiencies in the
econol1lies 'of de,\(eloping ~'60u'l)tries.. lt needs to be noted that a successful
private "enterprisy eco'nomy.)s, a"central building block of a sucgessful.,and

.' sustained anti-poverty policy .. [see Cook (2001)]. In the case of" natur~1
monopolies, regulation in the'form of setting of prices, profits and quality

- standard is necessarl.,' .-' '. .
. ~ "

The prerequisites for --effiCient and effective regulatiol1s' are
government's willingness to establish the regulatory rules and allow regulators
to operate with high degree of autonomy within the rules. Stable economic
environment which does not allow changes in rules, and a political system with
checks and balances to avoid any abrupt policy change, goes a long waYl in

'~chie'ving the intended objectives. The institutions established for regulatory
fUI1~tions must. have proper systems of accountability, transparency,

'targeting and consistency. High risks associated with the process of
regulation arise' from uncertainties associated with the nature of rules,
information asymmetries, and implementation lapses.

j"" -'",~' ••

. . In the, following we examine the regulatory reforms carried-out over the
last decade and the regulatory authorities that have been established.
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4.1 Manufacturing Industries ", .
(" :- .•.,f • ,-~ /""" .•

. II"!,the manufacturingsector gove!nmentinterventions have taken three
forms. Firstly, controls on prices, iQve~JrJ:1e[ltsand imports with a view 10
regulating the level and pattern of investment. ;Secohdly, government influenced
the', profitability of different production .-aCtivities~.through protection against
imports, export subsidies, and fiscal'incentives,.Thirdly, government intervened
directly in the production process through investll)ents ~nd nationalization.

Private investment was regulated through 'investment licensing until the
19805 with a view to ensuring optimal:'utilizati6'rio(f'sso"lJrces: But the process
was lengthy and the feasibilities of projects were so faoi"icated that the proposals
were always accepted. It served no purpose Dutdelayed'ttleimplementation of
investments. Accordingly, the investment licensing requirements were gradually
withdrawn and at present neither the indigenous .nor .foreign; investors are
required to seek prior approval for setting up any ind'u-'-stry.'I~evertheless, there
are still some irritants in the way of private sector as;~as noted "by the Finance
'Minister in his budget speech' and'" the': 'government' 'is implementing
recommendation of a de-regulation committee for this purpose, An effective one
window facility would be rather helpful in this regard.,( t' '- '. ;, : • w rI ,<, ..

The government has been ,encouraging manufacturing,sector through
import policy, tariffs and subsidies. High effeetive-protection'tra~es, levyjQg
. export duties on inputs used in various inclustries,fiscal-incentives,such:as;t(3x
. holiqays, tax credits, and acceler<:lted., depreciaJion,aIl9y.'ances; <:In'd.,e?$port
subsidy and preferential export fina':l,cing..~~,sulted in s~arp. growth, ,ofJ,the
,industries. However, as a number of studies [Lewis and Ciuisinger (.1968)"Naqvi
and Kemal (1991), Mahmood and Ahm'ad (.1994)], show the' real contribution ,of
manufC3cturing sector to GDP has. been" fractionaL However, over; tbe ',last two
decades imports have been liberalized, tariffs have been ;rationalized ,and the
,system to provide favours to the industries' and,~firms.,through 'SROs have, 'been
, discontinued. The rationalization is expected to re'sultin,higherefficiency ,Ievel~;and
allocation of resources in accordance with cOll)parativei.advantage. :The~,;19~7
industrial policy spells out quite clearly ,,the ,,,various types, of ,fiscal" incentives
'inclu.ding the initial depreciation allowa~c~ and t~e'~.utY .oni"l'por:t~cj ,r),a9hipe,ry.!?r
different types of industries. Since, protection is the main source lofenhancing the
profitability, it is not quite clear if the protection ancr fiscal incentives mutually
reinforce each other or they work in opposite,directions.', , ' , '

Government of Pa~istan has been directly intervening in the manufacturing
sector. It established .PIDC in 1958"which set";rJp the' industries and divested the
profitable ones. However, in 1972 various industries including ,chemicals"fertilizers,
,automobiles, cement and petroleum refining were ,nationalized. Subsequently in
1974, vegetable ghee mills and in 1976 rice milling"flour',milling and cotton ginning
were 1 ,also nationalized: .Throughout 1970s, heavy amount of.public investment
flowed into the manufacturing sector. Since, quite a few of these industries',were
" making losses and efficiency was low, most of the mC3nufacturihgpublic enterprises
, have been divested. '
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Government also instituted a system of price controls. Price Control arid
Prevention of Profiteering and Hoarding Act 1977 and the office of the Controller
General of Prices (CGP) was'established in the Ministry of Industries. It allowed the
government to fix maximum prices 'of essential products. This system acted as

c ~lIi'impediment in the way'ofinvestment and at present the office has been closed.
While the market mechanism is allowed to clear the market, the government is .
expected: to ; intervene to stop monopolistic exploitation. The government is
expected ;to' increase, the supplies by reducing import duties. Even though the
Monopoly Control Authority (MCA) was established in 1971, it has seldom been
able, to use its jnfl':l~nces to protect the consumers. MCA which used to be wing of
Corporate 1LC!"Y A~!~o~ity has become a separate and autonomous regulatory
authority to check undue concentration of economic powers, monopoly power and
restrictive tra'de p'ractice:s..' " • _ ,

4.2 State Bank of Pakistan

The-St~te Bank is an au,tonomous organization and it is the custodian of all
the financial matters. It is responsible for smooth functioning of money and
exchange markets and monitoring the banks and other financial institutions.

4.3 Exchange Control System

., Exchange controls 'have remained in operation ever since the rupee
became'; overvalued in- 1952. It regulated the inflow and outflow of foreign
excnange resources'to ensure that foreign exchange payments do not exceed the
foreign-exchange receipts. Under the system, the exporters deposited their foreign
exchan-ge'( earnings to the State Bank of Pakistan, which regulated 'its
expenditU're according to its foreign exchange budget. It took into consideration
expected 'receipts through exports - and foreign assistance and then made

"allocations to private arid public sectors through import licenses issued to
l commercial and- industrial users by-the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports
'(CCI&Ef The Exchange Control System was made an elaborate licensing

. procedure where-the ceilings were fixed for the import of each product. Three types
of :import licenses were issued -- commercial, industrial and investment. The
government relied on licensing rather than tariffs to restrict imports due to unstable

'prices, unavailability of accurate projections of demand 'and supply of foreign
exchange and an insufficient level of foreign exchange reserves., ,

" - Major changes have been effected in foreign exchange control in the recent
past. Resident Pakistan, including firms and companies, are allowed to

, maintain foreign currency accounts in Pakistan and they are allowed to open
accounts outside the country as well. Restrictions on holdings of foreign
currency and on the foreign exchange allowances for travel have also been
removed. The rules governing private sector's foreign borrowing have also
been greatly liberalized, especially where no government guarantee is
required? Authorized dealers have been allowed to import and export foreign

-currency notes and coins either to replenish their stock of foreign currency notes
•.,orto dispose of surplus holding of foreign currency notes without prior approval

of the State Bank. Pakistani currency is convertible at the current account and

j
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Pakistani rupee is on a free float. Nevertheless, State, Bank of. Pakistan
intervenes in the market to stabilize the exchange rate. '. " .

4.3 Credit Flows

I

L

With a view to ensuring that monetary and credit expansion is in safe
limits. Slate Bank used to prepare and implement credit plan through
admin:strative measures. The plan outlined the creoit limits on various financial
institutions, distribution of credit to private and 'public sectors and mandatory
credit targets .forpriority sectors in line with national priorities.

Until the reforms were introduced in early 19905, maximum and
minimum interest rates on deposits and advances were set by State Bank.
Similarly, the banks were obliged to buy the treasury bills at low rate of 6
percent. However, with deregulation, these are' the individual banks which
deCidethe rate of interest on deposits and advances. State Bank influences the
money supply and interest rates through market mechanism such as discount
rates, open market operation and the liquidity requirements. .

~ '., ,I' •

The financial -sector has been deregula~edbut :ttle ..State., Bank has
strengthened its monitoring and surveillance capacity. The new guidelin.esto the
banking sector include more strict limits on credit concentration and on
conql!ional liabilities; rigid guidelines on the separation of bank ownership,a'nd
management; .tighter margin requirements on. equity based advances; and a
strong system of classification and provisioning for non performing assets.I. ~. ;

4.4 Securities and Exchange Commission'ofPakistan-(SECT8) ''1l,)

. The 'Commission established in 1'997as an inde-p~~den;:r~~:~'lat6rY'b~'dY,
is responsible .for regulating the securities and any. businesses -in -stock
.exchangeor in other security markets; supervising and monitoring the activities
of any central depository and stock exchange clearinghouse;,registering and
regulating the working of stock brokers, share. transfer,' agents, portfolio
managers, investment advisors anyone associated with security market;
registering and regulating the investment schemes; regulation of securities
industry and related organizations like leasing companies and financial
institutions; protecting the market from unfair practices; promoting"investors
education and intermediary training; conduction audit of Stock"Excha'riges and
other intermediary organizations; encouraging the development of capital mci-rket
and corporate sector in Pakistan; regulating acquisition of shares and the'merger
and take over of companies; and suggesting reforms in the rules .and regulation
of companies. - . ..

The Commission aim$ at increasing the demand-and supply of capital
for. promoting investment, expanding industrial output and J~ generating
employment opportunities. After the stock market.crisis in May 2000, the
Commission took various measures to restore investors' confidence and to
achieve a fair; transparent and efficient stock rriarket9: The Commission has
also implemented various regulatory reforms including the issuance of the
Brokers arid Agents Registration Rules and the Insider Trading Guidelines. A
major initiative is underway todevel,!p the mutual funds/pension funds to give
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the market an institutional foundation. Also regulations have been made more
flexible to allow floatation on sector specific funds to cater to different investor
preferences and investment guidelines have been made leS5restrictive. ,Future
Contracts Market and National Clearing and Settlement System have also 'been
'established.

4.5 Transport and Communications

Except fo'r the 'road transport, all other sectors such as
telecommunication, railways, shipping and aviation have been in the public
,sector. However, government intends to privatize the Pakistan
Telecommunication and recently its monopoly has been abolished. ,Two
, authorities: "viz. Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) and Pakistan
Electron!S;Media'Regulatory)~;.uthority(PHMRA) have been established .toensure
the quali~yof telecommul")icatiof).serviceat reasonable and fair prices.

4.6 Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA)
~ , I

PTA is a regulatory body for the telecom sector in Pakistan and has
been established urider.the Pakistan Telecommunication (Re-organization)
Act 1996." It 'covers fixed line telephony, mobile telephone, wireless
communication, satellite consumer, Internet, AudioNet, Paging Service, Voice
, mail 'and Digital Radio paging. It has been formed to ensure and facilitate the
availability of high quality; efficient, cost-effective and competitive
telecommunication 'services throughout Pakistan and protect the"interests of
consumers and licensees. Its main functions include: promoting competition
among se'rvi'ce . providers,' regulating the establishment, operation and
maintenance of" telecom' systems and services; issuing licenses ~o
telecommunication service providers and ensuring transparency and non-

, disorientation in theirissuance; ,protect the rights of consumers as well as of the
.'licensees;,'promotin'g modernization and setting .quality standards for. various
services'in the sector;'promoting internet; managing radio freql,lency spectrum
.along vvithfrequency. Allocation Board; taking notice of any complaints against
the licensees; transparency and non-discrimination in the issuance.

" 'The - authority' has 'taken various steps to modernize the system and
increa'sed use of internet. A number of data and Internet service providers are
.operating their services in the private sector under license' from, PTA.. After
.getting the license from PTA, a number of private operators have established'
.telecom systems and operate their services through interconnect arrangements
with PTCL. Mobile operators are issued notices to improve services otherwise
they face penalties. Regarding tariffs, accounting rates for internation~1
telephone calls have continued to fall over the last couple of years. And to
compensate for the impact reduction in international settlement rates and in
line with global trends domestic tariffs have been rationalized. .

4.7 Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority. (PEMRA)

, PEMRA has been established under the PEMRA Ordinance 2002.
PEMRA provides project management guidelines and' action plans to the

• 1 ~.', ,;' ~ .\,' . J \ • ,..... , j
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private sector interested iil establishing radio, television and Cable TV stations '
in the country. '

The main objectives of the authority include improvements in the standard of .
information, education and entertainment; enlarging the choice available to the
people of Pakistan in the media for news, current affairs, religious knowledge, art,
culture, science, technology, economic dev~iopment; social sector concerns,
music, sports, drama and other subjects of 'public and national interest;
facilitating the devolution of responsibility and power to.the grass-roots by ,
improving the access of the people to mass media at thelo~al and community
level; and ensuring accountability, transparency arid good governance by
optimizing the free flow of information,

4:8 Energy

The energy sector has mostly been under the control of the governm,erit.
The Oil and Gas Development Corporation (OGDC) is responsible for all
types of fuel supplies and this together with Pakistan State Oil (PSO) is on ,the ;
privatization list. In power sector, Water and Power Developmen'tAuthority
(WAPDA) and Karachi Electric Supply Company (KESC), a corporate body under'
WAPDA's' control are the two major suppliers of electricity, Governmerit also
intends to privatize the latter and after corporatising may dive"stthe former as
well. " '.

4.g'National Electric Power Regulat?ry Authority (NEPRA) ".;',:

WAPDA and KESC; the two power agencies, have suffered heavy losses
and the need for restructuring of these two organizations was realized almost
twenty years back, It was felt that expansion and efficiency of power
generation and transmission capacity could not be achieved without the
involvement of the private sector.

The government in 1992 prepared the s,trategicplan for'the privatization of
the power sector and also approved the c'reationof an autonomous regulatoiy"
agency to introduce transparent and judicious economic regulation in the power
sector of Pakistan, NEPRA has been established as an independent
regulatory body to improve the efficiency and availability 'of ,electric power
services while protecting the interests of consumers, ,investors and the"
operators equally and to promote competition and deregulate power seCtor
activities where competition exists. Its major responsibilities include: issuing of
lifensing for generation, transmission and distribution' of ~e'lectric'powe'r;
enforcenient of quality standards and ensuring of safety in'the operation and,
supply of electricity to consumers; determine tariffs for"generation, transmiss'ion
and distribution of electric power; and, approving the investment and power
acquisition programs of the utility companies.

There are various facets of power industry under the purview of NEPRA.
One major issue has been the cross subsidies and'NEPRA has 'achieved some
success, though limited, in reducing the cross subsidy. Flat rates have been
abolished and the rates for different ,consumers have been somewhat
rationalized. Similarly, NEPRA has asked both WAPDA and KESC to ,reduce,

!
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transmissian lasses and, ather efficiency impravement far reducing castaf
productian. Cansumers have also. been pratected fram frequent pricevariatian
by allawiflgc;>nly quarterly adjustment far fuel, price adjustment. NEPRA has
finalized' the benchmarks far perfarmance of the distributian campanies. To.
maintalr:J'the environmental standards, all the generatian campanies"granted
licenses by NEPRA are required to. maintain the environmental, standards as may
be, prescribed by the Federal Enviranmental Protectian Agency. But till naw
nathing sLibstimtial is evident except far the issuing af Iice'nsing to. distributian
and geri'eratian~ampanies. '

4.;10,Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority (OGRA)

ORGA was established in 2002 far the develapment of ail and gas
sectar enhancement, private sectar investment and protecting cansumer
interests. It regulates variaus activities including canstructian ar aperatian af
natural gas and ail pipeliri'es and the testing facilities, starling facilities and natural
gasinstallatian; canstructian ar aperatian af natUral gas 'pipelines, testing :facility,
storage' ,facility and installatian relating to. LPG/LNG; canstruction ar
aperation of ail" refinery, ail pipelines testing facility, starage 'facility,
blending facility and ail related installatian; transmissian, distributian
and 'sale af natural'gas;transmissian, filling, marketing and distributian' of
LPG/~NG; ma'rketing and starage af refined ail praducts. " ,

The Auth.ority issues licenses far regulated activities to. ensure provisian
af apen access, cam man . carrier and cam man 'aperatar; 'p"r.omote
effective campetitianand" enfarce perfarmance service and safety
standards. It: alsp"regulates tariffs by taking into. accaunt r~te af retl!rn,
prudent ,ap~ratian'and maintenance, cast and, ather relevant sectars,
which give a reasanable rate af ,return. It also. determines gas well-head
prices and ensures prudent cast-effectiveness and ecanamic efficiency in
the investment resaurces.

"" I ~ •• ,." •..••if

5.:CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY PROPOSALS

"T.o some extent, the regulatary refarms have been effective in Pakistan
aver the last'five:decades; especially in the last twa decades. In these last twa
decades;linvestment and impart licensing have been withdrawn, mast af the
fareign exchange'restrictians have been remaved, capital market regulatians
have been simplified, price cantrals have been lifted, and interest rates 'ha-v:e
been deregulated ..Hawever, there is cansiderable roam farfurther regulatary
refarms. Similarly, variaus public enterprises in the manufacturing arid
financial sectars have been privatized, telec.ommunication, airlines; and
energy firms' have been partially divested and the government: has 'an
ambitiaus privatizatian pragram af divestiture in variaus fields. The main farce'
behind the process afprivatizatian is to. address the' prablems' 'af
mismanagement.of, resaurces, averstaffing, ,inapprapriate and, castly
investments,:paor quality af services and heavy lasses af,variaus public
enterprises. We can ,co.nclude and prapase as follaws. ,

I:""'" -~Privatization 'pali~yk'pursued in the hape that it will help in improving
t~'e"levels' afefficieri'ct However~ experience with privatizatian' in Pakistan



and elsewhere has been mixed [For- example' see Kagami (1999)lia-n'9_
Kem'al (1996, 1999)]. On the one hand privatization and deregulatiorHn'<l
several".. advanced countries has"', brought down costs ,ahd
improved services, experience of man'{devMoping countries on the othe~
hand shows that the efficiency levels'did n"ot irriprove after divestiture where
private sector indulged in monopolistic practiceS. In Pakistan, privatization
of the 'bclnking' sector seems to be% a big "su'cces'5, ,but in most of the
manufacturing industries formation of carters 'has' led'to ~higher prices by
restricting output levels.' Privatization'i'n' a~'~comp~tiiive framework"
generally results in higher efficiencylev'elsbutin' case" of-unregulated '
natural-monopolies it is hOt necessarily so: However: ifsuch'industries are "
prop~rfy .a~d effectively regulated, th~~w.o.ul(a,l?o~~"t1q:V"h'ighe(etfiCiiency-'
levels." Unfortunately, in the deve,loping ~00,ntri~~ le;g!SI~t!5>n'rel~t.i.ngte:>,
competition is either non-existent and/or the' rules, and" guidelines ,for~
competition are implemented poorly. Ii'needs'to be 'underscore 'thatac6ess"
to-information is the key factor for better r'e'g'ulationbut thafis'rathe_r po<,?r',iR'"
de~~loping countries. --). f ',11" _,", , c," ,,' ,r '," ' 1" ,

",.f f' •

2. Over. the last two decades, Pakistan hassignificantly-reforrned"its
r.egulatory framework, though still more. needs" to be done.,llb has,'
privatized a number of public enterprises. and 'intends,:to privatize:-the
remaining public enterprises including utilities some of which may s!!llb~ .
considered as natural monopolies. With minimal direct intervention lof
the government. in the economy there isa ,need ,to ensure that private
sector allocation of resources is in accordancewith,thenational priorities and that
the monopolists do no indulge in practices to fleecetheconsumer.- Accordingly,
incentive structure-has to be so reformedthat.it promotes,dynamic comparative
advantage, and therefore the consistency betweenprotection.afforded,and fiscal
incentives is ensured. Similarly, the regulatory authorities shall have to be
protected against the vested groups and the effiCient'outcomes are ens'ured.

- ,"-\1

3. Reforms in the financial sector have been rather significant.
Autonomy of State Bank has been the major achievement and one hopes that
the spread between deposit and interest rates would be narrowed down as a
result of guidelines provided by the State hank to the financial institutions.
The reforms in,exchange market have ,been:substantial and the floatation of
Pakistan rupee through active monitoring of State Bank would ensure
exchange rates in line with long run equilibrium. Sirnilarly;' supervision by
Securities and Exchange Commission Would be helpful in 'encouragin~ffirms to
go public' and giving confidence to the'investors. ,," , . .

4. With a view to regulating utilities, various, regulatory authorities have
been set up. Since there is a, cycle where ,the regulatory agenCies over time
degenerate into protecting the organizations .which they are -supposed to
regulate, checks and balances must be put in place so that persons in
responsible positions in these authorities are not corrupted. .'

5. Moreover, these authorities must have the services ot the competent
officers who are well versed with the latest regulatory .measures whereas in
some of the authorities regulators have services of such persons, the others
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must.make an effort towards recruiting them. A government like Pakistan can
play':an if!)p9rtan~ role ,in determining what and how to produce through its,
various policy measures.F.or example, Pakistan government can play an
imp6rtantrol~. ~b,outagricultur~'tI,rough its pricing policy. Along with the right
types,!of. ,seeds; "water, fertilizer and other inputs 'as well as a package of
technology..ard'qredft!the pricing policy of agricultural inputs and outputs
can determine tile, direction of agricultural productivity and produce. Agricultural
pricing policies "can also have' a significant impact on income 'distribution,
particularly.of small, farmers. They can also have a noticeable effect on
industriaL,productivity,. urban wage goods, exports and the cost of living;
det~rmining the terms "of trade between agriculture and other sectors.
Sim,ilarly, regula~ion il1~ndustri?1sector through taxes, subsidies, prbes and
other incentivesplay,.an important role in directing resource ,alloGation in a
country'; like Pakista':l~The.,major benefits of regulatory reforms are,.reduCing
poverty rate, increasingcqnsumerbenefits by reducing prices for s,ervices an~
produ,y~~suc:~'afelectricity', 't~¥nsportand health care; and by increasing choic~
and service quality; reducing the cost structure of exporting and upstream
sectors to improve competitiveness. Further more, it is expected that by the
regulatory reform that enhances competition and reduces regulatory costs can
boost efficiency; reduce prices, stimulate innovation, and improve the ability of
economies that adapfto change remain competitive in global markets. ::
NOTES' , .. , '.. ' ,

1. Hanks, insurance. companies, chemicals, light and heavy
engineering, petro~chemicals, petroleum refining, vegetable"ghee and
,cement .ghee 'and cement were exclusively in the public', sector in
1970s and only inC1980.and after wards private sector was allowed 10

.invest in these sectors:" .

2. The argument of naturaLmonopolyhas been diluted over the last few years
becauseof developmentin technology.

3. "The argument of natural monopoly has been diluted over the last few
. years because 'of development in technology [Boylaud and ,Nicoletti

~,.,.,,(2000)]. _ .. ' ~ '. "

4.' r .•_F6(details, see Gnash an"dKhan (1999).
) .' \- ' J' .d"'- j;; ,"

5. r The major benefits of regulatory reform include: boosting .consumer
,:,benefits',by"re:du~cirigprices for service and products such as electricity,.

transport,-_and health care, ,and by increasing choice and service.quality; -
reducing the cost structure of exporting and upstream sectors'to improve

,- competitiveness,and addressing a lack of flexibility and innovation in the
supply,~sideof. the economy, thereby reducing national vulnerability to
economic shoc~s',C6nce-rns'aboutcosts to workers in restructuringsectors,

'" the qualityof newjobs.in-termsof securityand benefits,consumer protection
must not be overlookeJ..J) -
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"As pointed out by>Parker (2000), there are three stages of regulation
associated with the.development of natural monopoly viz. regul~ting the

-. d'l(. . ~'.•..., ? "•."-' \ .; '..J ,

;



,: .monopoly right after privatization; promoting and policing competition;' and'
\ .,' maintaining that competition through effective national competition laws: I~l;~:i

f-: \ ~ ~ , ! \ ..,," ~

7. A host of other restrictions on foreign payments have been removed, e.g. for
'"., foreign advertisements, education, professional institution's membership,

• ,,' ,c-> non7fesident journalists fees, posting of,newspaper correspondents abroad:
!" .', ,publications, trade fairs and exhibitions, and excess baggage on foreign"

airlines. The non-residents canalso;invesLin the government securities
induding NIT: Units on repairable'basis."" ',' ,~." ; , ','

,8. .~Before the establishmentof.SECP;Corpbrate Law Authority. (CLA);' :
"", .. attached to Ministry of Industries had beerradministering the corporate laws,

since 1981. .~ .,' ~ .,' " ,';~;

9; Some of the steps ',taKen include implementation oUhe T+ f 3 settlement'
'. ' system, substantial 'increase in~neL capital :requirements,' stipulation of'

, 'f': . capital .adequacy requirements' for, brokers;"strengthening 'of margin;
requirements, appointment of 40 percent independent directors on the
boar9s of the stoc~ exchanges.fan~linjti~t\~f1, qf ?<?tions to ~nsure :the
independe'nce of the Commission's~Chief Executive Officer lCEO) of each.,
exchange. ~"
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.GENDER DISPARITY IN EDUCATION-EXTENT, TRENDS~
";,- AND FACTORS. ' " ,

! '" r;: ~~--

Rana Ejaz Ali Khan 1
, KarariiafAli2 and Tasnim Khan3 -'

,ABSTRACT ,~ '"''')(0, i",i-, " -l ' ,

Th:e Program of Action agreed at Int~r\l~tional,s~bf~te~ce on Populatio~ ~'nd
Development, Cairo in 1933 gave consiaera91e attention to .the need to raise
education enrolment ratios for females:'"Natk,nal' Education Policy 1998-2010
expressed the feature of making arrang'emenUoueducing gender disparities at
all levels. The thrust of Social Action Progra~sJ~hase J,3'nd II) was to reduce the
gender disparity emphasizing on girls education'sp~cifically, in rural areas [GOP
1998:126,123]. In the last ciecade, the governmeht hiis made' efforts to decrease
the disparity. What remained the extent and trend of disparity in the decade is the
focus of the study. The possible explanations have also b,een presented. It i,s
concluded that gender disparity has decre~sed; in the:!a9(dec'ade' but,at ~
disappointing rate and is still at an alarming level. ,It is comparatively~low at
college level. '

1. INTRODUCTION

.During the year 1999-2000 the literacy rate of Pakistan is estimated' at 47.1
percent (59.0 percent for male and 35.4 percent for female) [GOP '2001]. Studies
show that in Pakistan school enrolment is low, school dropouts are widespread,
and there is a distinct gender gap in education [Behrman and SChneideri1993;
Sawada 1997; Ray 2001]. Other problems facing education sector' i~~P~~ista,n
are:' low quality of education, regional disparity 'in education; .low, status 'of

• . '.' ~. <>. -'<, I. ' . ,•••'fJ I

teachers, neglected elementary education, low allocation for education and, high
educational cost, etc. ' "" " ',' " --

l' ,/',

At Jomtein Conference 1990 "Education for All", girl's edLicatio'nwas given a
major priority and Pakistan had committed for it., In the contextJof Pakista'n,
gender of the children is an important characteristic affecting child schooling
[Sathar 1993]. Human development performance in :Pakistan (has' suffere'd
especially from discrimination against females [Ranis etal. 2000]: The choice6f
focusing on gender disparity in education is based on the broadsociaJ benefits of
educating girls, which are almost universa'ily. ack~oWle?ged,[s~e;qpfi
1998:123]. They include the following: the more educated mother"is, ,the more
infant and child mortality is reduced; chiidren of more educate"(j mothers te'nd to
be better nourished and suffer less from illness [Thomas '1'990 Schultzf993];
children (and particularly daughters) of more-educated mothers are more,iikelyto
be educated; the more years of education women have the later the'y"terid' to
marry and the fewer children they tend to have; educated women are,less likely
to die in childbirth; the more-educated, a women'is the more likely she is to have

'I'
I " .' .,', , ' '. J' ",
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opportunities' and> life! choices and avoid 'being oppressed 'and 'exploited by.her
family or SQCiClIsituation; educated!,women are more likely to be receptive, to
participate in and influence development initiatives; educated women are more
likely to p,l?y;;~, f9,I,elJp 'pqlitical ,and economic dec,ision-making at '.community,
-regional 'and 'nationaHevels (UNICEF 1999; King and Hill 1993]. Hill and King
[1995] found that a 10 percent increase in girl's primary enrolment c<;lndecrease
infant mortality by 4.1 de.aths p~r 1000 and a similar rise in girl's secondary
'enrolment"by'another 5.6 deathsper 1000. Summers [1992] found that in
JPakist~ln'an extra yecilr'of"s'choOling' for an additional 1000. girls can prevent 60
infant}(jeath's. Jones [200.0] narrated that educating girls, has an independent
impa'ct; on,l child mortaiity,'chiid" health and nutrition, reduced fertility; and
schooling and cognitive development of children. In general, the impact is greater
(tha-n',that 'obtain~d by educating boys.' ',' ,
. ~ " '

2. OB.;J,ISGTIVES

The precise objective of the. study is to ascertain:
D The extent and trend of the gender disparity in the last dec'acie, i.e. 1990-

2000,' " '" , ','
D The disparity for primary, middle, secondary and college (science and arts-

non-professional college) level. ' W ~

D The disparity in enrolment rate, availability of teachers and educational
institutions. , ' '

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA
, , There'are a numb~r of parameters for gender disparity in education like the
ag'~ >ofe'ntrY into, scl1'ool,' enrolment rate, dropout rate, quality of education,

r _.::;) \i'! ,J ., •.-\t~f "., .~( . '. ,#'.,' , . • •• . n, .>J,."

student' -teacher. ratio; budget allocated for education, number 'of teach~rs
.;ivailable andnurTlbE:ir' of institutions etc. To keep' the study in manageable limits
and availability of data from a single source (as the data from different sources
ha~e,different methodology, concepts, .and way of collection', of data, so the use
of. datargenerat«;ld, by.!different ~ources is avoided only three' parameters, 'i.e.
enrolment rate,of students, available. teachers ,and institutions are analyzed in the
'pfesen! ~tudy.Another r~ason to include, these parameters is based.on .the
'assumption',that ayailability of t13achersand institutions increase enrolment rate.' ,

I., i'-J';Gendeirdisparity exi~ts; at'ailleveis of education but in the present ~t~dy' it'is
(jiscu~s~d~'up" to college level. The 'levels of education are as: grad,e 'f to'V,
(j:,irimar9'level) grade VI to VIII (middle level) grade IX to X (secondary level) and
(grade X(to'XII) college level of education, Moreover, gender disparity differs for

o~l.~ 't -:~ ,,,,,, . .:.r .:!. '. . .. .~., ~;"
the provmces"of'Paklstan but assummg the same Impact of national. policies on
ri'atiiiri'i:lI'level it is ari'-alyzed'at national level. ,. h ~' .:: ":.~, L"rv: .fljru .•..,~j.~: ,,~(tJ .", -1"'. ,....'d. ,'. ~J •. ~ ,~.

i:Thegen,der,disparityidn each level of education is calculated by'the',ratio'of
fem<;lle~t() male (F/M -Ratio) enrolment (for gender disparity in. enrolme-nt), tile
ratio of female' to male number of teachers, (for gender disparity in available
teachers), and ratio of female to male number of educational institutions (for
genderdis'parity in' available institutions), The data is obtai,ned frol1'l. Pakistan
Statistical Year Book 2002 [FBS 2000], and authors have calculated the FIM
ratios.' ",,:',F' ': ',' ", . :./ 'I, ~, . ,". ~ - ,"

'-



The precise results are as follow , . " . -'''' -- .' , .

o .The gender disparity in enrolm'e'nt:~'a.s-improved-atthe secondarylev~i of
. ; education am,?ng all thelev~I~' ofeducaj~~n.:.u.n~erstudy and it improved
..lowest at the primary level during the decade.-This type of disparity is still
highest.at the secondary level aQdlowest at college:~vel. I'

0, The gender disparity in teachers has-improved-best:at"the middle level
; among all the levels of education.while.it has.improved.worst at the primary
level. This type of disparity is highest at secondary level and lowestat middle
level of education. .. .~.. ..._.. ,- - ~. -'. '- •... .. , .

, _ _. _ ._. • .' ~.. __ .• ". j" .t

o The gender disparity in educational institutions has improve'd highl{at the
secondary level of education and lowesfafttiS"rillddle-leveCinsstill highest
at primary level and lowest at middle level: ;. . " . :.::: "v

- ~ ~ .'t. ':- ~7 , _It -

o The gender disparity in enrolment (average>of 1990;2000) increased from
primary to secondary level but decreased at college level

o The gender disparity in teachers decreased from primary to middle level then
it increased at secondary level and again decreased at college level.

o The gender disparity in educational institutions decreased from primary to
middle level and then increased at secondary level and again decreased at
college level.".; ';

, _ . .•• ~ .. .,' " ~-. ,l~- 1.'n \~: ~!.

o Only at the secOndary level of education there exists' a correlation between
the gender disparity in enrolment (and ultimately enrolment of girls» and
gender disparity in teachers as well as educational institutions (and ultimately
number of teachers and educatibnalinstltutions):" -.. -.. ..

, • .~& .!r ..••~ "'>~,_ •.,~ .••• ,. _ ._ .. _ ..•. _ •• __

The trends of gender disparity in the decade for three types of disparitiesJor
each level of education are shown in, fhe-graph-s-:-lngr~fph:NoT, disparity in
,enrolment for the levels of education is' shoWn. lh graph'"N():2~.disp'arity in
.teachers available for the levels of. education..and-in ..graphiNo.3, disparity in
educational institutions for levels of edu9ation is.show.n.In.graph}JoA,.the trends
of gender disparity from primary to college level for each type of disparity is
shown. . ~- .. . - .. '

Gender Disparity in Education-Extent, Trends and Factors

- I _~

4. DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS ~"", .
•..••,!. ~.,.•

• ~ - ~ I
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Graph 1
F/M Ratio in Enrollment During1990~2000. . . '
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F/M Ratio in Enrollment During 1990~2000
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The gender disparity in enrolment has decreased for primary and secondary
levels of education during the decade of 1990.2000. In 1990-91, the female to
male ratio (F/M ratio) for enrolment was 0.47 for primary level of education. It
reache(j:to: 0:74' inQ999-2000'[Annexure Table No.1A], so the F/M ratio has
improved by 57.44 percent within the decade [Annexure Table NO.1A]. For, the
middle level of education it was 0.42 in the start of decade and increased to 0.68
by the end of decade, so it has improved almost 62 percent. Irfb6th cases the

~gender disparity"is decreased but. relatively more rapidly atrniddle.level. But for
, whole of the decade the ger:tder:.C!isparityremained relativE;lly,high a~'middle level,
despite the fact that for the duration the F/M ratio for teachersand'F/M ratio of

"educationa,' institutions at the middle level, remained better than at the 'primary
level [Annexure Tabl~ No.2A.and,3A]. Thqugh Alderman etaL J19~6] narrated

, that'supply of schools enhance the enrolment The notion lies that at the middle
level of education the availability of te~chers and institutions have" no'imp'act on
enhancement of female enrolment and ultimately decrease'in gender disparity.

"The possible explanation of the, phenomenon may ,be the social, discrimination
against girl's education, under-valua~ion of girls by teachers [see, UNICEF 1999;
Shah 1986], low value attributed'to:female education in rural areas'[SathaT1993],
low quality of education [Alder..man~etal.1995, 1996]" non-availability of teaching
materials for giil schOOlS compounding the physical problem that affect girls
specifically, such as lack of toilet facilities and boundary wall 'in the school [see,
UNICEF 1999], Gender has a 'strong influence In rural areas. Being a girl in rural
Pakistan reduces the chances of attending school. The probability of entering
school is 64 percent for boys and 24 percent for girls in rural areas.

The parents perceive less,a9vantage of girl's schooling [Sathar 1993; see
also SaWada and Lokshin 2000]. Parents prefer to have female teachers for their ,
girls and' 'there are "fewer edt:icated women than men who' could serve as '
teachers in rural areas." Furthermore, social taboos on female, travel make it
difficult for women teachers to commute daily from urban to rural areas. Rural
parents are less educated -and" "may see less value from schoo"1 ortt1eir

, daughters;.Sawada and LOkshin"[2000] narrated thatthe custom of seclusion of
j 'J women ..'~rigidpurda" makes a, strong negative perception for female_education.

High opportunity cost of daughter's edu<;:ation, higher dropout rate of girls and
lack of schools: in villages impedes female education. So, the average years of

<'schooling for girls is 1.6 years and for boys it is 6.6 years, and the children who
entered schools the average years of schooling become 6 years for girls and ,8;8

,yearsrfor. boys:' To keep' the low improvement in gender disparitY-in" enrolment,
r~gibtJnal disparity in female enrolment has also played. a, role. - The-gender

"dispai"ity is ,lower in Punjab than in NWFP [Sawada and Lokshin 2000]. In
Balochistan only 15 percent of female children aged 10 a'nd older' hcive attended
school [Kim et. al. 1998];-The'primary school gross enrolment'ratiofor'boys and
girls in NWFP is 82 and 51 and: in Balochistan it is 68 and 4t. Similarly, the
secondary school Gross Enrolmel1t Ratio in NWFP for boys and, girls is 68 and
41 and in Balochistan it is, 65' and 14 [FBS 1999]. On the other hand,
improvement in F/M ratio for enrolment at primary level may be due to the
government's hectic efforts focused on primary education during the decade
through the Prime Minister Literacy Commission (PMLC), education department's

j
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and NGO's efforts for girl's primary education [GOP, 1998: 112], the Social Action
Program (phase I and II),which stressed on primary education specifically of rural
girls. and Girls Primary Education Development Project (GPEDP) financed by
foreign assistance.etc.

" The gender disparity in enrolment at secondary level of education was 0.4
percent in 1990-91 and 0.67 percentin1999~2000 [Annexu,re Table NO.1B]. so
the disparity has decreased by 67.5 percent in the decade or at the average rate
of 6.75 percent annuallY: At the 'coliege'levelit was 0.50 in 1990-91 and it
reached 0.81 in 1999-2000, so gender dispcirity decreased by 64 percent with an
annual rate of 6.4 percent. The gender"disparity has d~creased comparatively
rapidly at secondary school. The gender disparity ill educational institutions at
the secondary level of education was changed from 0.36 in 1990-91 to 0.52 in
1999~2000 [Annexure Table NO.3B] with a 44 percent change. The same type of
disparity at the college level was 0.56 in 1990"91 and.'reached aLO.64in 1999-
2000 [Annexure Table NO.3B] with 14 percent change in the~ decade .. The
disparity at the college level has improved much less than that at the secondary
level., So, the lack of educational institutions at the:college:level may be one of
the,reasons of lower improvement in gender disparityin'enrolmentat the college
l~vel.',As the availability of teachers 'enhance the 'enrolment rate so the other
reason to keep the improvement in gender disparity islbw enrolment at college
i,evel may be the lower improvement in the disparity In teachers at college level
[Anne,xure Table No,2B] that is only 13 percentin the decade. On the other hand,
high improvement in gender disparity in enrolment at the secondary level may be
due to the good improvement in gender, disparity irl teachers,Le. 24 percent.
Similarly. ,the lower improvement in enrolment at the primary level may be due to
the~slight improvement in gender disparity in teachers at the primary level.

" " The improvement in gender disparity .in' enrolment is hig'hest ~t .the,
~econdary lave.1.Itis interesting to n.ote th$(a~~pite, the s,~ress,,ofgov~rnmebt,,a~9
NGOs on the enhancement of girl's, el1rolment, at pnmary level the gender
disparity in enrolment at primary lev~1 has i.inproved less than sec,6rid,~rYlevel of
education., The gender disparity in ~ducational institu.tions' ~ClS highest
improvemelltat the secondary level, Le: 44 percent, so there exist a correlatl'on
between the disparity in enrolment and disparity in institutioJ:ls.Conseque'ntly,
there exists a' correlation between enrolment of girls and educationai.'lnstitutipns.
Similarly, the gender disparity in teachers at :Uie secondary' level has improved
much higher than that at primary level, so there also exist a correlation between
gender disparity in enrolment and gender dispa'ritY,in t~achers. at.th~ secondary
level. It may be concluded that proVision of female teachers may increase the
female enrolment and consequently decrease the gender disparity. l •

The correlation between the disparity in enrolment and disparity in teachers
and in institutions at the primary level of. schooling is negated by the figures. As
within the decade the disparity in enrolment at primary level has improved 57
percent while disparity in teachers has improved just one percent and disparity in
institution's has improved 29 percent. The figures Ile~d more consideration as the
stress of the government is on primary level of education specifically of female
education. Moreover, the private sector is playing an important role' at the prim'arY
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level of education and, in private sector majority of the teachers are female
teachers [Ali and Khan 2002]., The possible explanations of low improvement in
gender disparity in teachers may be as: a significant number of girl schoots
remained without teachers and the public sector "maktab" schools at the under-
primary level of education have male teachers and there is co-education in these
schools. The lower number of female teachers may be due to the factors as: in
the rural areas primary schools are scattered at far flung areas; non-availability of
rural'female teachers in rural areas; the urban teachers are unwilling to go for job
in tural areas; rural areas have no incentives for urban teacher's stay there; job
further diminished with travel cost; low'security in rural areas for female teachers;
low infra~structure of schools in rural areas etc [see, Khan '1993; Warwick and
Jatoi 1994].

The trend of gender disparity from primary to college level that is in the
course of level of education shows that gender disparity in enrolment increases
up to 'secondary level and then decreases at college level. The possible
explanation' of increase in gender disparity at middle and secondary level areas
propensity for girls to drop out from school is high [Sattar 1993]:The low level of
attendance 'at secondary. level of education among girls is also an' outcome of
strict restriction on their. movement out side the home after they reach puberty.
The exacerbated gender gap at secondary level is also due to lack of physical
facilities at girl's schools. The'selective allocation of resources 'is another factor
where' girls might enter school but are not able to remain there for a long
duration, presumably because their brothers get preferential treatment. The
increasing, gender disparity at middle and secondary level is- explained by
Strauss and Thoman [1995] as the households do not discriminate ~against all
daughters, th~older daughters bear a large portion of burden.' Higher dropout
rate If)f girls at primary/evel of education causes low enrolment aUhe middle and
ultimately se;condary leveL H'igh'dropout rate indicates low quality of edu'cation,
so' low quality at" educa'tionin another explanation of high gender 'disparity at
middle and s8c;'ond!3,rY':ievel.Poverty also compels parents to reglove children
from school and .they ~emove the females first. On the other hand,~~e reasons of
'o,wer gender, disparity at colleg~ level are as: the college reaching children are
mostly from comparatively better economic class of society where household
gender disparity is less and the colleges are mostly situated in .the, urban areas
where social discrimination against female offspring is comparatively less.
Though, for the households the opportunity cost of boys and girls increases by
age 'and level of education but the students of college come from the selected
economic class of society where the barrier of opportunity cost is broken.
- ".f'" I ,,".?,~: \ ""I) .. \

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

.' The- non-discrimination, principle is the key to combating gender
discrimination. Schools. must ensure that they are responsive .to girl's needs in
every possible way,.from physical location to classroom curriculum and practices.
j' ,", •.•• , '; ""I"-~, ":'

~ v.' Female teac!lers"are considered to be good teachers for children at primary
level;-'so"gender dis'parity of teachers at primary level needs more consideration
[s~e'also'Ki~';et;al.'1998r'- ," " .

:';;.. f" t~~ :.'>" J ~"--
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The government policy to stress~on the. girl's education at primary level:
should be expanded by including middle and secondary level. "~,: " J 1111-

-' . ~'~l.q .r;...." :~~.< " ' •. "... .,'tf" . .,,~'

The schools from CommunitySupport4 Program. (CSP) increased girls!
enrolment by an average of 22 percent in Balochistan and these schools have
spillover,benefits for boys as well [Kim et.'al. 1998kso~these programs should be:
expanded in whole of the country to narrow.the disparity. ,I"')~ 'Cn"'(:',,,', .' ~\

jO', ,.t ,~~ ,I•.......J\~~ ~. '-\f', , ...,'; nt. .'~, .,....... \
, The quality of education in the' form of qualifie'd' teachers: relevant.

. . ~ ' " -, " ("'I' iJ~ t 0" ". .

education, good physical infrastructure of schools and low' cost schooling (for
decreasing, the opportunity cost of education)," good. student-teacher.; ratio;:
enhanced time on task, etc. are needed. .r .,' ,<.,rj .,,",'jr.uo.J

-i>,.'m:;c,fi
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ANNEXURE

Rana Ejaz Ali Khan, Karamat Ali and Tasnlm Khan

Table NO.1A
Enrolment and F/M Ratio by Level of Education and Se'.<

r"l. , ". : ,.' .

MALE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE F/M'
YEAR [0001, . • roOOl RATIO [0001. [000] RATIO

PRIMARY MIDDLE ~
1990-91 7162 3675 0.47 1979 842 0,42
1991-92 7022 3714 0.52 2123 858 0.40
1992-93 8138 4596 0.56 2046 994 0.48
1993-94 8233 5055 0.61 2182 1123 0.51
1994-95 8626 5638 0.65 2469 1347 0.54
1995-96 8825 5702 0.64 2335 1270 0.54
1996-97 9239 6156 0.66 2369 1357 0.57
1997-98 1006 6997 0.67 2500 1532 0.61
1998- 10893 7838 0.71 2631 1707 0.64
99*
1999- 11720 8679 0.74 2762 1882 0.68
2000*
1990- 0.63 0.53
2000
Source: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Book 2000.
'Economic Survey 2000-2001
Ratios are calculated by authors,

Table NO.1B
Enrolment and FIM Ratio by Level of Education and Sex

MALE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE F/M
YEAR [0001 [0001 RATIO rOOO1 roOOl RATIO

SECONDARY COLLEGE
1990-91 790 304 0.40 419 211 0.50
1991-92 843 316 0.38 447 323 0.52
1992-93 880 381 0.44 452 251 0.55
1993-94 960 349 0.47 426 249 0.58
1994-95 1082 529 0.51 428 276 0.64
1995-96 1036 494 0.50 435 299 0.68
1996-97 1075 535 0,52 443 319 0.72
1997-98 ..1141 623 0.57 461 335 0.73
1998- 1099 696 0.63 435 356 0.81
99*
1999- 1175 775 0.66 435 356 0.81
2000*
1990- 0.50 ' 0.65
2000
Source: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Book 2000.
* Economic Survey 2000-2001
Ratios are calculated by authors.
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Table NO.2A
Teachers and F/M Ratio by Level of Education and Sex

95

!I

:1

MALE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE F/M
YEAR [000] [000] RATIO [000] [000] RATIO

PRIMARY MIDDLE
1990-91 185.1 92.7 0.50 52.1 32.0 0.61
1991-92 1958.6 94.9 0.47 53.8 33.7 0.62
1992.93 202.7 96'.3 0.47 40.0 31'.8 0.79
1993-94 212.4 109.6 0.51 40.5 39.9 0.98
1994-95 219.5 114.5 0.52 48.0 38.4 0.80.
1995-96 221.7 109.3 0.49 56.5 37.8 0.66
1996.97 211.0 112.0 0.53 46.0 39.0 0.84
1997.98 219.0 121.0 0.55 46.0 43.0 0.93
1998-99* 227.7 129.2 0.56 48.8 46.5 1.01
1999-2000* 236 137.9 0.58 45.8 50.3 1.09
1990-2000 0.50 0.77

Source: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Book 2000.
* Economic Survey 2000-2001
Ratios are calculated by authors.

Table NO.2B
Teachers and F/M Ratio by Level of Education and Sex

MALE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE F/M
YEAR [000] [000] RATIO RATIO

SECONDARY COLLEGE
1990-91 113.4 46.5 0.41 13515 7277 0.53
1991-92 115.4 48.3 0.41 13101 7447 0.56
1992-93 91.9 40.8 0.44 13028 7644 0.58
1993-94 121.9 56.9 0.46 13940 7945 0.56
1994-95 115.3 67.4 0.58 14662 8159 0.55
1995-96 116.4 50.6 0.43 15781 9142 0.57
1996-97 113.2 54.8 .0.48 15723 9151 0.58.
1997-98 124.7 63.9 0.51 17063 10266 0.60
1998-99* 131.6 71.3 0.54 16595 10347 0.62
1999-2000* 143.6 80.4 0.55 16595 10347 0.62
1990-2000 0.46 0.56

Source: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Book 2000.
*Economic Survey 2000-2001
Ratios are calculated by authors.
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Table No.3A
Educational Institutions and F/M Ratio by Level of Education and Sex

MALE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE F/M
YEAR RATIO RATIO

PRIMARY MIDDLE
1990-91 83018 31124 0.47 5315 3446 0.64

1991-92 80688 . 31591 0.39 5404 3537 0.65

1992-93 92516 38080 0.41 6753 5055 0.74

1993-94 94063 39957 0.42 6932 5194 0.74

1994-95 97667 41967 0.42 7009 5562 0.79
1995,96 99696 43434 0.43 7611 5719 0.75

1996-97 107619 42042 0.39 8727 5760 0.66

1997-98 105114 51204 0.48 10186 7168 0.70

1998-99* 102800 56500 0.54 10000 8000 0.80

1999-2000* 104900 57600 0.54 10300 8100 0.78

1990-2000 0.42 0.70

Source: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Book 2000.
* Economic Survey 2000-2001
R3tios are calculated by authors.

Table NO.3B
Educational Institutions and F/M Ratio by Level of Education and Sex

.MA,LE FEMALE F/M MALE FEMALE

F/~YEAR . RATIO RATIO

"
SECONDARY COLLEGE

'1990-91 6540 2395 0.36 390 222 0.56
1991,92 ' 6608 2374 0.35 400 233 0.58

1992-93 6297. 3029 . 0.48 406 243 0.59

1993-94 6513 3142 0.48 403 248 0.61

1994-95 6682" 3323 0.49 421 257 0.61

1995-96 6710 3329 0.49 439 276 0.62

'1996-97 69~~ J.:394 0.48 450 287 0.63

1997-98 7591 4019 0.52 480 309 0.64

1998-99* 7800 4500 0.57 509 344 0.67

'1999-2000* 8000 4600 0.57 509 344 0.67

1990-2000 0.45 0.60

Soulce: FBS 2000 Statistical Year Bo()k 2000.
* Economic Survey 2000-2001
Ratios are calculated by authors.



BOOK REVIEW:

Economic Factors in the Making of Pakistan 1921-1947. By Naureen Talha
Published by Oxford University Press'Karachi, Pakistan 2000.
pp 220. Price Not Mentioned. < ' • • "

The author, MS.Naureen Talha has a doctorate degree in Pakistan Studies
from the Quaid-e-Azam University. The book is the doctoral thesis that earned
the author her Ph.D. .

Advances have been made in the field of economics and it is no recent trait
of merging economics with other subjects to tackle various issues.' The author
combines the empirical implications of economics with the 'facts of 'Pakistan
Studies in this book. The Partition of the sub-continent is a h'ackneyed'issueand
much has been said about it. Authors have discussed thepolitical,:-social,
religious and philosophical factors that'led to the partition in' detail and depth~ On
the contrary the quite voice of NaureenTalha provides an even more cOrT)pelling
though mundane reasoning for the split. She emphasizes on economics as the
prime mover. The approach of the author to a major issue in the history of the
sub continent is a refreshing one and stands out as differentand dhtinct from the'
previously adopted ones.

The book comprises seven cohesive chapters that seek to trace the
'economic reasoning behind the partition. Each chapter brings with it an.
interesting issue, adequately supported with sound arguments and empirical
evidence in the form of statistical data. . .

The book under discussion can be divided into four categories according to
time. The first period spans from 1857 to 1921. The second covers the period
1921-1935, the third encompasses the period 1935-1940, whereas the fourth
period ranges form 1940 to the year of independence 1947. The main focus of
the book is the period 1921-1947, as suggested by the title of the book. . ,~.-,

The first chapter of the book is titled "The E~onomic Conditions oLthe
Muslims (1857-1921)". The chapter takes a ride down the history lane to,the
times when the Muslims were economically sound and then moves to the time in
the after math of the 1857 Independence War, when Muslims becaine engulfed
in economic misery. The author asserts that the deploring economic co'r\ditions'
were not a recent scenario but were well known to the scholars even in 'the 18th

century. The chapter provides a study of the economic backwardnesS that the
Muslims faced during the time 1857-1921. ' .

"\~

After the 1857 war, Muslims were further thrown into the pit' of economic
misery due to the unfavorable British attitude and their own ignorance'towards
education. The author uses appropriate figures and facts to "justify he(c1aims 'and
deptic the Muslim downfall.

The succeeding chapter, "Efforts to Achieve Economic Security (1921-
1935)," highlights the efforts of the Muslims in a bid to achieve the much lacking
economic security. The role of Muslim League and prominent Muslim leaders is
discussed comprehensively. The chapter traces the various efforts made in order
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to improve Muslims representation and participation in services. The Muslim
representation in the areas of Punjab, Madras, Central Provinces, United
Provinces, NWFP, Bombay and Bengal has been highlighted as well. The author
lays great emphasis on the economic aspect and provides the assertion that
Muslims were working politically and socially for a better economic future.

The third chapter, "Muslim Reaction to Hindu Dominance in Trade and
Industry." The Hindus and the Parsis were the two communities who had seized
upon the opportunities with both their hands and had made great leaps in trade
and industry. The Hindus especially got a stranglehold on the Trade and
Industry. The Muslims were lagging far behind. The Hindu dominance was not
coofined to only the Hindu majority areas but was also predominant in the Muslim
majority areas. The Muslims were greatly moved by this astounding fact and a
sense of realization irked in them, thanks mainly to the efforts of their leaders and
the Muslim league. The Muslims united as a unit in order to address the issue.
The chapter sheds light on the issue and provides an in depth analysis.

The fourth chapter of the book, "Growing Economic Insecurity (1935-1940),"
states that the economic problems of the Muslims remained unresolved and
there was growing economic insecurHy among the Muslim masses. During this
period, the hostile attitude of the congress became quite evidenJ and the Muslims
were being suppressed. There seemed to be a longing among the Muslimsfor an
economic identity by this time. The author asserts that the Muslims had realized
that the economic conditions were going against them and they could not be.
improved unless and until they got .rid of the Hindu dominance. Ms Talha
proclaims that it was the positive response of the educated Muslim class to the
call of the Muslim League, towards economic freedom, that strengthened the
cause for Pakistan.

The next chapter, "Towards. Economic Independence (1940-1947),"
analyses the Muslim journey towards economic freedom and the realization of
the dream of a, separate Muslim state. The events in light of the 1940 Lahore
Resolution have been discussed and their significance in achieving the goal has
been highlighted. The growing Muslim support and the improvements in their
represeQtation and participation has been accented as well.

The sixth chapter of the book, "Debate on the Economic Viability of
Pakistan," clarifies that Pakistan was very much an economically viable country
as opposed to the opinions ofthe critics. The author argues that Pakistan had
huge Economic potential economically and supports it with the statements of
A.R.Khan, K.H.Khurshid and Syed Abdul Latif. The author openly condemns the
supposition of the British and the Hindus that Pakistan was not an economically

. viable state and the whole supposition was a mere drama. The author argues
compet<?ntly and certainly influences the reader .

.•'. ~_.~ 'I

The seventh chapter of the book, "Summary and Conclusions," is
incidentally the last chapter of the fabulous book. As suggested by the title of the
chapter, the author summarizes the main ideas and assertions presented in her
dissertation. The author concludes'that it was the economic awareness among
the Muslims that furthered their ultimate cause and led to the creation of
Pakistan. Much like the rest of the book, the author supports her implications with



rationality. The book is pedantic in nature and is a great contribution in the field of
research.

The book is an interesting, bold and an innovative approach in the much
confined circles of Pakistan Studies and touches the formerly untouched
boundaries in the concerned field. The book being a doctorate thesis rather than
a pure textbook lacks in appeal at times. Although, the writer has cleverly
combined the elements of Pakistan Studies with Economics, yet the dryness of
Pakistan Studies surfaces as a flaw and a hindrance to the interest of the reader.

The book is quite refreshing and is a must for the intellectuals, the students,
and all the avid readers. Ms Talha has come up with a treat for the patriots of
Pakistan.

Book Review 99

Abeer Azmat
Lahore University of Management Sciences

Waleed Mohsin
Lahore School of Economics
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(a) The title should be at least 2 inches from the top of the paper.
(b) Allow 1-inch space, and on a separate line, type the name(s) of

author(s).
(c) Do not use all capital letters.

(a) Notes to each article will appear in a separate section. "Notes",
at the end of the article.

(b) The first note will be 'acknowledgement' or explanatory note, if
any, indicated by an asterik (*), to the article title.

(c) The note numbers will be in parenthesis.
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(e) Each note should be a separate single paragraph.

(a) All reference should be listed in the alphabetical order of the
author(s) names at the end of the text. References in the text
should include name(s) as well as the year of publication.
Example:
(1) Debreu,G. (1951), "The Coefficient of Resource

Utilization" , Econometrica, 19(3): 273-92.
(2) Greene, W.H. (1990), "Econometric Analysis", Macmillan

Publishing Company, New York,USA.
(b) In a subsequent reference to a work, repeat the author's last
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(a) Any mathematical equation in the text should be separated from
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